
 
Dear Local Governing Body 
 
Take notice that a meeting of the Local Governing Body will be held on Wednesday 11th May 

2022.  The meeting will be held by ZOOM at 6pm 
 

All Governors should ensure that if they are unable to attend a meeting but wish to comment or raise 
questions on any point of the Agenda, they should email any and all comments and questions to the 
Clerk khardy@lifeeducationtrust.com by the date of the meeting.  The Chair of the LGB will ensure 

that any comments or questions submitted by the absent Governor will be raised during the 
appropriate agenda item. 

 
AGENDA 

 
Invitees:  Dean Jefferys (Chair)  Abiola Fayayode 
   Anna Gray (Vice-Chair) Chowdhury Sultan  
   Bev Mills 
   Foluke Sangobowale 
   Fred Steel 
   Alice Larkman 
   
In attendance:  Kathy Hardy (Clerk) 

   Stella McCarthy 
Denise Broom (Director of Operations) 

   Vicky Smith ( Head of HR) 
   Steve Adams (Head of Premises) 
   Louise Anderson (Finance Advisor)  
   
Item  Timing Raised 
1. WELCOME & APOLOGIES - to note and approve apologies for 

absence 
 
Apologies were received from Mrs Sangobowale 

 DJ 

2. DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY OR CONFLICTS OF 
INTERESTS/LOYALTY – Governors are invited to declare any 
interest in any item on the agenda for this meeting.  Members 
may still declare an interest in any item at any time prior to the 
consideration of the matter. 

 DJ 

3. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING – to receive and 
confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 10th March 2022 (Draft 
copy attached) 

 DJ 

4. MATTERS ARISING –  
There were no matters arising 
 

 DJ 

5. HUMAN RESOURCES  FSt/VS 



a. To receive Staffing Update (Verbal) 
b. To complete Healthcheck (Attached)  
c. To raise AOB relevant to this agenda item 

6. FINANCE  
a. To receive Budgetary Position (Attached) 
b. To complete Healthcheck (Attached) 
c. To raise AOB relevant to this agenda item 

 FSa/DB

7. PREMISES  
a. To receive Premises Update (Verbal) 
b. To complete Healthcheck (Attached)  
c. To raise AOB relevant to this agenda item 

 AG/SA 

8 LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT 
a. To complete Healthcheck (Attached) 
b. To raise AOB relevant to this agenda item 

 JD/AL 

9. QUALITY OF EDUCATION 
a. To complete Healthcheck (Attached) 
b. To raise AOB relevant to this agenda item 

 BM/SM 

10. PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
a. To complete Healthcheck (Attached)  
b. To raise AOB relevant to this agenda item 

 CS/KG 

11. BEHAVIOUR & ATTITUDES  
a. To complete Healthcheck (Attached) 
b. To raise AOB relevant to this agenda item 

 AF/AL 

12. POLICIES – (Attached) 
 
To note the following Trust level policy/ies that have been agreed 
by the Board:  
 

 Governors Allowances 
 Complaints Policy  
 Data Protection Policy 
 ECT Policy 
 Health & Safety Policy 
 Probation Procedure 

 
To agree to following local policies:  
 

  

 DJ 

13 To receive Board & Committee Meetings summary Spring 2021 
(Attached) 

 AL 

14 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
  

 
 
 

 

15. DATES OF LGB MEETINGS FOR 2021-2022 
 

 Wednesday 25th May 2022 (BUDGET & SDP) 
 Wednesday 6th July 2022 

  

 
Mrs K Hardy, Clerk to the Local Governing Body 



 
 
 

DRAFT MINUTES 
of the Local Governing Body of Benhurst Primary School held via Zoom link on Wednesday 23rd March 2022 

 
Present::  Dean Jefferys (Chair) 
   Anna Gray (Vice-Chair) 
   Bev Mills 
   Foluke Sangobowale 
   Fred Steel 
   Alice Larkman 
   

Denise Broom (Director of Operations) 
   Gaye Bastin (Clerk) 

   
Item  Action 
1. WELCOME & APOLOGIES 

 
Mr Jefferys welcomed all present to the meeting.  Apologies had been 
received from Mrs Fakayode due to work commitments and Mrs 
McCarthy was unable to attend due to commitments at the BETTS 
show.  Mr Sultan emailed his apologies following the meeting due to 
work commitments. 
 
Mr Jefferys informed Governors that Mrs Bastin would be retiring from 
her position of PA to the Headteacher and Attendance & Admissions 
Officer at Benhurst Primary after 23 years of service and also from her 
role as Clerk to Benhurst Local Governing Body at the end of the Spring 
Term.  All Governors and Ms Broom expressed their thanks for and 
appreciation of her contribution and wished her well in the future.  Mrs 
Bastin gratefully accepted their commendations and commented on how 
she had enjoyed her time working for Benhurst and the Trust.  Her 
successor at Benhurst, Mrs Kaur, had been appointed, with some 
adjustments to administrative responsibilities in the school, and the role 
of Clerk to the Local Governing Body had been advertised. 
 

 

2. DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY OR CONFLICTS OF 
INTERESTS/LOYALTY  
 
Mr Jefferys declared an interest as a Member of the Board of Trustees 
for LIFE Education Trust. 
 

 

3. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
The Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 26th January 2022 were 
agreed. 
 
 

 



4. MATTERS ARISING 
 
A brief update on the Governing Body Review would be considered under 
Any Other Business 
 

 

5 SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN  
 
Ms Larkman referred to the SDP objectives and success criteria 
document which had been circulated with the agenda.  She was very 
pleased with progress in all three areas and had discussed some of the 
actions which had been proposed at the start of the year with Mr Gurman.  
Some of these had been struck through, e.g. 1.4 Parent reading 
mornings, because the Covid pandemic prevented progress in this area, 
and other elements had been struck through because steps would not be 
taken on them in the current academic year.  However, she was still 
ensuring that the success criteria were being met.  In the termly review it 
had been identified that reading was a strength in some of the classes 
and in other classes it was necessary to ensure the direction of literacy 
lessons were consistent with the reading approach.  A document had 
been created for EYFS, Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 with exemplary 
practices so that all teachers were very clear about expectations for 
reading, along with any teacher who may join in the future.  This had been 
welcomed by staff.  Stage 1 of the Library redesign had taken place and 
the bi-fold doors would be installed after the Easter holidays, along with 
a Smart board in the library to enable dual use of the area for teaching.  
A number of home reading books had been purchased and reading road 
map books for reading for pleasure had been ordered.  Years 2, 4 and 6 
had been introduced to reading road maps, through which pupils could 
track their route, which were coloured according to their genre, e.g. 
classics, poetry, etc., all books for which were age appropriate.  Children 
were talking very positively about the initiative, and World Book day had 
been very encouraging, with a few parents coming in to read with the 
children.  With the help of Pupil Voice funds, investigations were being 
made into purchasing a reading bus for outside, so that children could 
access reading during playtimes and lunchtimes.  Ms Larkman would be 
attending the Friends of Benhurst AGM on 30th March to explore ways of 
raising finance.  Ms Gray sought clarification on the concept of a reading 
bus.  Ms Larkman explained that her research had revealed that Route 
Masters were available at a cost of approximately £35,000.  She had also 
been put in contact with a company which redesigns the interior of a bus 
or moving vehicle, specialising in school buses.  She envisaged that the 
upper deck of a bus could be used for a library and/or outdoor classroom 
and the lower deck could be used as a working pavilion space for teams, 
etc. that would visit Benhurst. It would be possible to design the bus 
however the school wanted it to be and delivered to the specification 
requested.  Pupil Voice had been consulted and they were enthusiastic 
about the plan.  Mr Jefferys queried whether there may be planning 
considerations which needed to be taken into account with particular 
reference to neighbouring houses.  Ms Larkman had been assured by the 
developers that, because it is a moving vehicle, there was some room for 
manoeuvre in this respect, but the windows would be blacked out.  Ms 
Larkman intended to contact neighbours in this respect.  It was hoped 
that this project could be operational by next summer.  Mr Steel queried 
heating and lighting for the bus and Ms Larkman confirmed that these 
utilities would be made available, but it was one of the reasons why the 
project would take a little longer as it was necessary to explore how to get 
an electrical source to the back of the field.  In response to a question 
from Mrs Sangobowale, Ms Larkman had been informed that there should 
not be a requirement to involve the local council in the proposal and she 
would write to neighbours in the first instance, including some images.  

 



Mrs Mills commented that there was no mention made of Pickatale in the 
SDP.  Ms Larkman confirmed that this was already happening and in the 
reading scheme for Key Stage 1. 
 
With regard to Objective 2 - raising attainment of key groups of learners 
– Ms Larkman highlighted that no elements had been struck through.  A 
pupil progress meeting in the spring term had looked at a Venn diagram 
to consider those who had not made expected progress and individual 
children that were not working at the expected standard, with a view to 
putting appropriate interventions in place.  Work was taking place on a 
culture change to the way in which pupil premium is addressed and at 
every staff meeting a reflection journal is currently being encouraged on 
how teachers have targeted their pupil premium children to keep them 
centrally focussed.  This initiative had been embedded last term.  
Following a SIP meeting with Mr Gurman every member of support staff 
had a 1:1 meeting with Ms Larkman and members of SLT to audit their 
expertise, exploring what expertise the support staff want for themselves 
and providing training for them.  Mrs Fisher, SENCO, was collating 
interventions across the school, looking at how best to support key groups 
and she had also led some training.  It was confirmed that Mrs Fisher 
joined the school in January and works for three days at Benhurst and 
two days at Dame Tipping.  She did not perform a teaching role.  Mrs 
McCarthy continued to drive “My Cognition” across the school.  Work was 
progressing on establishing a phoenix book club which should be 
commencing in the summer term, and in starting language classes in the 
new term for key groups. 
 
For objective 3 – enhancing learning opportunities and pupil wellbeing 
through better use of outdoor spaces within the local community – action 
point 3.2 had been struck through, although Mr Keeley is working on the 
outdoor spaces, developing the pond area and supporting the outdoor 
learning team to plant sunflowers around the perimeter of the field in 
acknowledgement of the Ukraine hostilities.  The children were making 
choices of plants to grow in the allotment and Miss Gregory has 
undertaken training as a Forest School leader.  A start to the Forest 
School approach would be initiated in the school field in the summer term 
to be rolled out across the school in the Autumn Term.  Parents had 
expressed excitement about this initiative in the recent parent 
consultation meeting.  Ms Larkman had been introduced to the OPAL 
programme which was highly recommended by a number of local 
schools.  She would be using £9,000 of P.E.premium funding, to be spent 
by May, to audit play areas and surfaces to increase play amongst the 
children in a number of different ways.  The programme would take 18 
months to complete with a first meeting in June for which a team was 
being built to drive the proposals forward.  The daily mile had been 
introduced once a week for all children and Midday Assistants had 
received training from Jenny Moseley, a strong practitioner, which had 
been received positively by staff.  Investigations had been made into how 
best to zone the playground for different activities and a curriculum map 
devised across the whole school to incorporate an outdoor programme.  
The EYFS area was to be developed during the Easter break and the 
outdoor spaces would continue to be audited to ensure the best outcomes 
for the children, incorporating the potential purchase of canopies for the 
field and the raised area at the back.  Shelter in the main playground 
would also be considered following the suggestion from parents. 
 
Mr Jefferys enquired as to when Ms Larkman would begin to consider the 
School Development Plan for 2022/23.   Ms Larkman anticipated that this 
would take place by summer half term, by which time the school and the 
Trust would have a good idea of where the focus would be necessary.  



Ms Gray felt that a number of initiatives that Ms Larkman had described 
had been discussed for some time and she was very pleased that these 
were being actioned now.  Mr Jefferys was keen to incorporate different, 
innovative ways of learning, which were also being accepted now in many 
other organisations such as the scouting movement. 

 
6 STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK 

 
There had been no formal feedback from pupils or parents since the last 
LGB. 
 
c. Subject Leader Monitoring Report – Subject leaders had been 
appointed for different areas to gain a better clarity as to whether teachers 
were covering what they should be in those specific areas.  At a meeting 
of subject leaders, they had been asked to carry out small learning walks 
to get a grasp of what their subject looked like around the school and to 
talk to teachers.  A monitoring document had been provided for middle 
leaders to support them in clarifying what they should be expecting to see 
in books, alongside creating curriculum maps. 
 
d. Governor – LGB Review Feedback – Mr Jefferys congratulated 
Governors on the feedback from the review meeting, which had been 
considered as very effective with a couple of areas for development, and 
thanked them for everything they do.  He had found it useful to review a 
couple of other LGBs himself. 
 
e.  The SIP reports related to meetings held on 7th October and 9th 
December 2021.  A further meeting held relatively recently would be 
reported to the next meeting of the LGB.  Ms Larkman found the next 
steps section of these reports very useful for moving forward.  She 
commented that every time Mr Gurman had been in school is had been 
a special event day such as World Book Day and before the Christmas 
performances, however many positives had been noted.  More SLT 
learning walks had taken place to experience what it was like to be in the 
classroom for the children.  The reports were very much a snapshot of 
the visits and Ms Larkman found them to be very supportive and open to 
her sharing her thoughts and vision for the school. 
 

 

7 OPERATIONS UPDATE 
 
This item was taken after item 4, as Ms Broom had to attend another 
outside meeting the same evening. 
 
The report submitted to the meeting reflected the budgetary position of 
Benhurst School at the end of February 2022, being six months into the 
financial year, at which point it could be analysed in more depth.  The 
school was in a very good position financially. Although there remained  
time differences in some areas, e.g. late invoices or service level 
agreements, these were known factors and would catch up with 
themselves, with everything budgeted for being paid up on time.  With 
regard to income, approximately £12,000 had been deferred from the 
previous year from Pupil Voice and Ms Larkman was in conversation with 
the pupils to establish how best to utilise the funds.  Expenditure was 
showing an underspend which related mainly to support staff costs and 
reduced lettings costs due to Covid from which approximately £12,000 
had been accrued.  Support staff was underspent in anticipation of the 
support staff annual cost of living rise which had been agreed at the 
beginning of March at 1.75% to be backdated to April 2021.  The finance 
team were calculating the costs and they would be paid in March salaries.  
Agency staff costs had increased due to Covid in respect of sickness 

 



cover, producing a deficit of approximately £24,000.  A sum of £7,000 had 
been accounted for in reserves relating to capital expenditure in respect 
of retention for the roofing works carried out on the school in the previous 
year.  A summary illustrated a projected position when the budget was 
first set of £172,000.  The current forecast was calculated to be £133,000, 
including the expenditure allocated for the refurbishment of the EYFS 
area.  The supplementary grant had not been included in the figure.  This 
was expected to be allocated to schools from April to March next year to 
ease cost pressures of employee national insurance and energy costs.  
In conversation with an energy consultant, Ms Broom had been advised 
that it would be necessary to triple costs normally budgeted for and it was 
estimated that Benhurst would receive an additional £54,000 to contribute 
towards the cost.  There would be no energy increases until September 
2022 due to the fixed term contract which had been arranged. The Trust 
would be putting the budgets together for next year’s energy costs.  Ms 
Broom reported that there were no requirements to report on how the 
grant was actually spent and there was no time limit on it.  The national 
insurance increase between April and August would be approximately 
£8,000.  Mr Jefferys enquired when the results of the CIF bid might be 
available and Ms Broom’s estimation was around June 2022.  Mr Steel 
asked whether there had been any increase in lettings enquiries.  Ms 
Larkman responded that there had been some interest, but the school 
already had a number of lettings in place which did not provide scope for 
much of an increase.  There had been some contention with the Chelsea 
Football Club not paying on time and an alternative lettee would be 
sought if it continued. 
Ms Broom left the meeting at 6.30pm. 

 
8 LGB SPECIFIC ITEM 

 
a. Covid Update - Ms Larkman reported that in the past two weeks 

the school had experienced a slight rise in infections which had 
been reported to the local authority.  There had been 19 cases of 
infection reported since the February half term, one of which was 
a member of staff. 

 
b. Parent Consultation 8th March 2022 – Ms Larkman shared a report 

on her vision and ethos consultation, explaining that she had set 
out to consider the school’s 7 core values, 5 learning behaviours, 
the school motto and the Trust ethos.  She felt that the 12 words 
relating to the core values and learning behaviours were too many 
for the children to learn and articulate confidently.  She had 
discussed this with Mrs Hart who accepted the rationale.  Ms 
Larkman proposed 6 values, one of which could be addressed 
each half term.  Three of these had been drawn from the current 
core values, and two from current learning behaviours. Ms 
Larkman had been instantly drawn to one other word – ambition 
– from research into other school values.  These proposals were 
then shared with SLT and it was clear that the motto had a very 
long history within the school, which she concluded she did not 
wish to undermine.  The pupils had arrived at the learning 
behaviours and there was an attachment to the learning tree 
which had been painted by Mr Denchfield’s late father.  These 
considerations were shared with staff in a staff meeting, where 
considerable views were voiced.  Ms Larkman subsequently 
emailed all staff, inviting them to express their views and feelings 
towards the core values, learning behaviours and motto.  She 
received 10 responses, relating to 16% of staff.  2 members of 
staff were very supportive, 8 reflected on the history and personal 
attachment.  Consultation with parents and pupils was delayed 

 



due to Covid regulations, but Ms Larkman and Mrs McCarthy had 
recently been able to meet in the school hall with 13 parents, 
nominated by teachers who they felt would be willing to vocalise 
their views.  Parents were asked to write down the core values 
and learning behaviours.  The parents did not know many of the 
12 words and understood how they would be challenging for the 
children to understand and articulate.  When the 6 proposed core 
values were shared, all parents were completely in support of the 
change.  Ms Larkman was very clear to let her know if they 
opposed it at all.  Ms Larkman then invited 20 pupils from Pupil 
Voice for a similar exercise.  About 60% of those pupils were 
confident they understood the core values, though admitted that 
some were difficult to explain.  Only about 10% knew the learning 
behaviours, although it was accepted that the core values were a 
lot more embedded than the learning behaviours.  When the 6 
proposed core values were shared, along with the plan to consider 
one each half term, the children agreed.  A child in Year 2 was 
able to explain the meaning of ambition and all the children 
recognised that they exercise ambition in all of their lessons every 
day.  Ms Larkman now presented the 6 core values of Ambition, 
Resilience, Respect, Compassion, Courage and Creativity (ARC) 
to Governors with a recommendation to relaunch them in 
September 2022.  Ms Gray commented that she had raised 
concern at the cost of arriving at the core values when they were 
originally introduced, so she was impressed with the way the 
proposed core values had been arrived at.  Ms Larkman pointed 
out that courage, compassion and creativity combined with the 
values which align with the Trust.  Neither parents nor pupils had 
been able to quote the LIFE ethos.  Ms Larkman and Mrs Halls 
from the school office would be meeting with schoolwear 
providers, Havering Schoolwear, after the Easter break to plan 
how to move forward in that respect.  Wearing of a uniform with 
an amended logo would evolve over time and was not expected 
immediately in September.  A decision would have to be made on 
exactly what logo would be displayed on the uniform.  Mr Jefferys 
recognised the need for the children to live the values and Ms 
Larkman expressed some surprise at how readily parents and 
pupils agreed with the changes.  However, the reasoning behind 
it had been fully explained and it was considered best for pupils 
going forward for the children to live and breath the values and 
know how to explain them.  Mrs Sangobowale approved of the 
words, feeling that they encompassed everything that had been 
before, Mr Steel agreed with reducing them down to 6 and Mrs 
Mills was happy that they encompassed values that she would like 
to see, especially ambition.  Mr Jefferys was convinced that each 
value should be something the children were doing every day at 
school in order to live them.  Ms Larkman would proceed with the 
introduction of the 6 values, working on the uniform first. 
 

9 POLICIES 
 
There were no local policies to consider. 
 
Governors noted the following Trust level policies that had been agreed 
by the Board:  
 

 Governor Visit Policy 
 Governors’ Allowances 
 LIFE Data Protection Policy 

  

 



10 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 

a. Governor Day in School – Mr Jefferys queried whether Governors 
would like to recommence the concept of Governor days in 
school, either for a whole or half day.  All Governors were in 
agreement with starting them again, although Mr Steel felt that, if 
they were to be for whole days, they could finish about an hour 
earlier than the end of the school day.  Mrs Mills explained that 
she was somewhat restricted in her physical movement, which 
she would appreciate being taken into account.  Mr Jefferys 
undertook to liaise with Ms Larkman regarding a date for such a 
day.  Ms Larkman asked Governors to let her know if there was a 
particular curriculum area that they would be interested in and she 
could arrange a meeting with the appropriate member of staff.  Mr 
Jefferys wished to stress that such a visit should not be 
considered as an inspection of staff, but for information and 
awareness purposes.  Governors felt it would be more effective if 
the day did not coincide with any special event day in the school 
calendar. 

b. Mr Jefferys explained that a wider governance review was taking 
place across the Trust by the NGA, alongside the Trust review of 
Governance outlined in the report which had been circulated at 
the previous meeting.  He felt that, in many ways, Governors 
currently do more than they had in the past and have gained a 
much greater oversight.  Individuals joined a Governing Body to 
make a contribution and the healthcheck system had helped in 
that respect, although much of the Finance healthcheck covered 
Trust-wide questions, not necessarily individual schools.  There 
had been considerable feedback on the Trust review of 
Governance and any decisions in that respect were being held 
back, pending the outcome of the NGA review. Mrs Sangobowale 
queried whether there would be a reduction in the number of 
Governors for each school.  Mr Jefferys did not anticipate any 
reduction in Governors at Benhurst.  The Trust review related to 
how and what Governors are expected to do. 

c. Ms Gray enquired whether Benhurst had any Ukranian pupils.  Ms 
Larkman confirmed that the school had three families, one of 
which had transferred recently.  Mrs Fisher had been in contact 
with the families regarding their wellbeing in the light of the 
hostilities.  Useful information had been received from the 
borough on how to approach the circumstances with the children 
and children were also exposed to information on the situation in 
an age appropriate way via Newround.   The school has one 
Russian family and no anti-Russian sentiment had been 
experienced.  Ms Larkman would ensure that a place would be 
made available if a refugee were offered a place.   Ms Gray 
thanked the school for looking out for the children and families. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 DATES OF LGB MEETINGS FOR 2021-2022 
 

 Wednesday 11th May 2022 (HEALTHCHECK) SATs week 
Mrs Sangobowale gave apologies for 11th May meeting as she 
would be away from 4th-11th May. 

 Wednesday 25th May 2022 (BUDGET & SDP) 
 Wednesday 6th July 2022 

 

 

 
The meeting finished at 20:00hrs. 
 
Mrs G Bastin, Clerk to the Local Governing Body 
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Human Resources Healthcheck report for  
Pay & Personnel Committee        
 
School Name: Benhurst      Term to which this Healthcheck applies:       Autumn   Spring     Summer 
                       2021        2022          2022 
Completing the Healthcheck: 

1. For each of the 3 sections that follow, the school should complete a draft response, to include brief detail, data and explanation and a proposed 
rating. This should be sent to the link Governor and the Director of Standards a week in advance of the meeting. Additional data and examples may 
be made available for scrutiny at the meeting. Relevant information from the previous Healthcheck should be retained; out-of-date- information 
should be delete; changes or new information should be highlighted in YELLOW.  

2. The link governor and/or Director of Standards will meet with the school representative to interrogate the document, scrutinise evidence, agree 
the proposed rating and agree how much and which evidence should be presented to the LGB (Local Governing Body).  These meetings may be 
held in person or virtually and may be preceded by email exchanges regarding the draft content 

3. Where any category is not rated Green, a brief outline of actions being taken should be included; if any category is rated Red, a separate 
exception report should be provided. 

4. The final Healthcheck draft as agreed with the link governor must be completed in time to be sent out to governors with other paperwork one 
week in advance of the LGB meeting. Having read this, governors should try to send any questions arising to the clerk for circulation in advance of 
the meeting. When possible, it is the link governor who should raise the Healthcheck at the LGB meeting, with the member of school supporting.  
This should not involve reading or summarising the whole document; only significant issues, or questions to be answered, should be raised.     

5. At the LGB meeting, governors should scrutinise the Healthcheck and any evidence presented to satisfy themselves that they can confidently 
agree the proposed rating (or, when appropriate, to amend it). A brief summary of any discussion or questions asked at the LGB will be added to the 
Healthcheck commentary by the clerk, from the minutes of the meeting, and returned to the school ready for the next update. 

6. Once agreed, the final Healthcheck should be sent to the Clerk of the Trust Board; ready to be forwarded to the next relevant Committee. 

Rating: 
Green suggests the school is highly effective in this measure (A strength of the school; Ofsted Good or better) 
Red suggests the school is not yet effective in this measure (An area for development for the school; Ofsted RI or worse) 
White suggests the school is effective in this measure but is working to improve it (Broadly average; not yet confidently Ofsted Good) 
Draft Healthcheck completed by: Katherine Hart (School Representative)  
Meeting to confirm the Healthcheck with: F Steel, A Larkman, & V Smith (LIFE Exec/Link Gov)  
Healthcheck presented to and agreed by the LGB on 15th May 2022 

  Aut Spr Sum 
H1 Staffing     
H2 HR or Legal     
H3 Training     
H4 Morale    

     

   
 Completion Date: Jan 

2021
May 
2021

Sep 
2021

Jan 
2022

May  
2022 

H1 Staffing Sufficiency G G G G G 
H2 Legal, Disciplinary, 

Grievances or Capability 
Issues 

G G G G G 

H3 Development G G G G G 
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H1 – Staffing Sufficiency 
 

Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
H1.1 Is there evidence that a secure and cost effective staff structure is in place? 
H1.2 Has the staffing structure been reviewed in the past 12 months with a clear rationale for it? 
H1.3 Is there evidence that the school structure has been benchmarked against successful models? 
H1.4 Are governors confident that those leaving have been suitably replaced with little likely detrimental impact on student outcomes or  
         staff morale? 
H1.5 Are governors confident that all steps have been taken to fill any vacancies and that plans are in place where there are current  
         unfilled roles? 
H1.6 Are governors confident that all necessary checking processes have been conducted? 
H1.7 Is the single central record up to date? 
H1.8 Are sickness absence trends improving and above comparative averages or is appropriate rationale provided for any negative  
         trends? 
H1.9 Is any potential impact on student outcomes being monitored and addressed appropriately? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
H1.1 Secure cost effective staffing structure in place for September 2021 which was reviewed and approved by the Pay and Personnel form on the 22nd June 2021. 
The structure includes a new Headteacher who was successfully appointed in the Spring Term with the current Acting Headteacher returning to her permanent 
post of Deputy Headteacher. Internal appointment secured for the post of MAT cover for the Deputy Headteacher from December 2021.   
Deputy Head Mat cover in post as of December 2021. New three day a week SENDCO successfully appointed in the Autumn Term to join the school in January 
2022. They will be working over two schools, Benhurst and Dame Tipping, working 3 days at Benhurst and 2 days at Dame Tipping. 
New SENDCO now in post and has settled well into their dual school role. 
  
H1.2 Staffing structure reviewed in the spring term with the successfully external appointment of a new Headteacher from September 2021. The staffing structure 
for September 2021 was approved by the Pay and Personnel Committee on the 22nd June 2021. 
The new posts of the existing office staff including, Heads PA & Attendance Admissions Officer, Office Manager & Finance Assistant and part time Administrative 
Assistant commenced at the start of the Autumn Term. The new roles help in providing Administrative support to the Headteacher and SLT. 
Leadership structure reviewed in the Spring Term in light of the Trust promotion of the Headteacher to include the role of  Executive Headteacher of Dame Tipping 
Primary School and the current Acting Deputy Headteacher to Head of School at Dame Tipping from June 2022. Internal promotions have been secured by the 
Assistant Headteacher and SENDCO to Acting Deputy Headteacher (MAT cover) until December 2022. A new additional 2 year role of acting Assistant 
Headteacher has been secured internally. An internal position of KS2 Phase Leader , 2 years will be advertised internally in the Summer Term to increase the 
Wider Leadership Team. 
  
H1.3 We benchmark against local schools and share ways of operating. Much of the school structure is fixed (e.g. one teacher per class) but we are open to 
change where the benefits are clear and have possible future changes in mind. For example, a potential change may be to not replace a PPA teacher when they 
leave and employ a HLTA; this would save money as well as provide more classroom support, PPA and sickness cover.     
 
H1.4 Of the existing staff two members of teaching staff left during the summer term and one member of support staff left to join the central LIFE team. This 
equates to 5.45%. 
Two members of part time Teaching staff left at the End of the Autumn Term. The posts have been successfully replaced with a full time member of agency staff 
who applied for the position and has been secured for the rest of the academic year. The staff member had previously been working within the school covering a 
long term absence who proved to be a good member of the team. The back fill of teaching time for the post of Deputy Head Teacher MAT leave has been covered 
internally. The latest staff survey results from the Autumn Term 2021 showed a minimal decline in staff morale with 54.5% feeling staff morale was good, from 
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57.9% in Autumn Term in 2020 and 26.2% below the Trust average. An impressive 95.5% of staff were proud to be a member on the school, 0.7% above the result 
achieved in the Autumn Term 2020. The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor meet with Headteacher for HR monthly meetings, where any concerns are raised and 
discussed. The last meeting was held on 13th December 2021.  
Two members of support staff left the school in the Spring Term, an LSA moved onto a promotion in another school and an ASO retired. The LSA vacancy has 
been covered internally and a new strong appointed was secured for a new Administrative Support Officer in the Spring Term due to join the school after Easter.  A 
member of teaching staff has submitted their resignation to leave the school at the end of the summer, an advert for the post wo be advertised over the Easter 
break.  
 
H1.5 TES annual subscription with the Trust which enables unlimited adverts.  In addition to TES, both teaching and support staff roles are advertised on Essex 
School jobs and teaching staff on the DfE vacancies website. All vacancies are advertised on the Trust and school’s own website. Vacancies are posted on 
LinkedIn and shared on social media to attract a wider field. There will be a classroom teacher vacancy at the end of the Autumn term to backfill SM while she fills 
the role of Deputy Headteacher MAT cover.  
All vacancies were successfully appointed in the Autumn Term with no current vacancies outstanding. 
Classroom Teacher and Maths lead to be advertised externally over the Easter Break, interviews to be held at the start if the Summer Term. Phase leader KS2 
advert to be circulated internally in the Summer Term. 
 
H1.6 Yes. All new starter pre-employment checks for any new members of staff joining the school are conducted centrally by the Trust HR team.  Candidates have 
a conditional offer sent and their pre-employment checks completed, Regular communication and updates are maintained with the Head of School. A central 
shared HR area has been created where the Head of School, Office Administrator and HR Tea have shared access to documents and the SCR. Checks that 
require renewal are managed at school level and audited by the Trust HR Manager once every half term. HR link Governor to audit the SCR once a term, audit for 
the Autumn Term to be arranged. A Governor file, containing all required information to be in place. 
All checks for staff starting in the Autumn Term were completed by the central HR team and clearance received prior to the colleague joining the school. 
All checks for staff joining the school in the Spring Term were completed and cleared prior to the colleague being issued with a contract and starting with the 
school.  
 
 
H1.7 Yes. Trust standardised template is used across all schools within the Trust, colour coding is in place for those members of staff leaving and those due to join 
the school. Key information is added as pre-employment check results are received. Audits carried out by the Trust HR Manager identify any gaps that need to be 
actioned. All information held on the SCR reflects that on personnel files, spot checks are carried out to ensure this. Single Central Record is a live document that 
is continuously updated as staff join and leave, additional checks that are required every 3 years are reviewed a month in advance of expiry. Audits of the SCR are 
conducted half termly by the Trust HR Manager and reviewed frequently by the HR Advisor. Chair of Governors to audit the SCR termly. Actions and findings from 
those conducting the audits to be recorded in the checking sheet. The Trust HR Manager conducted an audit on the SCR on the 6th June 2021. Colour coding is in 
place for those members of staff leaving and those due to join the school. A date to be arranged for Chair of Governors and Trust HR Manager to complete an 
audit in the Autumn Term. 
Trust HR Manager last audited the SCR on the 16th December 2021 where all checks were reviewed. One member of the LGB has a DBS to be renewed that is 
currently outstanding, two members of staff have DBS application due for renewal in January. Two leavers highlighted in blue to be removed at the end of the 
Autumn Term, one new started due to join in January to have yellow highlighting removed once they have joined the school. One colleague has been highlighted in 
pink to reflect their MAT leave. Two members of staff have been highlighted in orange to reflect the LTS absence. A new version of the SCR has been created for 
the Spring term and the old version filed for in historic records for reference. 
The Trust HR Manager conducted an audit on the SCR on the 4th April, one member of staff was due to renewal their DBS in April and another in May, both had 
been made aware by the ASO and applications were processing. All other checks are in place and up to date. Colour coding is being used well to identify those 
staff due to leave, join and on maternity leave. 
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H1.8 Robust absence management processes remain in place, which are reflected in the Trust Sickness Absence Management Policy. Return to 
work meetings are held with all members of staff following every absence with the Head of School. OH referrals and informal absence review 
meetings are held when and where necessary with absence improvement plans being put in place.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There were 6 support staff absences totalling 99 days in the summer year, 83 of these days for one member of staffs LTS. An OH referral was made 
to support this colleague back into school who has since returned. There was one absence for teaching staff during the summer term which equated 
to 1 day. The data is not comparable to data from the summer term of 2019/2020 as most of the term the majority of the students and staff were in 
lockdown 
 
The total number of days lost for 2020/2021 are shown in the table below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sickness absence rates for the Autumn Term 2021 are shown in the table below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the Autumn Term 2021, Teaching staff had 12 periods of sickness absence equating to 116 days lost. Of the 116 days, 97 days were for one member of 
staff who sustained an injury to their knee during the summer and subsequently had to have surgery. This has resulted in a long term absence where they have 
medically been signed off as unfit to work. The colleague has been referred to OH during the Autumn Term, with a further referral to be made prior to their 
expected return in the Spring Term. Support staff had 19 periods of sickness absence, equating to 110.5 days lost. Of the 100.5 days. 35 days were for a member 
of staff with a long term absence due to an ankle injury and surgery, signed off as unfit to work. The colleague was referred to OH and a phased return was put into 
place to ease them back into school at the end of the Autumn Term.  Another colleague had an absence for 19 days due to a fractured spine an OH referral was 
made and attended. One colleague had an absence lasting 18 where they were signed off unfit for work. A total of 216.5 days were lost due to sickness absence in 
the Autumn Term 2021 compared to 138 days lost in the Autumn Term 2020. Although there is a significant increase in days lost this can be justified when 

 Summer Term 2020/2021 
Number of Days 

Summer Term 2019/2020 
Number of Days 

Teaching Staff 1 N/A 
Support Staff 99 N/A

Total days 100 N/A

  2020 - 2021  
Days Absence 

Teachers 57 
Support Staff 226 
Total 325 

 Autumn Term 
 2021/2022 

Number of Days 

Teaching Staff 116 
Support Staff 100.5 

Total days 216.5 
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considering there were a number of long term absences during the term, all where colleagues were signed off as unfit. Robust absence procedure remains in place 
at school level. 
 
Sickness absence rates for the Spring Term 2022 are shown in the table below. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching staff had one period of sickness absence totalling 2 days lost in the Spring Term 2022. Support staff had 9 periods of sickness absence 
totalling 55.5 days lost in the Spring Term. Of the 55.5 days 40 days were for one member of staff following a back injury, this member of staff has 
since left the school. The number of days lost in the Spring Term have a marked decrease compared to those lost in the Autumn Term 2021. 
 
Staff who are absent to Covid 19 related reasons are tracked centrally by the HR Team.  Staff that are affected are required to complete and return a staff 
declaration form to reflect the reason for their absence. Number shown in the table below reflect the number of 
staff effected between 19th April 2021 and 21st July 2021.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Data shown in the table below reflects the number of staff affected in the Autumn Term 2021. 

 Spring Term 
 2021/2022 

Number of Days 

Teaching Staff 2 
Support Staff 55.5 

Total days 57.5 

COVID REASON FOR ABSENCE 
Number 

of 
cases  

NHS Track and Trace 0 
Contact from STUDENT positive case 1 
Contact from STAFF positive case 0 
CEV 0 
Symptom Display 0 
Symptom Display & Positive test 0 
Household Isolation 3 
Medical Appointment 4 
Childcare 0 
Trip Abroad 0 
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The staff survey conducted in the Autumn Term 2021 showed that 95.4% of staff felt that the school has handled the pandemic well. 
 
Data shown in the table below reflects the number of staff affected in the Spring Term 2022. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H1.9 Staff absences continue to be recorded and tracked within the SIMS system, with robust process in place in line with the sickness management policy. Return 
to work meetings are conducted by line managers and leave of absence forms completed for planned absences for review, approval or decline in advance of the 
absence being taken. Absences are recorded through SIMS so reports can be run for analysis, tracking and review.   
Trust HR Manager meets with the Headteacher for monthly HR meetings, where any concerns are shared and reflecting next steps are implemented. Last meeting 
held in July 2021. In addition, Trust HR Manager meets with CEO weekly and the CEO and Director of Operations fortnightly to discuss any concerns, last meeting 
held the last meeting was held on 9th July 2021. 
The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor last met with the Headteacher on the 13th December where absence trends were analysed, concerns discussed and 
processes reviewed. In addition, the HR Manager meets with the CEO weekly and monthly with CEO and Director of Operations to discuss any concerns, the last 
meetings were held on 1st and 15th December 2021. 
The Trust HR Manager meets with the CEO weekly and monthly with CEO and Director of Operations to discuss any concerns, the last meetings were held on 31st 
and 23rd March 2022. The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor meet with the Head of School for the monthly HR meeting. The last meeting was held on the 31st 
March 2022. Robust absence process remains in place at school leave and is reflected in the decrease of number of days lost due to sickness absence. 
 
 

COVID REASON FOR ABSENCE 
Number 

of 
cases  

NHS Track and Trace 1 
Symptom Display 0 
Symptom Display & Positive test 7 
Positive lateral flow 2 
Medical Appointment 0 
Childcare 0 
Trip Abroad 0 

COVID REASON FOR ABSENCE 
Number 

of 
cases  

Symptom Display & Positive test 3 
Childcare 0 

WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because Staff structure reviewed again in the Spring term and new SLT members appointed internally. 
Days lost due to sickness absence have fallen and a robust process remains in place and is being adhered to at school level, with the support of the Trust central 
HR team. Staff absences continue to be monitored closely. Staff retentions remains good. 
 
The main action required to maintain this rating is to ensure future appointments continue to be strong.  

 Single Central Record Audits to be continued by the HR Chair Governor and Trust HR Manager.  
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 Single Central Record to be treated as a live document by the Administrative Officer 
 Staff absences to be monitored in line with the Trust Absence Policy by Head of School and Trust HR Manager 
 Return to work meetings to be held following every sickness absence 
 OH referrals and informal absence review meetings to be used when required 
 Covid related absences continue to be tracked centrally  
  Exit interviews to be conducted by Head of School 

 
Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  

 Staff Survey results Autumn Term 2021 & 2020 
 Staff structure 2021 
 Absence report 
 Single Central Record checking sheet 
 Monthly HR meeting agenda and minutes 
 Meeting minutes 
 Exit interviews 

 

Summary of key points of last LGB discussion:  
H1.1 There had been some staff and role changes, however all vacancies had been successfully filled in the Autumn Term. 
H1.4 There had been a minimal decline to 54.5% in the percentage of staff members who considered staff morale to be good.  This was felt to be 
largely due to the disruption caused by the Covid pandemic.  Ms Larkman explained that this anomaly had been discussed at an SLT meeting and 
work was taking place with staff to discover ways in which staff would feel fully supported.  Although it was acknowledged that this scenario was 
common in education across the country, SLT would continue to monitor to anticipate any trends which may arise. 
H1.6 Mr Steel was able to report that all Governor DBSs were up to date and the first renewal was not due until November 2022. 
H1.8 & 9 Two members of staff had experienced long-term sickness absence which had been robustly managed and the situation was improving.  
Ms Smith was pleased with the Trust HR liaison with school staff in respect of sickness procedures and both members of staff with long-term 
sickness had returned to their roles successfully, fully supported, with Occupational Health recommendations having been put in place. 
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H2 – Legal, Disciplinary, 
Grievances or Capability Issues 
 

Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
H2.1 Are governors content that the school has a robust system for dealing with all types of HR issues?  Are there HR policies in place, fit for purpose and being 
followed to deal with this?  
H2.2 Is there evidence that correct processes have been followed in any HR or legal matter? 
H2.3 Are governors satisfied that there is sufficient justification for any settlements that the school has entered into including any  
         payments made? 
H2.4 Are governors satisfied that appropriate HR and legal advice has been taken and adhered to in all necessary situations? 
H2.5 Are governors content that grievance, disciplinary, capability issues and flexible working requests individually or collectively do not reveal concerns for the 
wellbeing or progress of staff or students?  
H2.6 Are governors satisfied that any potential reputational damage to the school has been limited? 
H2.7 Are issues raised by staff being addressed appropriately and effectively? 
H2.8 Are governors aware of staff turnover and destinations of staff leaving?  
H2.9 Are governors satisfied that staff are not being discriminated against protected characteristics (Equality Act 2010)? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
H2.1 Stone King an external HR and Legal provider are contracted by the Trust. Trust HR Manager and HR Assistant meet with link advisor as and when required 
to discuss ongoing and new cases at school level. Model Policies are in place, which are reviewed, updated, approved centrally and circulated to all staff. Policies 
and saved within the staff drive to allow all staff continues access to them. Trust HR Manager meets with CEO weekly and the CEO and Director of Operations 
fortnightly to discuss any concerns, last meeting held the last meeting was held on 9th July 2021. Monthly meetings are held between the Trust HR Manager and 
Acting Headteacher, the last meeting was held in July 2021. 
Trust policies to reflect HR processes are reviewed prior to the expiry buy the Trust HR Manager and Stone King for any changes to legislation and improvement to 
practice can be considered, Policies are then reviewed and approved by the Pay and Personnel Committee prior to them being circulated to all Trust staff for a 
consultation period if any changes are made. All Trust policies are saved centrally to allow staff access for their referral. The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor 
continue to meet with the Headteacher for monthly HR Meetings where any issues or concerns are raised and the last meeting was held on 13th December 2021. 
This meeting is in addition to the ongoing support that is provided as and when required. In addition, the Trust HR Manager meets with CEO weekly. The last 
meeting was held on the 15th December and the CEO and Director of Operations meet monthly to discuss any concerns. The last meeting was held on 1st 
December 2021. 
The HR Manager meets with the CEO weekly and monthly with CEO and Director of Operations to discuss any concerns, the last meetings were held on 31st and 
23rd March 2022. The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor meet with the Head of School for the monthly HR meeting. The last meeting was held on the 31st March 
2022. 
 
H2.2 Following a long term absence during the Autumn Term due to an ankle injury and surgery, a colleague was referred to OH to ensure any recommended 
reasonable adjustments were reviewed and considered. The colleague was supported back into school on a phased return with regular meetings put in place with 
their line manager to review. Deputy Head Teacher worked with the central HR Team to ensure that the correct process was followed. 
Stone King is the external HR and Legal support for the Trust who are there to support with HR and Legal matters if and when they arise. 
 
 
H2.3 The Governors Chair of Governors to always be consulted on all transactions regarding staff leaving, which includes any settlements, redundancy, and notice 
periods.  
No settlements have taken place. 
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H2.4 All formal matters are referred to the Trust HR Manager by the Acting Headteacher who remain in regular contact with any queries or concerns. Trust HR 
Manager meets with Stone King link advisor as and when required and with regular scheduled meetings, last held July 2021. In addition, Trust HR Manager meets 
with CEO weekly and the CEO and Director of Operations fortnightly to discuss any concerns, last meeting held the last meeting was held on 9th July 2021.  
The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor continue to meet with the Headteacher for monthly HR Meetings where any issues or concerns are raised, last meeting 
held on 13th December 2021. This meeting is in addition to the ongoing support that is provided as and when required. In addition, the Trust HR Manager meets 
with CEO weekly. The last meeting was held on the 15th December and the CEO and Director of Operations meet monthly to discuss any concerns. The last 
meeting was held on 1st December 2021. 
The HR Manager meets with the CEO weekly and monthly with CEO and Director of Operations to discuss any concerns, the last meetings were held on 31st and 
23rd March 2022. The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor meet with the Head of School for the monthly HR meeting. Last meeting held on the 31st March 2022. 
Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor meet with the Stone King link advisor on a regular basis. 
 
 
H2.5 Acting Headteacher continues to have an open door policy which supports staff wellbeing and to identify any issues or concerns at an early stage so they can 
be supported. A new Confidential Care service has been introduced to all Trust staff giving them free 24 hour 7 day a week access to a support service to support 
their wellbeing with both work related and personal issues. This is accessible in a number of way including telephone, text, live chat and website facilities. 
Feedback from those staff who have accessed the service have been very positive. One member of support staff and one member of teaching staff submitted a 
flexible working request. Both were reviewed, considered and approved for a fixed term of one year. 
The staff survey conducted in the Autumn Term 2021 showed that 82% of staff felt that the school handles staff personal and personnel issues well, 18.2% below 
the 100% achieved in the Autumn Term 2020, however, 5% above the above the 81.5% Trust average. 91.9% of staff felt that the school was well led and 
managed, 7.7% above the 84.2% result in Autumn Term 2020 and 3.9% above the Trust average. 54.5% of staff felt that staff morale was good, a slight decrease 
on the 57.9% % in Autumn Term 2020. 82% of staff felt that their workload was manageable, a 2.8% increase from 79% achieved in the Autumn Term 2020.  
Flexible working request submitted by a member of support staff in the Autumn Term 2021 to be reviewed by the Headteacher and Trust HR Manager in the 
Summer term 2022 to see if it is possible to continue their variation. Confidential Care support information is regularly shared with staff in addition to being on 
display within the school.  
 
 
H2.6 Communication with parents remains good with no current issues 
Newsletter is sent out to parents once a fortnight. Squid messaging is also used to update parents with any information as and when required on a daily basis. 
 
H2.7 Weekly staff meetings are held with all staff after school and a weekly staff briefing is held before school. The Headteacher and Deputy Headteacher of have 
an open door policy and share concerns with the Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor, who advises and supports, where required. Trust HR Manager and HR 
Advisor continues to meet with the Headteacher for monthly HR Meetings where any issues or concerns are raised, and addressed early. The last meeting was 
held on 13th December 2021. This meeting is in addition to the ongoing support that is provided as and when required. The staff survey conducted in the Autumn 
Term 2021 showed 82% of staff felt that the school handles staff personal and personnel issues well, 05% above the Trust average.  
The Headteacher and Deputy Headteacher continue to have a good open door policy, any concerns raised by are discussed with the Trust HR Manager or HR 
Advisor at the earliest convenience to ensure issues or concerns are resolved at the earliest opportunity.  
 
 
H2.8 Of the existing staff two members of teaching staff left during the summer term and one member of support staff left to join the central LIFE team. This 
equates to 5.45%. 
Two part time members of Teaching staff left the school in the Autumn 2021. One member eft to relocate with their family to another part of the country. 
Headteacher completes Exit Interviews with those leaving. 
Two member of support staff left during the Spring Term 2022. One moved on to a promotion in another school and the other left due to retirement. Exit interviews 
were conducted by the Headteacher prior to them leaving the school. 
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H2.9 The school can demonstrate that staff are not being discriminated against the 9 protected characteristics, as there is no evidence, grievances or complaints 
reflecting them. The school includes a paragraph in all adverts relating to equality. A Skills Audit is conducted fairness in new roles, to ensure fairness and that all 
are treated equally. 

WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because robust systems and processes are in place and remain effective, with any concerns being 
identified early and addressed in scheduled HR meetings. Communication with staff is good . Staff retention also remains good. 
 
The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating are … 

 HR monthly meetings to continue with the Trust HR Manager and Headteacher  
 Exit interviews to be conducted with staff who leave the school 
 Policies are followed for any concerns that are raised 
 Communication with parents and staff to continue to be strong 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
 Staff survey results Autumn Term 
 Support staff restructure document 
 Newsletters 
 Exit interviews 
 Adverts 
 Staff meeting minutes 
 Policies 

 Monthly HR meeting minutes 

Summary of key points of last LGB discussion:  
H.2 Mr Steel reported that issues in relation to this item continued to be rare at Benhurst and Ms Smith added that regular meetings between 
herself, HR Trust staff and Ms Larkman are held to assess any potential causes for concern. 
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H3 – Development 
 

Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
H3.1 Does staff development information show relevant, fairly distributed and cost effective training for both teaching and support staff? 
H3.2 Is evidence in place of succession plans for all key roles? 
H3.3 Do effective staff have opportunities for progression at the school? 
H3.4 Is INSET training being used effectively by the school to raise standards and deliver school development priorities?  
H3.5 Is there evidence that training and intervention are leading to improvement in the quality of leadership, management, teaching and  
         learning?  
H3.6 Is there evidence of staff satisfaction in the school and how is this measured?  
H3.7 Are governors aware of the appraisal process, how is performance managed, is there evidence from staff that they feel supported with any appeals being 
addressed appropriately? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
H3.1 Trust HR Manager continues to meet with the Acting Headteacher for monthly HR Meetings to discuss training needs, planned training and development 
opportunities, last meeting held in July 2021. Training to be entered onto the Bluesky performance management system to support individuals development and 
appraisal. Training delivered to staff during the summer term is reflected in the table below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Training delivered to staff during the summer term is reflected in the table below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Summer 19/4/21 

C
om

pa
ss

io
n 

Parents Evening  Mon 19th – Fri 30th (No staff meeting) 

26/4/21 Performance Management Mid – Year Reviews (TOIL) 

3/5/21 Bank Holiday 

10/5/21 PPM meetings during PPA (TOIL) 

17/5/21 Mathletics training 

24/5/21 Mental Well-Being 
7/6/21 

B
el

ie
f 

No staff meeting - INSET day 

14/6/21 Vulnerable tracker update/My Cognition
21/6/21 Google Drive update
28/6/21 Cornerstones training 
5/7/21 Write Stuff training 

12/7/21 Class Handover sheet, PPM meetings during PPA (TOIL) 

19/7/21 Report Surgery 
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The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor met with the Executive Headteacher and Head of School on the 7th December. 
The Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor meet with the Head of School for the monthly HR meeting where staff development opportunities are discussed. The last 
meeting was held on the 31st March 2022. 
 
 
H3.2 SM has secured the position of Deputy Headteacher MAT cover from December 2021.  
 
H3.3 Of the existing staff 10.91% of staff have had an internal promotion where opportunities for them to develop have been successfully secured. 
The staff survey conducted in the Autumn Term 2021 showed that an impressive 72.7% felt that the school makes appropriate provision for their professional 
development, 9.6% above the 63.1% achieved in the Autumn Term 2020. 
A  number of internal vacancies will be circulated to staff during the Spring and Summer Term. A number of central vacancies to be advertised during the Spring 
Term which will be circulated to all Teaching Staff. Closing date for roles will be after the Easter break. 
 
 
H3.4 INSET is used to support a range of key school priorities and also supporting staff well-being Inset day training is reflected in the training timetable detailed 
above.  
A training schedule for the Spring Term 2022 can be found as an appendix 
 
H3.5 The Headteacher confirmed that four Learning Walks were conducted in the Autumn Term, with a focus on Maths and English. Any generic feedback is given 
to staff at the staff meeting, any feedback relating to an individual colleague is feedback 1-2-1 confidentially. Teaching staff have one Lesson Observations 
conducted per term by the subject lead. The Autumn term focus was Maths no problem. All feedback is given confidentially to the individual. This focuses on good 
practice and identifies behavioural concerns. They are helpful to measure the impact of staff training previously delivered. 
 
H3.6 The staff turnover at the school is very low with only 5.45% of staff leaving the school in the summer term. 
Staff survey results from Autumn 2021 showed that an impressive 95.5% were proud to be a member of staff at the school, 0.7% increase on the result from the 
Autumn Term 2020. 100% felt that the school had a clear vision and core values, 5.3% above the result achieved in Autumn Term 2020 and 4.6% above the Trust 
average. 91.9% of staff felt that the school was well led and manged, 7.7% above the 84.2% achieved in Autumn Term 2020 and 3.9% above the Trust average. 
54.5% felt that morale was good and 77.3% of staff felt that their contribution to the school was valued. 90.9% felt that they had the opportunity to raise 
suggestions and concerns, 1.4% above the result from 2020. 
The continued low numbers of staff leaving the school suggests that staff satisfaction remains. 
  
H3.7 Bluesky a performance management tool was introduced to the school earlier in the year, consistent to all schools within the Trust, with training being 
arranged for all staff. Trust wide objectives, approved by P&P in March 2020 and were pre populated for teachers within the system. Appraisals for teaching staff 
are now completed and recorded within the system. CPD training to also be recorded within the Bluesky system. Four members of teaching staff are eligible to 
apply for threshold this year with the application deadline of 31st October 2021. Five members of teaching staff will increase automatically on the main scale as per 
the Trust policy. 
All Teaching Staff appraisal meetings were held in the Autumn term to review targets from 2020/2021 and set new objectives for 2021/2022. All meetings have 
been reflected on Bluesky. Of the five members of staff who were eligible for pay progression, four pay progression applications were submitted. The fifth did not 
apply. Three applications were successful and approved by Pay and Personnel in November 2021, one application was unsuccessful. Appeal Hearing has now 
been scheduled. Support staff Appraisals to be scheduled and completed in March. 
All support staff eligible to receive an incremental increase from the 1st April 2022 were successful in doing so as no concerns around performance or capability had 
been raised. 
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WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because a robust appraisal system remains in place with the Bluesky system. All eligible support staff 
incremental increases were secured for April 2022. Detailed training programme continues 
 
The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating are … 

 To maintain high standards and maintain the training with new staff  
 Detailed training programme to remain 
 Review staff retention 
 Trust HR Manager and HR Advisor to continue to hold monthly meetings with the Headteacher 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
 Bluesky support guide 
 Bluesky reports 
 Staff survey results Autumn Term 2021  
 Staff training timetable 
 Pay progression applications 

  

Summary of key points of last LGB discussion:  
H.3 All areas highlighted in yellow were self-explanatory.  All teaching staff appraisals had been held in the Autumn Term to set objectives for 
2021/22.  Ms Larkman added that every member of staff had been through the appraisal process and had a number of key targets matched to the 
School Development Plan, as well as personal targets.  Ms Smith reported that these had been the first cycle of appraisals to be implemented within 
the Blue Sky system which was being used successfully, with CPD and training also being reflected within the system. 
 
In response to an enquiry from Mrs Sangobowale, Ms Larkman was able to confirm that no members of staff had experienced long-term sickness 
absence due to Covid and, of the staff affected currently, their symptoms appeared to be relatively mild and they were able to return on or before 
day 10 of isolation. 
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Spring Term Training Timetable 
 

 



Actual REVISED 
BUDGET 2021‐

2022

Variance REVISED 
BUDGET 2021‐

2022

Forecast

Income

A0 ‐ GAG funding 1,100,264.78 1,099,759.00 505.78 1,896,073.00 1,896,578.78

A2 ‐ Other Govt Grants 111,356.30 80,250.00 31,106.30 132,388.00 163,494.30

A3 ‐ Private Sector Funding ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

A4 ‐ Other Income 80,574.67 77,224.00 3,350.67 121,946.00 125,296.67

Total Income 1,292,195.75 1,257,233.00 34,962.75 2,150,407.00 2,185,369.75

Expenditure

Staffing Expenditure

B0 ‐ Teaching Staff 592,003.28 598,641.00 6,637.72 1,026,235.00 1,019,597.28

B1 ‐ Educational Support Staff 177,097.64 177,314.00 216.36 303,976.00 303,759.64

B2 ‐ Premises Staffing 54,834.53 61,247.00 6,412.47 104,982.00 98,569.53

B3 ‐ Admin Staffing 46,848.06 47,332.00 483.94 81,132.00 80,648.06

B4 ‐ Other Staff 30,158.20 28,864.00 (1,294.20) 49,484.00 50,778.20

B5 ‐ Agency Staff 83,579.79 51,793.00 (31,786.79) 81,385.00 113,171.79

B6 ‐ SLT Staff Costs ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Total Staffing Expenditure 984,521.50 965,191.00 (19,330.50) 1,647,194.00 1,666,524.50

C0 ‐ Maintenance of Premises 15,252.48 11,774.00 (3,478.48) 20,185.00 23,663.48

59.77 %

75.56 %

‐

102.70 %

60.95 %

57.74 %

52.23 %

58.26 %

57.69 %

60.09 %

66.07 %

‐

BEN ‐ Benhurst Primary School
YTD TOTALS FULL YEAR SPENT

(%)

84.11 %

Benhurst Management Accounts Report March 2022

Selection Criteria: 
Company(s) ‐ Standard Academy V6 ; Location(s) ‐ BEN ‐ Benhurst Primary School ; Period ‐  2021/22.07 ; Year End Period(s)  ‐ None ; Budget ‐ REVISED 
BUDGET 2021‐2022  ; Comparative Budget ‐ None ;  Cost Type(s) ‐ As Selected ; Activities ‐ As Selected ;  Include Commitments  ‐ No ;  Show Detail Lines ‐  
Hide ; Show Current Period Section ‐ No ;  Show Location As ‐  Non‐Consolidated

58.03 %

  
 (c) 
www.psfinancials.com 
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Benhurst Management Accounts Report March 2022

Selection Criteria: 
Company(s) ‐ Standard Academy V6 ; Location(s) ‐ BEN ‐ Benhurst Primary School ; Period ‐  2021/22.07 ; Year End Period(s)  ‐ None ; Budget ‐ REVISED 
BUDGET 2021‐2022  ; Comparative Budget ‐ None ;  Cost Type(s) ‐ As Selected ; Activities ‐ As Selected ;  Include Commitments  ‐ No ;  Show Detail Lines ‐  
Hide ; Show Current Period Section ‐ No ;  Show Location As ‐  Non‐Consolidated

C1 ‐ Other Occupational Costs 34,462.25 38,521.00 4,058.75 57,270.00 53,211.25

D0 ‐ Educational Supplies and Services 49,155.30 62,693.00 13,537.70 103,208.00 89,670.30

E0 ‐ Other Supplies and Services 161,139.25 172,444.00 11,304.75 285,877.00 274,572.25

F0 ‐ ICT Costs (Non Capital) 6,778.26 7,764.00 985.74 10,351.00 9,365.26

G0 ‐ Staff Development 9,253.00 8,860.00 (393.00) 20,908.00 21,301.00

H0 ‐ Other GAG Expenses ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

I0 ‐ Depreciation ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Total Other Expenditure 276,040.54 302,056.00 26,015.46 497,799.00 471,783.54

Total Expenditure 1,260,562.04 1,267,247.00 6,684.96 2,144,993.00 2,138,308.04

Surplus / (Deficit) excl. Capital 31,633.71 (10,014.00) 41,647.71 5,414.00 47,061.71

Notes to the Management Accounts

Capital

Capital Income

W0 ‐ Capital Income ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Total Capital Income ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Capital Expenditure

W1 ‐ Capital Expenditure 6,661.26 ‐ (6,661.26) ‐ 6,661.26

Total Capital Expenditure 6,661.26 ‐ (6,661.26) ‐ 6,661.26

Total Capital Funds (6,661.26) ‐ (6,661.26) ‐ (6,661.26)

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

55.45 %

58.77 %

‐

44.26 %

65.48 %

56.37 %

47.63 %

60.18 %

  
 (c) 
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Benhurst Management Accounts Report March 2022

Selection Criteria: 
Company(s) ‐ Standard Academy V6 ; Location(s) ‐ BEN ‐ Benhurst Primary School ; Period ‐  2021/22.07 ; Year End Period(s)  ‐ None ; Budget ‐ REVISED 
BUDGET 2021‐2022  ; Comparative Budget ‐ None ;  Cost Type(s) ‐ As Selected ; Activities ‐ As Selected ;  Include Commitments  ‐ No ;  Show Detail Lines ‐  
Hide ; Show Current Period Section ‐ No ;  Show Location As ‐  Non‐Consolidated

Surplus / (Deficit) inc. Capital 24,972.45 (10,014.00) 34,986.45 5,414.00 40,400.45

Revised Budget @ 31 March 2022

Financial Accounts Reserves b/f Surplus / 
(Deficit) ‐ 2020/21

176,733 

Revised Budget Income for the Year 2,150,407 

Revised Budget Expenditure for the year ‐2,144,993 

Revised Budget Contribution to Capital/CIF 
Projects

‐10,000 

Trust Contribution

Revised Budget Reserves c/d Surplus/(Deficit) 172,147 

Year End Forecast @ 31 March 2022 (based on current actuals)

Financial Accounts Reserves b/f Surplus / 
(Deficit) ‐ 2020/21

176,733 

Forecast Income for the Year 2,150,407 

Forecast Expenditure for the year ‐2,126,148 

Forecast Contribution to Capital/CIF Projects ‐68,161 

Trust Contribution

Forecast Reserves c/d Surplus/(Deficit) 132,831 

  
 (c) 
www.psfinancials.com 

 Page 1 of 1 
 Version 6 Build 003.7



 

Benhurst March 2022 Month End Report 

At the end of March 2022, the overall variance was a surplus of £34.9k 

This report highlights variances over 10% against budget. 

Income 

Overall there is a surplus variance of £34.9k for the period ending March 2022 

ESFA / Core Income 

 Other ESFA grants surplus includes £9k of deferred PE Sports premium funding carried forward from 
2020/21. 

 Other government grants have a surplus of £21.9k which relates to increased SEN funding from the LA 

Other Income 

 Lettings income has a surplus of £3.3k but there is a reduction in income due to COVID restrictions. 
 Self‐generated income has a surplus of £17.9k which includes deferred income of £14.3k for Pupil 

Parliament, SMART and Maths. 

Expenditure 

There is an overall underspend of £41.6k for the period ending March 2022. 

Staff Costs 

 Staffing costs have an overall deficit of £19.3k 
 Teaching staff is underspent by £7.3k.  This is partly due to the 0.4FTE recharge of J Francis to Dame Tipping 
 Support staff is underspent by £7k as lettings have been reduced due to Covid restrictions so no overtime 

was required.  The  annual percentage staff increase has been applied in March 2022.   
 Agency staff is in deficit of £31.8k this is due to Covid and sickness cover 

Other Occupational Costs 

 There is an overspend of £3.4k on premises maintenance.  This is due to emergency lighting repairs of £2.2k.  
Also included is the annual water monitoring package cost of £1.875k 

 Energy costs are overspent by £1.7k as there is was issue with the billing provided by the new supplier.   
 Health and Safety is underspent by £4.4k as the recharge will be applied in April 2022 

Educational Supplies and Services 

 Educational Resources has a surplus of £13.5k.  £10k of which relates to work provided by a teacher to the 
NE Maths Hub 

Capital Expenditure 

 There is a deficit of £6.7k relating to the retention for roofing works.  These costs have been accounted for in 
reserves. 

 

 

 



Revised Budget Financial Summary @ 31 March 2022 

Reserves b/f 2020/21  £   176,733
Income for the year 2021/22  £2,150,407
Expenditure for the year 2021/22  £2,144,992
Contribution to Capital / CIF Projects from reserves  £      10,000
Current Forecast Surplus @ 31/08/2022     £    172,148

 

Forecast Budget Financial Summary @ 31 March 2022 

Reserves b/f 2020/21  £   176,733
Income for the year 2021/22  £2,150,407
Expenditure for the year 2021/22  £2,126,148
Contribution to Capital / CIF Projects from reserves *  £      68,161
Current Forecast Surplus @ 31/08/2022     £    132,831

 

*Includes EYPC costs 
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Finance Healthcheck report for Finance & Facilities Committee 
               
School Name: _Benhurst Primary School__                           Term to which this Healthcheck applies:     Summer   Autumn   Spring    
                                                                2021    2021       2022          
Completing the Healthcheck:  
 

1. For each of the 3 sections that follow, the school should complete a draft response, to include brief detail, data and explanation and a proposed 
rating. This should be sent to the link Governor and the Director of Standards a week in advance of the meeting. Additional data and examples may 
be made available for scrutiny at the meeting. Relevant information from the previous Healthcheck should be retained; out-of-date- information 
should be delete; changes or new information should be highlighted in YELLOW.  
 

2. The link governor and/or Director of Standards will meet with the school representative to interrogate the document, scrutinise evidence, agree the 
proposed rating and agree how much and which evidence should be presented to the LGB (Local Governing Body).  These meetings may be held in 
person or virtually and may be preceded by email exchanges regarding the draft content. 
 

3. Where any category is not rated Green, a brief outline of actions being taken should be included; if any category is rated Red, a separate exception 
report should be provided. 
 

4. The final Healthcheck draft as agreed with the link governor must be completed in time to be sent out to governors with other paperwork one week in 
advance of the LGB meeting. Having read this, governors should try to send any questions arising to the clerk for circulation in advance of the 
meeting. When possible, it is the link governor who should raise the Healthcheck at the LGB meeting, with the member of school supporting.  This 
should not involve reading or summarising the whole document; only significant issues, or questions to be answered, should be raised.   

   

5. At the LGB meeting, governors should scrutinise the Healthcheck and any evidence presented to satisfy themselves that they can confidently agree 
the proposed rating (or, when appropriate, to amend it). A brief summary of any discussion or questions asked at the LGB will be added to the 
Healthcheck commentary by the clerk, from the minutes of the meeting, and returned to the school ready for the next update. 
 

6. Once agreed, the final Healthcheck should be sent to the Clerk of the Trust Board; ready to be forwarded to the next relevant Committee. 
 

Rating: 
Green suggests the school is highly effective in this measure (A strength of the school; Ofsted Good or better) 
Red suggests the school is not yet effective in this measure (An area for development for the school; Ofsted RI or worse) 
White suggests the school is effective in this measure but is working to improve it (Broadly average; not yet confidently Ofsted Good) 
 

Draft Healthcheck completed by: ___Lisa Hickling___ (School Representative) 

Meeting to confirm the Healthcheck with: ___ Foluke Sangobowale ___ (LIFE Exec/Link Gov) on _____ (Date) 

Healthcheck presented to and agreed by the LGB on: ___11th May 2022 (Date)  

 Completion Date: 
Sept 
2020 

Jan 
2021 

May 
2021 

Sept 
2021 

Jan 
2022 

May 
2022 

F1 Viability G G G G G G 

F2 Probity G G G G G G 

F3 
Knowledge, Understanding, 
Planning & Procedures 

G G G G G 
G 
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F1 – Viability Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
X 

Guiding Questions:  
F1.1 Are Governors aware of the budget setting process?  Has the Academy set an in year balanced budget? 
F1.2 Is there evidence of a 3-year financial forecast. Does this include realistic assumptions and pupil number estimates?  
F1.3 Have Governors received the audited accounts? Does this illustrate that the Trust is a ‘going concern’?  
F1.4 Are Governors aware that the Trust financial statements include the publication of executive pay which must also be included on the Trust website? 
F1.5 What evidence is available to Governors to demonstrate that monthly management accounts are produced which include a variance report?  
F1.6 Do Governors receive termly pupil numbers and projections? 
F1.7 Have any legal cases been lodged against the school?  Has the potential financial implication been accounted for? 

AFH 
2.10 
2.1.1 

1.14,2.8.1 
2.32 
2.19 
2.18 
2.12 

School’s information and narrative – (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck) 
F1.1  

 The school budget is set once the General Annual Grant (GAG) statement has been received around February time.  This indicates the main funding we receive 
from the government based on our census numbers. The GAG statement was received on 26th February 2020 for 2020-2021.   The budget setting process began, 
and a final draft of 2020-2021 budget was reviewed in the LGB meeting on 20th May 2020.  The 2020-2021 budget balances.  This was presented to the Finance 
and Facilities committee in June 2020 for approval. 

 Salary calculators are sent by the local authority which we input the staffing into, and they show us staff costs, including on-costs (Employers NI, Employers 
Pension and apprenticeship levy).  These then show us costings.   

 For the 2020-2021 budget the percentage of staffing costs against the GAG funding is 63.3% for teaching staff (including a 2.5% pay rise) and is 29.5% for support 
staff.  1:1 staff are currently employed through agencies which equates to 1.9% of the GAG funding. 

 If we look at staffing costs against all government grants, as well as lettings income, teaching costs are 53.3% and support staff costs are 24.9%.  Agency costs are 
1.6%. 

 These calculations were all based on a 2.5% teacher’s salary increase.  On 21st July 2020 the Government confirmed the starting salary for new teachers will 
increase by 5.5% and the upper and lower boundaries of the pay ranges for all other teachers by 2.75%. These recommendations are equivalent to a 3.1% increase 
in the overall pay bill.  A revised budget will be set to reflect this change and will be reviewed by the LGB and Finance committee in November 2020.  This also 
includes the teacher’s pension increase from last year, which was from 16.48% to 23.68%, which we will receive funding for.  The pension increases accounts for 
£56K of teaching costs again this year. 

 The budget was revised in November 2020, and presented to Governors on 4th November 2020.  It was reviewed and approved by the Finance and Facilities 
committee on 10th November 2020. 

 The revised budget percentage of staffing costs against the GAG funding is 55.2% for teaching staff and is 31.4% for support staff.  A number of 1:1 staff are 
currently employed through agencies, as are two teachers, which equate, in the budget, to 11.2% of the GAG funding. 

 If we look at staffing costs against all government grants, miscellaneous income, as well as lettings income, teaching costs are 44.9% and support staff costs are 
25.6%.  Agency costs are 9%. 

 A balanced budget for 2021/22 is currently being compiled to be presented for approval by the LGB at the May 2021 meeting.  
 The school’s proposed 2021/22 balanced budget recommended to the Board of Trustees by Finance and Facilities Committee were approved on the 10th July 2021. 
 The school’s revised 2021/22 balanced budget recommended to the Board of Trustees by Finance and Facilities Committee were approved on the 16th November 

2021. The in year budget figure £4,585 
 The budget for 2022/23 is currently being compiled and the initial draft indicates that an in -year balanced budget , a requirement of the Academies Trust handbook 

, will be achieved.  
 
 

F1.2  
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 The 3-year forecast is compiled by the Trust on the basis of the current budget and forecast outturn. All known assumptions are included. This forecast was agreed 
by the Trust Finance & Facilities committee on 16th June 2020. 

 A new 3-Year Budget Forecast was approved on 16th November 2021. 
 The 3 -Year forecast will be prepared with the budget for 2022/23 using assumptions based on current information e.g. Teacher pay awards as confirmed by the 

STRB  

 
F1.3  

 The academies accounts return (AAR) was filed with the Department of Education on the 10th February 2021. 
 The 2020/21 audit fieldwork took place in October 2021. The audited accounts for 2020/21 were reviewed by the Finance and Facilities Committee on 16th 

November 2021.  At this meeting, the audit partner, Mr James Cross, presented the audited accounts and the auditors’ management letter that sets out the findings 
of the audit and any matters for improvement. The Committee members were given the opportunity to ask questions of the audit partner relating to the audit 
process.  

 The audited accounts were approved by the Trust Board on 24 November 2021. The school has a confirmed carry forward figure of £176,733 

F1.4 
 Governors are aware that the Trust financial statements include the publication of executive pay and this will be highlighted when the financial statements are 

presented to the LGB at the January meeting. Governors were reminded at the last Healthcheck meeting this information is also published on the Trust website. 

F1.5  
 A monthly outturn report is produced which highlights variances against budget and provides an explanation for any significant variances.  
 The reports are presented to the governors at each LGB meeting. This forms the basis for capturing any foreseen events to assess impact on forecast outturn. 
 The December monthly report was circulated the week commencing 16th January 2022. 
 Monthly management reports are produced by the 10th of the month, discussed with Heads for onward circulation to Governors at LGBs. A summary report is 

produced which highlights variances over 10% with full explanation. This report also gives Governors the forecast outturn for the school on the basis of the data as 
at that point in time.  
 

F1.6 
 Pupil number estimates are included a key budget assumption that is reported as part of the budget setting process and in the preparation of the 3-year forecasts. 

They are again reviewed when the budget is revised in November each year. Projections for the year are included as part of the monthly management accounts. 
 Pupil number estimates are discussed as part of the monthly management meeting 

F1.7     There are no legal cases lodged against the school.  
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be GREEN or this section as all areas have been met 
 
 

The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating are  
- To continue to closely monitor the tight budget through 2021-22 and ensure that all expenditure is necessary and justified. 
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Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
 GAG statement dated February 21 
 3-year forecast 
 Management accounts  

 Audited accounts November 2021 

Summary of key points of previous LGB discussion:  
F.1 The revised budget, which was a balanced figure, had been approved on 16th November 2021 by the Finance & Facilities Committee of the Trust 
Board, along with a new 3 year budget forecast.  Audited accounts were approved by the Trust Board on 24th November 2021.  It was noted that the 
Trust financial statements include the publication of executive pay, the school had a healthy confirmed budget moving forward and that pupil number 
projections form part of the discussions in the budget setting exercise. 
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F2 – Probity  Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
X 

Guiding Questions 
F2.1 Have Governors received the annual letter which is sent to the accounting officer covering issues such as developments in the accountability 
framework?  
F2.2 Does the Academy have a register of interests for Trustees and budget holders in place?  Are there measures in place to manage conflicts of 
interest and any relationships with related parties? Can these be proved to be in accordance with the Academy Trust Handbook 
F2.3 What evidence is there that any management letter points raised by auditors have been responded to, and within a timeframe set by the ESFA 
F2.4 Who is the Trust’s external auditor?  Are Governors aware of their term and the requirement to retender every 5 years? 
F2.5 Can the school demonstrate how it is delivering assurance through independent challenge e.g. internal audit, or any other means identified in 
the Academy Trust Handbook?  
F2.6 Have Governors seen evidence of internal audit reports?  How are risks reviewed and the frequency? What evidence is in place to show that 
internal audit is undertaken by an independent auditor? Have all internal audit requirements been met including the demonstration that funds must 
not be used to purchase alcohol? 
F2.7 Have Governors seen the structure of the Executive team and their areas of responsibility? 
F2.8 Have Governors seen the scope of work for internal audit? 

AFH 
1.2.2 

 
3.10.1- 3.10.22 

 
 

3.16 
4.5 

 
3.22 

    3.15 3.17, 3.20 
             2.35 

1.4,1.8 
1.26,1.36,1.37,1.38 

3.1,3.18,3.23 3.15 
School’s information and narrative – (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck) 
F2.1  
 The annual letter sent to Accounting Officer is distributed to Governors in the Autumn Term along with the Academies Financial Handbook. All developments and issues 

raised are discussed at this meeting. 

F2.2  
 The register of interests is maintained by the Clerk.  The budget holder for all expenditure is the Head of School – interests are recorded in the Trustees register of 

interests held by the Clerk. Any declared interests are reported to the Finance & Facilities Committee and are reviewed as part of the internal and external audit 
process. Any identified interests are managed in line with the Academies Financial Handbook and brought to the attention of the external auditors to verify that the ‘at 
cost’ requirement has been met (where transactions with related parties exist). 

F2.3  
 The audited management letter was reviewed by the Finance & Facilities Committee on 22nd November 2021 and by the Trust Board on the 24th November 2021.  

Of the 8 points that were raised, 7 were minor points and rated green, and 1 had a medium rating. The medium point has been resolved with the auditors.  The 
management responses for 2020/21 had all been dealt with appropriately and cleared. 

F2.4  
 The Trust’s external auditor is Moore Kingston Smith LLP. The year ended 31 August 2020 was the final year of their 3-year term. Governors were informed at the 

last Healthcheck meeting – the re-appointment of Moore Kingston Smith LLP by the Trustees at the last members meeting for another 3-year term. The end of the 
current re-appointment will be 6 years of continuous service, which breaches the new Academy Trust Handbook (ATH) requirement to retender after 5 years. 
Trustees will discuss options and decide on the appropriate measures to prevent breaching the ATH. 

F2.5  
 The Trust employs SBM Services to deliver its programme of internal scrutiny, as required by the Academies Financial Handbook. The scope of work covers 9 keys 

areas that, for FBA and The Bridge, are reviewed over 3 visits during the year. The last review was carried out remotely in the Autumn Term on 3rd December 2020. 
At the time of writing the report has not yet been received but will be shared with the LGB at the first possible opportunity.  

 The report is due by Easter, expected imminently. The Spring Healthcheck Reports have been produced to be discussed with Lead Governor ahead of a 
comprehensive discussion at full LGB meetings.  
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 The Trust’s Internal Audit was carried out remotely in July 2021 and the reports were made available over the Summer and will be shared with Governors at the 
Autumn Governor’s meeting. 

 As part of the scope of work for this year SBM Services undertook an audit of the payroll this term. As this service is provided ‘in house’ it is important that all 
employer contributions for HMRC and pension providers (TPS and LGPS) are accurate to give the Trust assurance that there are no contingent liabilities. The verbal 
update from SBM was very positive and we await the final report that will be shared with Governors.   
 

F2.6  
 Internal audit visits are carried out on a termly basis by an external consultant SBM Services and reports are shared with the Governors. Using an external consultant 

to carry out the internal audit assures independence. The school has 3 visits per year, one per term, and all reports are shared with the LGB. The scope of the work is 
reviewed by SBM at the start of every year to ensure that it considers any changes in the Academies Financial Handbook. Risks are reviewed at the start of the year, 
for example, risks associated with the introduction of the new finance and payroll system were highlighted and reviewed in the first internal audit visit of this year, 
covering the payroll and purchasing areas.  

 SBM Services ensure that all internal audit requirements are met as part of their engagement including the demonstration that funds must not be used to purchase 
alcohol - this forms part of their review of purchasing. 

 The Trust’s Internal Audit was carried out remotely in July 2021 and the reports were made available over the Summer and were shared with Governors at the 
November Governor’s meeting. Implemented actions will be reported at subsequent meetings to allow Governors to monitor progress. 

 The internal audit report for the ‘in house’ payroll service will be shared with Finance and Facilities on 14th June 2022. 
 

F2.7  
 The structure of the Executive Team is included in various areas that the governors have access to (including the financial statements). The scheme of delegation is also 

approved by the LGB annually. 

F2.8  
 
 The 2021/22 year’s Internal Audit Scope was agreed by the Trust board on the 16th November 2021 

WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be GREEN or this section as all areas have been met 
 
The main actions required to maintain this rating are to continue to work to internal and external auditors’ recommendations and comply with the requirements of 
the Academy Trust Handbook. The Financial Procedures Manual has been reviewed and will be – shared by staff and embedded into systems and protocols that 
are expected by LIFE schools in preparation for the 2020/21 internal and external audit visits. 
 
Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested) 
Signed Audited accounts 
Annual letter to accounting officers from Eileen Milner from ESFA 
Link to the Academy Trust Handbook added to Healthcheck 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60c8d0318fa8f57ce8c4621e/Academy_trust_handbook_2021.pdf 
Monthly management accounts 
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Summary of key points of previous LGB discussion:  
F.2 Mrs Broom reported that the points contained in the Auditor’s management letter were across the whole Trust and none related to Benhurst and 
that all audits were in line with the Academy Trust Handbook.  The external audit across the Trust would be returned to the DfE and there was a 
tightening up of control measures.  The internal auditors also followed a scoring system and the Trust was well within the range of points that would be 
expected which was a credit to the finance staff in the schools. 
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F3 – Knowledge, Understanding, Planning 
& Procedures 

Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
X 

Guiding Questions 
F3.1 Is there evidence of benchmarking areas of high expenditure i.e. staffing? Have Governors seen the School Resource Management Self-
assessment tool? 
F3.2 How does the school show that it has internal control risk management processes in place?  
F3.3 What dated evidence is available to Governors to see that all ESFA deadlines for financial returns have been met?  
F3.4 Have all Governors received the Academy Trust Handbook, with the annual summary of changes?  
F3.5 Is there a Scheme of Delegation of financial powers in place? Is there evidence that this has been reviewed annually?  
F3.6 Does the school have adequate insurance in place?  If external provider, has this been evaluated against the DfE’s risk protection arrangement?  
F3.7 Are Governors aware of the sources of income generation?   Is the statutory charging policy in place?  
F3.8 Does the school have a financial manual in place?  Is there evidence to show that it has been aligned with the Academy Trust Handbook on an 
annual basis? 
F3.9 Are Governors aware that the Trust has a risk register in place? What is the LGB input to this?  
F3.10 Are Governors aware of the risk of cybercrime? Are their measures in place to mitigate this? Are Governors aware of action to be taken if a cyber-
security incident occurred? 

AFH 
2.14, 6.8 

 
3.1,3.15 
2.15 4.1 

2.13,2.3.3 
2.11 

 
2.4 
2.4 

 
2.5.1 
2.38 

          6.16 
F3.1  

 A benchmarking exercise took place as part of the 2020/21 budget setting process using the ESFA schools resource management self-assessment tool. The tool 
produces a dashboard which shows how the school’s data compares to thresholds on a range of statistics that have been identified as indicators for good resource 
management and outcomes. The benchmarking exercise did not highlight any areas of concern. This will be reviewed during each budget setting cycle. From 2021 it 
is now compulsory to complete and submit this form by 15 April 2021. 

 The 2019/20 Return has been completed and approved by the Chair and another member of the Trust Board for submission to the ESFA. It has been recommended 
– subject to the full Board’s approval - to keep the subject of the SRMSAT as a standing Agenda item at all Trust Committee and Board meetings to enable effective 
monitoring of agreed improvement actions.  

 The ESFA have now changed the format of the School Resource Management Self-Assessment Tool (SRMSAT) – we are no longer required to submit a dashboard. 
The ESFA will produce metrics for benchmarking from the Academies Accounts Return (AAR) submission. 
 

F3.2  
 Internal audit visits take place on a termly basis to review internal controls. Internal controls are aligned to the requirements of the Academies Trust Handbook 

through the Trust’s financial procedures manual. Termly internal audit reports are reviewed by the LGB.  
 The 2020/21 Internal Audit Report was shared with Finance and Facilities Committee on 16th November 2021.  

F3.3  
 Evidence is available at trust level from the Trust Head of Finance. 

 The deadline for submission of the academy’s accounts return has been extended to 23 February 2020. The AAR was actually filed on the 10th Feb 2021. 
 The SRMSAT return was submitted on the 14th April 2021 
 The Trust’s Budget Forecast Return was submitted on the 26thJuly 2021 

 The governors are informed of annual requirements when the Academies Financial Handbook is sent to governors in the Autumn term, with a summary of changes 

following deadlines have been met in the first term of 2021/2022: 
 The budget forecast return 3 year submitted on 26th July 2021. 
 Autumn School census submitted on: 17th November 2021. 
 Land and Buildings collection Tool submitted on 5th November 2021. 
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 Trust financial statements, management letter and annual internal scrutiny report submitted on 31 December 2021. 

The following deadlines have been met in the second term of 2021/2022 
 Spring school census was submitted on 20th January 2022 
 Audited Accounts Return was submitted on 20th January 2022 
 2020-2021 audited financial statements were published on the LIFE website in January 2022 
 The SRMSAT return was submitted on 15th March 2022. 

 
F3.4 

 The 2021/22 version – The Academy Trust Handbook along with the summary of changes were sent to Governors on the 17th June 2021. 

F3.5 
 The Trust’s Scheme of delegation can be located on the LIFE Website.  Evidence can be found in minutes of committee meetings and also internal audit reports.  
 The latest version including annual Academy Trust Handbook updates and Trust updates was reviewed and approved by the Trust Board and LGB on the 29th  

September 2021. 

F3.6  
 Adequate insurance is in place via Zurich Insurance. The renewal for 2021/22 was evaluated against the DfE’s RPA cost of £18 per pupil. As a Trust wide policy, 

Zurich offered a more comprehensive cover for the same cost. This exercise will be repeated in good time before renewal next year. 
 A cost comparison exercise is being carried out as part of the budget construction process. 
  

F3.7  
 Governors are aware of the sources of income generation and these are reported on in the monthly outturn reports. The statutory charging and remissions policy are 

in place. 

F3.8  
 The finance manual is reviewed and updated in line with the Academies Financial Handbook.  The internal auditor uses it as a basis for testing to inform Governors 

that it is being adhered to. The finance procedures manual is updated annually by the Trust (last updated December 2021) and circulated to each school. 
 The Finance Procedures Manual can be found https://lifeeducationtrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/LIFE-Finance-Procedures-Manual-Ratified-Dec-2021.pdf 
 The Trust Finance manual has been updated with the Academy Trust Handbook changes and was reviewed and approved by the Trust Board at the 16th November 

2021 meeting. 
F3.9  

 Governors are aware of the existence of the Trust’s risk register which is reviewed by the Trust board termly and shared with the LGB annually. Any feedback from 
LGB members on the risk register is considered by the Trust board. 

F3.10  
 Governors have been briefed of the Trust’s awareness of the risk of cyber crime and informed of work being done to mitigate this risk. A digital strategy which sets out 

the Trust’s risk mitigation plans including a move to cloud based server hosting and also taking out insurance policies against Cybercrime has been developed for 
discussion and approval at the Trust Board’s 7th September 2021 meeting. 

 The Finance and Facilities Committee agreed to the provision of software that provides an early detection system against malware as a ‘second layer’ to the system 
in place. 
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WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be GREEN or this section as all areas have been met 
  
The main actions required to improve this rating are to ensure that governors are aware of the requirements of the Academy Trust Handbook and how the Trust 
ensures that the requirements are met through benchmarking, external and internal audit and the reporting of findings and changes to the LGB. 
 
Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
 

 Internal Audit Report (2020/21 report yet to be considered for approval by Finance & Facilities Committee on the 9th November then circulated) 
 2021/22 Trust Board Approved budget  
 Scheme of Delegation - (Updated version yet to be considered for approval by the Board’s Finance & Facilities Committee on the 9th November 

2021) 
 Finance Manual - (Updated version yet to be considered for approval by the Board’s Finance & Facilities Committee on the 9th November 2021) 
 Charging and remission policy 

E-mail confirmation of submissions to the ESFA are available 
Summary of key points of previous LGB discussion:  
 F3 – remains green - F3 remains GREEN as the results of the audits and the impact of Trust processes and procedures are in place and embedded
Summary of key points of previous LGB discussion:  

F.3 Internal controls were correct and in line with the Academy Trust Handbook, adequate insurance was in place and the Trust finance manual had 
been updated with the Academy Trust Handbook changes.  Mr Jefferys acknowledged that the majority of financial issues were now addressed by the 
Trust, rather than individual schools. 
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Premises Healthcheck report for Finance & Facilities Committee        
 

School Name: Benhurst Primary School Term to which this Healthcheck applies:     Autumn     Spring      Summer    
                  2021         2022      2022    
Completing the Healthcheck: 

1. For each of the 3 sections that follow, the school should complete a draft response, to include brief detail, data and explanation and a proposed 
rating. This should be sent to the link Governor and relevant LIFE Executive Officer in advance of the meeting. Additional data and examples may 
be made available for the meeting. Relevant information from the previous Healthcheck should be retained; changes or new information should be 
highlighted in YELLOW.  

2. The link governor and LIFE Executive Officer will meet with the school representative to interrogate the evidence, agree the proposed rating and 
agree how much and which evidence should be presented to the LGB (Local Governing Body).  If the link governor is unable to attend, the meeting 
will go ahead in order to meet deadlines 

3. Where any category is not rated Green, a brief outline of actions being taken should be included; if any category is rated Red, a separate 
exception report should be provided. 

4. The final Healthcheck draft must be completed in time to be sent out to governors with other paperwork in advance of the LGB meeting. Having 
read this, governors should try to send any questions arising to the clerk for circulation in advance of the meeting. When possible, the link governor 
should present the Healthcheck to the LGB meeting, with the member of school SLT supporting.     

5. At the LGB meeting, governors should scrutinise the Healthcheck and any evidence presented to satisfy themselves that they can confidently 
agree the proposed rating (or, when appropriate, to amend it). A brief summary of any discussion or questions asked at the LGB will be added to the 
Healthcheck commentary by the clerk, from the minutes of the meeting, and returned to the school ready for the next update. 

6. Once agreed, the final Healthcheck should be sent to the Clerk of the Trust Board; ready to be forwarded to the next relevant Committee. 

Rating: 
Green suggests the school is highly effective in this measure (A strength of the school; Ofsted Good or better) 
Red suggests the school is not yet effective in this measure (An area for development for the school; Ofsted RI or worse) 
White suggests the school is effective in this measure but is working to improve it (Broadly average; not yet confidently Ofsted Good) 
 

Draft Healthcheck completed by:  Steve Adams, Head of Estates 
Meeting to confirm the Healthcheck with:     Anna Gray (Link Governor)   Date 28/4/22                                  
 
Healthcheck presented to and agreed by the LGB on:                             (Date) 

   
 Completion Date: Sept 

2020
Jan 
2021

May 
2021

Sept
2021

Jan 
2022

May 
2022 

P1 Health & Safety G G G G G G 
P2 Condition G G G G G G 
P3 Planning, Review & 

Staffing 
G G G G G G 
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P1 –  Health & Safety Rating: RED 

 
WHITE 

 
GREEN 

 
Guiding Questions:  
P1.1 Are governors aware of the annual changes to the Trust Health & Safety Policy?  How does the school demonstrate that all employees have received it? 
P1.2 Does the school have evidence of how Health and Safety is monitored? What reports are produced? What does the action plan show? 
P1.3 What evidence is there to review accident reports? How are trends investigated and reported? What procedures are in place to record ‘near misses?’ 
P1.4 How often is the Smartlog system reviewed? How can the school demonstrate compliance?
School’s information and narrative – (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)

 
P1.1 The Trust Health and Safety policy is reviewed annually in conjunction with the Havering policy. All changes from the previous year are highlighted and 
discussed by the Finance and Facilities committee. Once agreed, the policy is distributed to LGB’s to disseminate to staff. The policy is included in staff meetings at 
school level for them to note. 
The Health and Safety policy was agreed by the Board in March 2022 and then distributed to LGB’s. It was noted that a discussion had taken place with Havering 
and there were no changes to the existing policy. The Trust has an SLA with Havering for the provision of Health and Safety services which includes Health and 
Safety inspections, audits and the Smartlog compliance system. 
 
P1.2 The school has the Smartlog system which monitors Health and safety compliance. All statutory testing is included in the system with the frequency required. 
The system highlights if testing is overdue for management to investigate. The system produces a weekly report showing a % level of compliance. 
A Health & Safety audit was conducted by Havering’s Health & Safety advisor on 4/11/21. The audit report was received on 13/12/21.  An action plan is being drawn 
up with timescales for implementation.  
A new Evacuation Plan has been drafted to move the assembly point from the field at the back of the school to the playground at the front of the school.  This 
provides are far more effective, user friendly assembly point enabling safer total evacuation from site should the need occur.  This Plan has been reviewed on site by 
a Registered Assessor from Essex Fire Safety. 
P1.3 The school has an accident book in which all accidents and near misses are recorded. This is reviewed by the Head of School to look at any trends that may 
develop. The school is registered on the oneSource Accident Reporting system. It is intended that this will be the standard accident reporting tool across the Trust.   
 
P1.4 The Smartlog system is reviewed weekly and this information is sent via email automatically to the Head for information. This will identify any outstanding 
statutory testing and timescales.  
At the end of the Spring term the Smartlog system showed 97.3% compliance. 
  

WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because the school has established systems in place to ensure the children, staff and visitors are safe 
at school.  
 
The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating: 
 
Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  

● LGB minutes 
● Trust and school policies 
● School website 
● H&S board in the Staff room 
● Conditions Report (January 2018) 
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● H&S Audit December 2021 
● Stakeholder questionnaires 

Summary of key points of previous LGB discussion 
P.1 Two rooms within Benhurst premises had been rated red during the ventilation risk assessment and air filters had been provided in those rooms.  
Mr Adams and Mr Bains, the school Site Manager, worked on the Smartlog together and Ms Gray felt that it was exceptional to have it working at 
94.6% compliance. 
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P2 – Condition of Building & 
Equipment 

Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
X 

Guiding Questions: 
P2.1 Is there evidence that the school is in good condition? How is this monitored? 
P2.2 Which building works have been undertaken recently? How do we know that they have added value to the school? 
P2.3 When was the condition survey carried out? What issues did this highlight? What is the cost to the budget? 
P2.4 Can the school demonstrate that it has an asset management plan in place? What is the impact on budget over the 5 years? 
P2.5 Can the school identify any Health and safety issues that need addressing? What does the plan look like to address these? 
P2.6 Is there evidence that projects eligible for CIF funding been identified? Has funding been applied for?
School’s information and narrative – (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)

 
P2.1   The general overview of the school site is good and will continue to be improved through school funding and successful CIF bids which address areas highlighted 
in the 2018 Conditions Survey Report. Stakeholder views (e.g. children, parent and staff surveys, lettings paperwork) are regularly sought to ensure the school has a 
frequent and accurate understanding of their views of the school condition; these are very positive and support the school’s view that the building and site is in good 
order.  
P2.2 Significant works have been completed to the school building. During the Summer break 2020 work started to replace the flat roofs.  Work has also begun to 
replace cladding in key areas.  Also during the Summer break all staff toilets and the boys/girls toilets near the canteen were upgraded as part of school ongoing 
planned improvements and paid for from the school budget and agreed by governors.  These works have been carefully matched to the Conditions Survey as well as 
considering how we can make the school environment the best it can be for our stakeholders.  
This work in addition to previous work has added a significant value to the school and all are of a quality that will last for the long term.  
A new air conditioning unit has been installed to allow the relocation of the school’s server to a more suitable location. 
Bi-fold doors have been installed in the Library to allow the area to be separated when required from the corridor. 
The EYFS outside area has been redeveloped with the addition of new climbing frames, fixed play equipment and a combination of rubber and astroturf surfacing. 
P2.3 The Conditions Survey 2018 highlighted a range of internal and external areas to consider over the short, medium and long term. Actions from the report are being 
addressed according to priority, available school funding and successful CIF bids.  
 
P2.4 Asset Management Plan and key reports are in place (e.g H&S report, Conditions Survey, Water Risk Assessment and Fire Risk Assessment). Key stakeholders 
meet to discuss progress and future works. The Conditions Survey indicated the school will need to allocate just over £600,000 over the 10 year period to ensure all 
recommended works are completed. Since the report’s publication. The school has met almost every recommendation within the suggested timescale and is ahead in 
several key areas. Large works will be subject to CIF bids.   
 
P2.5 A Health & Safety audit was conducted by Havering’s Health & Safety advisor on 4/11/21. The audit report was received on 13/12/21.  An action plan is being 
drawn up with timescales for implementation.  
 
P2.6 An extensive bid was submitted in December 2021 as part of CIF round 22/23.  
 
FIRE SAFETY WORKS 

o EXTERNAL 
o Replace all High Pressure Laminate (HPL) cladding with new non-combustible alternative, like 
o for like in appearance to achieve fire class A1 rating. 
o Replace all timber cladding with new fibre cement cladding boards. 
o Replace all existing fibre cement cladding boards with a new recognised alternative product to ensure new system achieves Fire Class A rating. 
o Replace all existing fibreglass, EPS and PIR wall insulation with new stonewool insulation. Wall's to be built out as necessary to comply with U-values 

stipulated within Part L of the Building Regulations. 
Installation of new stonewool insulation to all areas absent of insulation. 

o Replacement of all timber wall battens with new metal battens/frame to ensure wall system achieves Fire Class A rating. 
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o Installation of new vapour control barriers where required (see section A54 Prov. Sum) 
o Structural works to ensure existing walls can accommodate new wall build up Section A54 (Prov. sum). Replace all facias, bargeboards and soffits with 

new uPVC alternative. 
o Ensure all openings beneath the school are closed with a fibre cement cladding boards. Intumescent vents to installed be installed to ensure adequate 

ventilation and avoid rot. 
o Replace existing louvers at high level with new uPVC alternative and replace all soffit vents as necessary. 
o Removal, storage and reinstallation of existing rainwater goods. 
o Installation of 3No. new FD60 aluminium external fire doors. Comar or similar approved.  
o Replacement of 1No. existing external fire door that currently opens inwards with new FD60 Aluminium fire door. Comar or similar approved. 
o Installation of new bin store away from the school building. 
o Install new vehicle gate to school entrance and a new pedestrian entrance gate to rear of the school. Allowing for automation with new access controls 

linked to school office. 
o INTERNAL 
o Coat all internal timber wall linings with intumescent varnish. 
o Installation of new fire barriers within loft spaces to ensure fire compartmentation. Form using a suitable stone wool fire barrier system (rockwool or 

similar approved). Allowing to install intumescent vents within new barriers to ensure adequate loft ventilation. 
o Install 6No. new FD30 solid core double-leaf internal hardwood fire doors in locations as noted on Fire Engineer's mark up drawing (including new 

frames, vision panels, intumescent strips, smoke seals, fire signage, door closers, ironmongery etc.) 
TOTAL COST £769,940 

WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because the site is in very good condition and is regularly maintained and upgraded. In the last 5 years, 
the building has undergone several major upgrades and ongoing improvements which have improved the value and safety of the accommodation. 
Feedback from stakeholders is very positive and there have been no significant concerns raised in the last year through any feedback.  
Recommendations from the Conditions Survey are being strategically addressed as are recommendations from other key professional reports. 

The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating are to ensure adequate funding is provided to ensure the school site continues to be well 
maintained and improved. This will be through school funding and successful CIF bids. 
Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  

● LGB minutes 
● CIF bids  
● Conditions Report (January 2018) 
● H&S Audit December 2021 
● Stakeholder questionnaires 
● Completed works noted in the actions 

Summary of key points of previous LGB discussion 
P.2 Following the unsuccessful CIF bid and appeal, a new, very comprehensive, fire safety bid had been submitted, including photographs and 
incorporating electronic gates at both entrances of the school to secure the site.  A decision was not expected until May 2022. 
 
Ms Gray commented that the premises healthcheck was a new area for her and many discussions had taken place in the past as to the RAG rating of 
the building due to its age and suitability for purpose.  However, Ms Gray was confident that the areas should remain green because the rating was not 
based on the building itself, but on how the site is used and managed, which was at optimum performance and safety.  The premises were the subject of 
comprehensive inspection and any issues were promptly addressed. 
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Mr Adams reported that a Health & Safety Audit had been conducted in the Autumn Term across the Trust and action planning was being assessed as a 
result which would be shared with Headteachers and LGBs when ready.  Updated SMART boards had been installed at Benhurst and Mr Adams was 
involved in the installation and re-use of the boards which had been taken out.  These had been very well appreciated by the staff at the receiving rural 
schools and Mr Dutnall had received positive feedback.  The first stage of relocation of the school’s server had been carried out with the installation of a 
new air conditioning unit. 
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P3 – Planning, Review & Staffing Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding Questions 
P3.1 Is the accommodation suitable for pupil numbers? How does the school show that it is suitable for any future projections?  
P3.2 What evidence does the school have to show that ICT is reviewed in line with curriculum need, Management Information Systems and GDPR? 
P3.3 How does the school demonstrate that the condition survey reports are used to identify potential areas of capital investment? 
P3.4 Is the budget allocated to the asset management plan?  
P3.5 Is there evidence that students and staff are content with the catering service? How does the school evidence this? How is ‘value for money’ determined? What 
KPIs have been set against the catering contract?  
P3.6 Is the school clean? How is this measured? 
P3.7 Can the school demonstrate that is has benchmarked areas of support staff against other schools? How does this compare? 
P3.8 Can the school demonstrate that all contracts are reviewed at least 3 months before renewal?  Are Governors aware of the tendering process with particular 
reference to “related party transactions”?
School’s information and narrative – (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)

 
P3.1 The school has sufficient classrooms for current PAN (420). In addition, the school has 4 additional small teaching rooms, a library, an ICT room and music 
room. The school has a main hall as well as a canteen which can also be used as a small hall.  
There is no indication that the school is required to increase pupil numbers. Any planned increase would need to be carefully considered and a major review of 
buildings and assets undertaken.  
 
P3.2 Benhurst is a SMART training school and receives a healthy reduction on software and key hardware. As a result, we have very high quality IT provision in 
every classroom and additional teaching room. The ICT room also has new hardware and up to date software. We review our IT provision yearly to consider what 
changes may be necessary. At present, there are no requirements or need to update key hardware or software for the children or staff.  
Staff receive GDPR training and updates from the ICT Lead to ensure that the school is GDPR compliant. We use GDPRIS to log and monitor key external and 
internal systems.  
The school uses a range of managements systems and programmes to streamline our work and ensure we work efficiently and securely (e.g. Smart log, SIMS, 
Inventory, sQuid, Google calendars).  Teacher’s laptops and PPA laptops were updated during the Summer term. Updated SMARTboards have been installed under 
a new 3 year lease with those replaced being issued to rural primary schools. 
A further Smartboard has been installed in the Library and a screen installed in the Headteachers office 
 
During the Summer 2021 Term when classes were isolating or when children were absent due to COVID,, teachers maintained contact with their pupils through the 
use of Google Classroom. This enabled teachers to set work for the children in their class, provide support with their learning, mark learning and provide feedback to 
pupils.  It also provided a means for pupils to remain in contact with each other virtually.  Children were able to share their learning.  Teachers could review all posts 
made by children to the classroom including those that have been deleted.  Teachers will continue to use Google Classroom as part of their normal lesson delivery as 
and when appropriate.   
 
P3.3 The Conditions Survey Report was carried out in December 2017 and released to the school in January 2018. The report’s findings highlighted a range of 
internal and external areas to consider over the short, medium and long term. Actions from the report are being addressed according to priority and available school 
funding and successful CIF bids. Since January 2018, the school can demonstrate significant progress against the report’s recommendations and funding (school 
and CIF bids) continue to allow further progress.  
 
P3.4 Since the publication of the Conditions Survey in January 2018, the school has allocated significant funds to address Priority 1 and 2 recommendations. In 
Summer 2020, a successful CIF bid enabled the school to schedule replacement of the flat roof.    Upgrades to the school cladding are planned in line with the asset 
management plan. 
 
P3.5 User  surveys are undertaken to determine the level of satisfaction with the catering service.  Take up of school meals is over 60% for both KS1 and KS2. 
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P3.6 The school regularly received feedback from stakeholders. Staff surveys, termly room checklists/feedback and letting feedback provide a regular and clear view 
of the school’s cleanliness. Feedback is very positive and there are no significant issues or concerns raised.  
We have developed a cleaning checklist to ensure that all areas are thoroughly cleaned regularly and requested that teachers ensure that basic classroom conditions 
are met before cleaners undertake their duties.    
All hirers are regularly asked for feedback about the condition of the school and the cleanliness of the school.  Once a term, a classroom check is completed by 
teachers.  Teachers are also regularly asked about the condition of their classroom and the cleanliness of their classroom by the Site Manager.   
There has been no reduction in cleaning practices since COVID restrictions were removed. 
 
P3.7 The school regularly reviews the profile and need for support staff. This reflects the financial position of the school and needs of the children. In 2018, the school 
reduced TA contracts by 25% to ensure the school was financially viable in the short and medium term. This made the necessary saving of £50,000 per year.  The 
school now employs 11 SNA staff to work with children with complex and difficult needs which are identified within their EHCP. When compared to similar local 
schools, (e.g. Elm Park, RJ Mitchell, Harrow Lodge) Benhurst has a smaller team of support staff (e.g. TA’s, MDAs). 
 
P3.8 The Headteacher, Finance Officer, Director of Operations, Head of Estates/Site manager review contracts and make changes when appropriate to ensure 
maximum value for money without compromising quality. 
 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because the school is well maintained, has strong IT infrastructure for children staff and parents and 
has a stable and effective staff which is maintained within the current yearly budget allocation. 
Through a range of savings (e.g. staffing restructures, contract changes) the school has been able to significantly invest capital on key projects whilst 
maintaining a good quality of education and healthy carry forward. We are proactive in seeking stakeholder views and regularly review our 
systems/procedures to continue to provide an excellent service to our stakeholders.  
 
The main action required to maintain this rating is to continue to review and reflect on our systems/procedures/equipment and ensure that adequate 
funding is provided to continue to develop and improve the school as required.   
Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  

● Conditions Survey report 
● Premises tracker 
● Quotes for works 
● School building plan 
● Letting feedback on hiring request sheets 
● Cleaners checklist 
● Termly room checklist 
● Stakeholder questionnaires 

 
Summary of key points of previous LGB discussion  
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Leadership and Management Healthcheck report for Standards Committee   
 
School Name: Benhurst      Term to which this Healthcheck applies:             Summer   Autumn  Spring 
                                                   2021        2021 2022 
Completing the Healthcheck: 

1. For each of the 3 sections that follow, the school should complete a draft response, to include brief detail, data and explanation and a proposed 
rating. This should be sent to the link Governor and the Director of Standards a week in advance of the meeting. Additional data and examples may 
be made available for scrutiny at the meeting. Relevant information from the previous Healthcheck should be retained; out-of-date- information 
should be delete; changes or new information should be highlighted in YELLOW.  

2. The link governor and/or Director of Standards will meet with the school representative to interrogate the document, scrutinise evidence, agree 
the proposed rating and agree how much and which evidence should be presented to the LGB (Local Governing Body).  These meetings may be 
held in person or virtually and may be preceded by email exchanges regarding the draft content 

3. Where any category is not rated Green, a brief outline of actions being taken should be included; if any category is rated Red, a separate 
exception report should be provided. 

4. The final Healthcheck draft as agreed with the link governor must be completed in time to be sent out to governors with other paperwork one 
week in advance of the LGB meeting. Having read this, governors should try to send any questions arising to the clerk for circulation in advance of 
the meeting. When possible, it is the link governor who should raise the Healthcheck at the LGB meeting, with the member of school supporting.  
This should not involve reading or summarising the whole document; only significant issues, or questions to be answered, should be raised.     

5. At the LGB meeting, governors should scrutinise the Healthcheck and any evidence presented to satisfy themselves that they can confidently 
agree the proposed rating (or, when appropriate, to amend it). A brief summary of any discussion or questions asked at the LGB will be added to the 
Healthcheck commentary by the clerk, from the minutes of the meeting, and returned to the school ready for the next update. 

6. Once agreed, the final Healthcheck should be sent to the Clerk of the Trust Board; ready to be forwarded to the next relevant Committee. 

Rating: 
Green suggests the school is highly effective in this measure (A strength of the school; Ofsted Good or better) 
Red suggests the school is not yet effective in this measure (An area for development for the school; Ofsted RI or worse) 
White suggests the school is effective in this measure but is working to improve it (Broadly average; not yet confidently Ofsted Good) 
 
Draft Healthcheck completed by: Alice Larkman (School Representative)  

Meeting to confirm the Healthcheck with: Dean Jeffreys (LIFE Exec/Link Gov)  

Healthcheck presented to and agreed by the LGB on:  

 
 Completion Date: Sept 

2020
Jan 
2021

May 
2021

Sept 
2021 

Jan 
2022 

May 
2022 

LM1 Strategic Leadership  G G G G G G 
LM2 Educational Focus G G G G G G 
LM3 Safeguarding & Wellbeing G G G G G G 
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LM1 –  Strategic Leadership  RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
1.1  Pupil Premium: does the school have a PP policy and a clear rationale for expenditure? Is it reviewed regularly? What is the evidence of impact?   
1.2  How many pupils does the school have in off-site or alternative provision? How is this quality assured?  
1.3 How many pupils have left the school since the start of the year? Could any of these be considered as artificially “off-rolling”? 
1.4 Is governance effective? How well does the governing body fulfil all of its statutory duties? Are there any vacancies on the LGB? 
1.5 What training has been provided for governors? How strong and consistent is governor attendance to meetings, events and training? 
1.6        What evidence exists to show that governors, staff and pupils support Trust events and activities? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
1.1 We are clear about the use and impact of Pupil Premium funding and review key strategies at the end of every academic year. We have a dedicated Pupil 

Premium page on the school website (https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/pupil-premium/), which includes the policy, use of funding with impact (current and 
previous year) and information regarding eligibility.  

Pupil Premium children are specifically identified in teachers PRM and are a focus during termly PPMs. The attainment and progress of Pupil Premium children is 
improving. A key metric the school is judged against is the combined attainment which was a main focus in 2018-19 and shows a 16% increase on the previous 
year. The Quality of Education report provides a comprehensive overview of the individual cohort attainment and progress for Pupil Premium children.  
In January 2020, Ian Gurman conducted a Pupil Premium review at Benhurst. The report highlighted key strengths of the school but also identified the need to 
develop ‘a more forensic and flexible approach to actions, aimed at addressing specifically identified barriers as they apply to individual pupils or groups of pupils, 
and partly in altering the prevailing culture in the school in order to explore more class-based solutions rather than supportive add-ons.  
From December 2020, we have appointed a 1 year HLTA position to release teachers to work with PP children on key Maths and English skills.  
We are also aware of significant government funding for 2020-21 regarding catch up programmes for children.  
 
We have updated our Pupil Premium Strategy and Impact in line with DfE guidance, which can be found on our website. We have decided to use our catch-up 
strategy to allow for whole school and targeted interventions.  We have continued to use HLTA release time to support teachers to carry out interventions as well as 
spending some of the funding to purchase high quality reading texts for our pupils across the school including a new Reading Road Map scheme to support our 
pupils to further embed a love of reading across the school.  We have started music lessons with Havering Music Service in Year 3 & 4 where pupils are learning to 
play Ukulele with a plan to create a lunch time Ukulele club across Key Stage 2 next academic year.  In Autumn term, we hosted the Conductive Music Workshop 
to create online music for our Key Stage 2 children. We have a qualified Level 3 Forest School Lead, who is looking to launch to offer enhanced outdoor learning 
experiences and improve children’s creativity and wellbeing. 
 
The data within section 1.1 is for illustrative purposes only and relates to historic data. National tests during the year 2020 – 2021 did not go ahead and 
no national data will be published.  
 

   Y6 Disadvantaged Attainment  Y6 Disadvantaged Progress 
 2017 2018 2019 2020 

(TA) 
2021 
(TA) 

  2019 
Expected 

2019 
Accelerated 

Current 
Expected 

Current  
Accelerated 

Reading 63% 60% 67% 43% 40%  Reading 100% 13% 71% 0% 
Writing 88% 67% 56% 71% 35%  Writing 100% 38% 71% 14% 
Maths 50% 47% 78% 43% 43%  Maths 100% 25% 86% 14% 

Comb(RWM) 38% 40% 56% 29% 29%       
 
1.2  We do not have any children in an alternative provision or off-site. 
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1.3  

School roll 
3/22 7/21 7/20 7/19 Left* 21-22 Joined*21-22 

 413 415 415 76 80 
*This includes our new reception cohort and our Year 6 Leavers 
 
Children who leave Benhurst do so as they have moved house and need to find a school closer to their new home. This year to date, no child left Benhurst because 
they have been unhappy with the school. Parents and children think highly of the school (see questionnaire responses). 
 
1.4, 1.5 The LGB works effectively and provides challenge and support for the school. Each governor oversees a Health check and attends key meetings prior to 
LGB meeting to gain a better knowledge of their area and the work of the school. LGB meetings are very well attended and include key training (e.g. Safeguarding, 
curriculum). Governors are well represented at the annual LGB/Board day in school and LIFE Leadership Conference. Dean Jeffreys were asked to lead sessions 
at the LIFE Leadership Conference now rescheduled for the autumn term. 
We have 8 committed and active members of the LGB who have a wealth of experience and hold the school to account. We currently have 1 vacancy having 
successfully recruited a new governor from our Reception cohort. We continue to work with the Trust to ensure vacancies are quickly advertised and a recruitment 
process is undertaken. 
In the Autumn 2021, Julian Dutnall and other Chairs of Governors from across the Trust attended the LGB meeting. Their feedback to governors was that quality of 
the health check reports were strong as were governors understanding of the reports.  
 
1.6 Benhurst pupils have enjoyed attending cross – Trust events such as a baking competition and sporting events. Since the launch of the LIFE Ambassador 
programme, Benhurst pupils have been heavily involved in this supporting the planned projects and attending joint meetings where we have shared our 
contributions. Governors have attended a range of training opportunities which have been provided by the Trust and these are disseminated to other Governors 
during LGB meetings. Staff have enjoyed attending Trust teach meets both in person and virtually with a focus on the Trust focus of Building Great Learning 
Communities.  
Since the start of the year we have worked across all LIFE Trust primary schools, with a specialist from the Local Authority, with a focus on developing the EYFS 
provision, working collaboratively to create a LIFE Education EYFS Curriculum.  
In January 2022, Benhurst and Dame Tipping have employed a joint SENDCo, Janice Fisher, who works across the schools developing a best practice SEND 
provision across the trust.  
During the Spring Term, pupils from Benhurst have visited a number of our partner primary schools where they have taken part in a St Patrick’s Day Bake Off at 
Roxwell. We also welcomed SMART into Benhurst once again and invited our Trust partners to take part in a workshop focussed on using online platforms to 
support our wellbeing. Both cross site sessions were well received by all pupils and staff and we are planning for more in the Summer term. 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because the school works effectively with well-maintained systems to ensure the school is well led. 
The LGB is effective and has a good understanding of the school. It provides challenge and support and governors discharge their duties effectively.  
 
The main actions required to maintain this rating is to ensure the attainment and progress of Pupil Premium children continue to improve and that the 
LGB continues to provide the necessary challenge and support for the school. This is a key focus in the 2020-21 SDP. 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
 School website 
 Pupil Premium policy & strategy Pupil Premium – Benhurst Primary  
 Pupil Premium Strategy (January 2022) 
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 SDP 2021-22 
 Questionnaires 
 Data pack 
 PRM 
 PPM 
 LGB meeting schedule & minutes

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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LM2 – Educational Focus RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
2.1  What is the school vision and how does this translate into a strong ambition for high standards and a high-quality education for all? 
2.2        In what ways are the school’s vision and values aligned to and supportive of those of the Trust? How are these communicated to all stakeholders?  
2.3  How does the HT/SLT ensure they remain focused on improving curriculum, pedagogy and staff development (and not other school organisational matters) 
2.4 How does the school develop effective middle leaders to ensure consistency of high standards?  
2.5 What training has been given to staff so far this year on matters of curriculum and pedagogy? What has been the impact? How do you know? 
2.6  How does performance management, target setting and school development planning work, and how do they drive the raising of standards? 
2.7 How does the school ensure robust monitoring and evaluation, including from external sources?

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
2.1 Our school’s vision and ambition can be seen in the high standards and expectations we set (e.g. target setting, SDP, PRM) and our outcomes (e.g. data, 
questionnaires). Since the start of the year, Ms Larkman has carried out a consultation regarding the vision and ethos of the school with a focus on the school 
motto, Core Values and Learner Behaviours. It was decided that the school Motto was historic to the school and so the Motto ‘Only my best is good enough for me’ 
is to remain unchanged. However, having looked into the Core Values and Learner Behaviours and with there being 12 words combined for pupils to embody 
throughout their time at Benhurst a consultation to reduce these down to 6 Core Values was agreed through consultation with staff, parents, pupils and governors. 
During the consultation with pupils expressed that they are ‘ambitious’ during ever lesson as they are set goals to achieve every lesson, which is one of our new 
Core Values. These new Core Values are being woven in to the Benhurst Curriculum.  
 Ofsted noted that ‘pupils appreciate and enjoy the family ethos of their school’ and that we ‘are ambitious for the school’ and have ‘fostered uncompromising 
determination for every child to succeed.’    
2.2 There are strong connections between the current school’s Core Values and the Trust Beliefs (2 of our 7 core values being Compassion and Courage) with the 
new Core Values encompassing all 3 of the LIFE Trust Beliefs. Assembly themes directly link to both the Core Value and Trust Values and references are made to 
both. The Trust values are re- visited regularly through Staff CPD and examples of these beliefs are identified and celebrated with children. These are also shared 
via Twitter.  
2.3 The Headteacher and SLT ensure that monitoring, CPD and meetings are carefully planned to ensure key aspects of the school’s development remain a focus. 
Development of the EYFS Curriculum is a focus with our EYFS team working across the Trust and with an EYFS consultant from Havering to support with 
developing best practice for our children.  A whole school focus on developing a Benhurst Curriculum with clear intent, implementation and impact has begun with 
subject and year group leads working towards creating a complete Benhurst Curriculum by the end of the Summer Term. We have created a number of subject 
road maps demonstrating the journey children across the school to demonstrate coverage of knowledge and skills. Time is allocated for administrative and 
management of the school to ensure it runs smoothly. Questionnaire feedback support this.  
2.4 Year Group Leaders are appointed in every year group to ensure policies and procedures are correctly followed. They lead PPA sessions to ensure the 
curriculum is broad and balanced whilst maintaining high standards. Year Group Leaders oversee PRM for support staff in their year group and plan schools trip 
and residentials. Year Group Leaders attend SLT meetings half termly; these meetings are used to discuss existing SDP work, potential new areas for school 
development and general school matters. Year Group leaders also oversee key areas of the school curriculum (e.g. Maths, English, Cornerstones, Computing, 
Mental Well-Being, Pupil Voice). 
Two middle leaders have been given TLR responsibilities for Maths and English with other subject leads completing a range of CPD to support their progression as 
well as the provision across the school. With a number of staff attending numerous external CPD including Stonewall training, Wellbeing First Aid, EYFS, ELSA to 
name a few.   
Seven of teachers across the school have taken up the CPD opportunity to complete the National Professional Qualification (NPQs) this year with a good selection 
from ‘Leading teaching’, ‘Leading Behaviour and Culture’, ‘Leading Teacher Development’ and the NPQSL ‘Senior Leadership’. 
2.5 CPD, training and discussions form an integral part of school meetings (e.g. SLT, teachers, support staff, LGB). During the enforced school closure, staff were 
given an online CPD programme for the summer term. This covered a range of areas (e.g. safeguarding, MNP!, online safety). Training in 2021-22 is being carried 
out through weekly staff meetings and INSET Days, this includes INSET/CPD on writing (The Write Stuff – Jane Considine).  
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2.6 The school has a clear and established PRM structure which staff are aware of and understand. Main targets are taken from the schools main SDP priorities 
and include SMART targets where possible (e.g. data, attendance). The PRM cycle is in three stages – target setting, a mid-year review and end of year review.  
Targets are aspirational but fair and are mutually agreed. They are revisited at the mid-year review and may be adjusted (e.g. mobility). Staff fully engage in the 
PRM process and can evidence how their good work has a positive impact on individual children, their class, cohort and wider school. Governors and the P&P 
Committee ratified the recommendations of the school for pay progression. As a school we have adopted Blue Sky which is an online Performance Management 
tool. All staff have uploaded their targets and have met with their line manager. The system allows CPD activities to be added as a running record. No relevant 
updates for Spring term. 
2.7 The school has a clear and established monitoring programme which is shared with staff at the start of the academic year. This includes Lesson Visits, ECT. 
visits, Learning Conversations, Snapshot Monitoring and PPMs. The school updates a Quality of Teaching sheet which informs the overall judgement of teaching 
and learning. Ofsted noted that ‘together, you have sought to continuously improve outcomes for pupils’.  
In June 2017. The LA moderated our Y2 judgements and agreed with our assessments. 
In June 2018, the LA moderated our Y6 writing judgements and agreed with 14/15 judgements. One child was borderline and after discussion, was regraded.  
In May 2019, the LA moderated our EYFS judgements; the moderation team agreed with our assessments. Our EYFS lead is a lead moderator for the LA and 
received yearly training.  
A LIFE peer review was cancelled in April 2019 as the school was subject to an OfSTED inspection. The school and Trust did not consider a peer review 
necessary following the very positive OfSTED report.  
In January 2020, Ian Gurman conducted a Pupil Premium review at Benhurst. The report highlighted key strengths of the school and also areas to further develop 
which is being considered within the 2020-21 SDP.   No relevant updates for Spring term. 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because the school has high expectations for the children, staff and parents and has a track record 
of strong achievement. The school regularly reviews its curriculum and consults with key stakeholders. Changes made are carefully planned and key 
staff are provided with the necessary training and support to deliver any changes. PRM is well established and supports the SDP, all of which is 
carefully monitored by the SLT and LGB.   
The main actions required to maintain this rating is to continue to reflect on the schools provision and ensure systems and procedures remain fair, 
efficient and fit for purpose. The main challenge for the school is closing the PPG gap in some year groups which will be a key focus within the 2020-21 
SDP.    
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Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinised and to the LGB if requested) 
 Ofsted report (March 2019) 
 Pupil Premium report (January 2020) 
 Questionnaires 
 Online staff CPD 
 PRM paperwork (e.g. PRM structure, meeting notes allocating PRM TOIL, PRM paperwork) 
 Quality of Teaching & Learning Overview   
 Meeting schedules (e.g. teachers) 
 LA moderation feedback sheets 

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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LM3 – Safeguarding and Wellbeing RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
3.1  How does the school ensure there are robust systems to assure that safeguarding is effective and that a culture of safeguarding is established? (How and 
 when was this last audited?) 
3.2 What training has been provided to all staff and to individuals for Levels 1 and 3 safeguarding training and Safer Recruitment? 
3.3 How does the school gather evidence of the views of pupils, staff and parents? What does this show? How are views of “hard to reach” parents sought? 
3.4 How does the school support the wellbeing of staff, including managing their workloads? 
3.5        How does the school ensure a culture of professionalism and high expectations in oneself and of colleagues in the school in line with Trust expectations?  

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
3.1 Safeguarding is on every meeting agenda and there is a safeguarding area on the main board in the staff room and other areas of the school (e.g. main 
entrance, photocopier room, hall). New staff receive safeguarding training and support through their induction. There is a dedicated area on the school website for 
parents (https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/safeguarding/) with information, key staff and links. We have specific areas on the school website to support our children 
(e.g. bullying, stranger danger, online safety) as well as an online Worry Box https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/online-worry-box/). 
Following the Covid-19 pandemic and school closure in March 2020, the safeguarding procedures were revised to ensure all vulnerable families received at least 
one weekly phone call from a member of SLT. These have been warmly welcomed by families and have helped in a number of situations Details of each 
conversation is logged via MyConcern.  
The S175 is completed yearly (Spring term) and shared at the LGB meeting and with Penny Patterson. Actions arising are noted within the report and addressed.  
Concerns are raised through MyConcern (recommended by Penny Patterson and following meetings with local schools who already use the system). Staff have 
individual logins and training to ensure they understand how to make a referral. MyConcern login link is on the school website for ease. 
All safeguarding documentation has been updated in light of changes to the Senior Leadership Team. 
The Behaviour Policy was updated in Autumn term with staff consultation and input to support with providing further clarity regarding sanctions and recording of 
both positive and negative behaviours with tracking across a term now being carried out to support with further improving behaviour across the school. No relevant 
updates for Spring term. 
3.2 Yearly training is given to all staff (September INSET) with new staff receiving training as part of their induction. The safeguarding presentation and key policies 
and documents are emailed to staff for reference and are available in the staff room. LGB training is completed annually. 
The Head and Deputy have Level 3 Safeguarding and all members of SLT have attended Safer Recruitment training, as has the Chair. Online safeguarding 
training was issued to staff as part of their online CPD during the Covid-19 school closure. No relevant updates for Spring term. 
3.3 Yearly questionnaires are completed by parents, staff and children. In June 2021, we received 93 parent responses which was significantly lower than in 
previous years. 965 of parents feel that their child is happy at school, 96% that their child makes good progress and 93% would recommend Benhurst to another 
parent. (July 2021) 
Ms Larkman has carried out a consultation regarding the vision and ethos of the school in consultation with parents from a cross section of the school. The 
consultation began with what parents like best and what they would like to see improve within the school. We have worked towards some of these areas that they 
wish to see improved since the consultation including parents of children with EHCPs to meet with the new SENCo and using the outdoor spaces more effectively 
including Forest School to name a few with the majority of areas being planned for. All parents left the consultation positive about the vision and ethos within the 
school. 
3.4 We regularly review our practice and refine systems and procedures to further develop and support staff well-being (e.g. Feedback policy, planning). Staff are 
provided with time to attend medical appointments, family events and school activities for their children. Teacher receive joint PPA to ensure they are able to share 
the planning workload, this can also be carried out at home.  
95% of staff share they are proud to be a member of staff at the school and that they feel safe in the school. 82% of staff say the school handles personnel matters 
well and agree that their workload is manageable. 73% of staff say the school makes appropriate provision for their professional development and 55% say staff 
morale is good (December 2021) Ms Larkman met with every teacher in the Autumn term and from this meeting we have introduced leadership time for English 
and Maths leads weekly to support with improving work load as well as improving capacity across the school. This has been something that our leaders have 
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expressed has been supportive. When 1 teacher expressed that she was finding workload to be a challenge the agreed resolution was to have weekly PPA instead 
of the fortnightly day, which was positively received by the teacher. We have in Spring term also purchased the Thrive app, which is a mental health app, to support 
teachers with self regulation, offering CBT, breathing and psychotherapy support through the app.  
3.5 There is a strong culture of professionalism within the school in line with our staff code of conduct policy, this is established through our robust induction 
programme and upheld through having high standards of staff conduct. Staff demonstrate high expectations of themselves and regularly seek opportunities 
for professional development with seven of teachers across the school have taken up the CPD opportunity to complete the National Professional Qualification 
(NPQs) this year with a good selection from ‘Leading teaching’, ‘Leading Behaviour and Culture’, ‘Leading Teacher Development’ and the NPQSL ‘Senior 
Leadership’. 
 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHATHAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because there are clear and established systems and procedures which staff understand and 
follow. Children say they feel safe at Benhurst; this is further supported by the staff and parent questionnaires. 
The main actions required to maintain this rating is to continue to ensure staff understand and follow school procedures. The school should continue 
to review its systems and understand what effective practice is in other schools that may benefit our school.  

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)   
 Induction form 
 Covid-19 paperwork (report formats, staff rotas, CPD etc) 
 S175 
 LGB meeting minutes 
 MyConcern 
 Online Staff CPD expectations 
 School website areas linked to safeguarding/children’s safety 
 Displays/signs in school 
 Questionnaires 
 Meeting schedules 
 PPA arrangements 

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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Quality of Education Healthcheck report for Standards Committee   
 
School Name: Benhurst Primary School Term to which this Healthcheck applies:                     Spring 2022   
Completing the Healthcheck: 

1. For each of the 3 sections that follow, the school should complete a draft response, to include brief detail, data and explanation and a proposed rating. This 
should be sent to the link Governor and the Director of Standards a week in advance of the meeting. Additional data and examples may be made available for 
scrutiny at the meeting. Relevant information from the previous Healthcheck should be retained; out-of-date- information should be delete; changes or new 
information should be highlighted in YELLOW.  

2. The link governor and/or Director of Standards will meet with the school representative to interrogate the document, scrutinise evidence, agree the proposed 
rating and agree how much and which evidence should be presented to the LGB (Local Governing Body).  These meetings may be held in person or virtually and 
may be preceded by email exchanges regarding the draft content 

3. Where any category is not rated Green, a brief outline of actions being taken should be included; if any category is rated Red, a separate exception report 
should be provided. 

4. The final Healthcheck draft as agreed with the link governor must be completed in time to be sent out to governors with other paperwork one week in advance of 
the LGB meeting. Having read this, governors should try to send any questions arising to the clerk for circulation in advance of the meeting. When possible, it is the 
link governor who should raise the Healthcheck at the LGB meeting, with the member of school supporting.  This should not involve reading or summarising the 
whole document; only significant issues, or questions to be answered, should be raised.     

5. At the LGB meeting, governors should scrutinise the Healthcheck and any evidence presented to satisfy themselves that they can confidently agree the 
proposed rating (or, when appropriate, to amend it). A brief summary of any discussion or questions asked at the LGB will be added to the Healthcheck 
commentary by the clerk, from the minutes of the meeting, and returned to the school ready for the next update. 

6. Once agreed, the final Healthcheck should be sent to the Clerk of the Trust Board; ready to be forwarded to the next relevant Committee. 

Rating: 
Green suggests the school is highly effective in this measure (A strength of the school; Ofsted Good or better) 
Red suggests the school is not yet effective in this measure (An area for development for the school; Ofsted RI or worse) 
White suggests the school is effective in this measure but is working to improve it (Broadly average; not yet confidently Ofsted Good) 
 
Draft Healthcheck completed by: Stella McCarthy (School Representative)  

Meeting to confirm the Healthcheck with: Bev Mills (LIFE Exec/Link Gov)       28th April 2022 

Healthcheck presented to and agreed by the LGB on:          May 2022  

 

 

 

Completion Date: Sept
2020 

Jan 
2021 

May 
2021 

Sept
2021 

Jan 
2022 

May 
2022 

QE1 Intent G G G G G G 

QE2 Implementation  G G G G G G 

QE3 Impact G G G G G G 
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QoE1 Curriculum Intent 
 

RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
1.1  What planning has taken place for the design of the current curriculum? Who was involved in the planning? What training has been provided for staff?   
1.2  How does the curriculum address the needs of all learners, particularly the most disadvantaged and pupils with high prior attainment or SEND?   
1.3 Outline how the curriculum is broad and rich for all learners in all year groups/key stages? How is it sequenced to ensure progression of knowledge/skills? 
1.4 How is curriculum coverage monitored and how are potential gaps in pupils’ knowledge and skills identified and addressed? 
1.5  How is “cultural capital” developed in pupils, both in lessons and extra-curricular?  
1.6 How does the curriculum address personal development, health, citizenship, appreciation of human creativity? If not taught in lessons, how do you ensure 
 coverage for all pupils?  
1.7  Does the school have a Curriculum Policy? How is this reviewed? What curriculum developments are currently being planned? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
 
1.1   
The current curriculum is designed by subject leaders and a range of learning schemes are currently used for different subjects taught within the school. Changes 
are made in light of pupil outcomes or developments within education. We are currently reviewing the Benhurst Curriculum and mapping out the knowledge and 
skills covered in each curriculum subject to show clear progression from Reception to Year 6; this will be aligned with the eight key principles of the LIFE Education 
Trust Curriculum Framework. 
 
Maths No Problem! (MNP) is fully embedded across the whole school. Reception introduced the MNP pedagogy to their maths teaching last year. Regular Maths 
No problem! Training takes place during weekly staff meetings. We have achieved MNP! Accredited school status 
(https://mathsnoproblem.com/en/resources/accredited-schools/uk/benhurst-primary-school-essex/). We join 34 other schools across the country who also have 
accredited status and this recognises our exemplary progress, dedication, and leadership in making the switch to maths mastery. 
 
The Write Stuff approach to writing is now becoming established across all year groups. This approach teaches the mechanics of writing and to date has been well 
received by pupil and staff. All class-based staff completed Write Stuff Training Online and George Light our English Lead has delivered face to face training for 
teachers and support staff.   
 
The PSHE scheme (3D PSHE) was rolled out to all year groups in September 2020. In light of COVID – 19, the DfE have revised the statutory date for the new 
guidance to come into effect to the summer term 2021 however, we began using the new scheme from September 2020 as planned.  
A Relationships and Sex Education Consultation was carried out in March as a result of updated Statutory guidance in conjunction with LIFE. The responses to this 
were positive and feedback has been provided including planned actions. (https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/rse-consultation-2021/).  
 
Remote learning continues to be offered for individual pupils isolating as a result of COVID – 19 contact. Full details can be found here: 
https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/cv-19-online-remote-learning-and-communication-information-for-parents/  
MNP has been adapted to allow the programme to continue to be delivered virtually when necessary. This includes adapting resources/manipulatives so they can 
be accessed online and splitting the lessons across 2 days. We have purchased the MNP Insights programme using Catch Up Funding which is a specific gaps 
analysis tool which will support teachers in identifying gaps in previous learning.  
 
 
1.2   
Our curriculum is fully inclusive of all learners. Lesson planning is detailed and requires provision to be recorded for those pupils who are working towards the 
expected standard (support) and those achieving greater depth within the standard (mastery). All lessons are planned and delivered following the mastery 
approach to learning which ensures challenge for all. Differentiation takes the form of a series of tasks, which are available to all children. These consist of a core 
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task which matches the planned curriculum outcome for the lesson, a support for core task which provides a simplified version of the core task and a mastery 
challenge which is designed to stretch the knowledge of pupils or enable them to apply their skills. Whilst pupils may be guided to a starting point, all tasks are 
available to all pupils. This ensures that all pupils’ feels stretched and challenged, including the more able. Teachers closely monitor the tasks the children are 
choosing and will guide them towards a different task if they are unable to access the chosen task or have selected a task which is not challenging enough for 
them.  
All teaching and support staff are aware of the more able and disadvantaged pupils within a class/set and support staff may be directed to work with these pupils 
on a 1:1 basis or as part of a small group. These pupils are also discussed in detail during Pupil progress Meetings to ensure they are making at least expected 
progress and to review provision for them if they are making below expected progress.  
If children are not able to access the curriculum due to a SEND need such as having an EHCP, individual planning is created for them to ensure they are being 
challenged within their capabilities.  
We track the attainment and progress of vulnerable pupils (Disadvantaged, SEND, Child Protection, any other concern) each term and individual provision maps 
are created for each child who is not making expected progress. These are reviewed termly.  
 
 
1.3 All pupils at Benhurst benefit from a broad and balanced curriculum. This is achieved through: memorable learning experiences, cross – curricular 
opportunities, flexible timetabling effective long term planning and special curriculum weeks (Being British and Cultural Week).  
 
The Year 6 residential to Danbury (Essex Outdoors) took place in July 2021 and was a huge success. No other educational visits took place (other than local 
walking trips to the park). Year 6 residential to Danbury (Essex Outdoors) will take place from the 5th to the 8th of July 2022. 
 
Teachers plan a range of cross – curricular activities to ensure English and Maths skills are applied to the wider curriculum. An example of this would be children 
writing letters as evacuees during their topic learning. Trips to the local library for each year group have been scheduled to take place throughout the year. More 
trips and experiences are outlined in 1.5. 
      
Maths No Problem! is mapped to the National Curriculum objectives and is clearly sequenced to ensure progression. The skills are taught during KS1 and built 
upon as the children move through KS2 with new skills being added as appropriate. The scheme adopts clear techniques such as bar modelling and the concrete, 
pictorial, abstract approach (CPA). These techniques are used and built upon throughout each year group which supports the acquisition of new skills.  
 
The Write Stuff approach to English shows clear progression in vocabulary, sentence types, grammar punctuation and features of varied texts. 
 
The curriculum provides pupils with essential and developmental skills progression from Reception to Year 6. We are working on mapping this progression clearly 
onto learning journey road maps for each subject to demonstrate the eight key principles of the LIFE Education Trust Curriculum Framework.  
 
Rising Stars Switched on Computing and Switched on Online Safety are followed by each year group and ensure that all appropriate skills, knowledge and 
computational thinking are covered with higher achieving pupils being challenged. 
 
1.4  
The Benhurst curriculum incorporates Imaginative Learning Projects which have a subject focus for each year group. The progression of knowledge and skills are 
then checked ensure that there are no gaps across each key stage. This ensures complete coverage of the National Curriculum. 
  
Maths No Problem! is mapped to the National Curriculum objectives and provides complete coverage.   Gaps in pupils’ knowledge or skills are identified through 
formative and summative assessments. These are addressed in subsequent lessons or through small group interventions led by support staff. Booster groups are 
also provided in year 6.  
Gaps in learning as a result of the school closures were  identified through a range of gaps analysis tools. These were instantly addressed and continue to be 
addressed through high quality daily lessons, additional timetable flexibility in the academic year 2020/21 to allowed additional focus on core subjects and targeted 
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intervention as set out in the Catch-Up strategy. https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Covid-Catch-Up-Premium-Plan-September-2020-
Benhurst-Primary-School-2.pdf  This additional funding was only for the academic year although Catch – Up is likely to be a much longer process.  
 
We are currently reviewing the Benhurst Curriculum and mapping out the knowledge and skills covered in each curriculum subject to show clear progression from 
Reception to Year 6; this will be aligned with the eight key principles of the LIFE Education Trust Curriculum Framework. 
 
1.5   
Cultural capital is developed across all key stages through whole class teaching, modelling and culture rich experiences. These include: library visits, cultural week, 
museum visits, music lessons, whole school artist of the half term and the big debate.  
 
It is particularly important to develop the cultural capital of our disadvantaged pupils and we offer specific experiences to them such as participation in the Brilliant 
Club initiative, which aims to raise disadvantaged pupils aspirations to attend university.  In Autumn Term we had a Pantomime Performance for KS1 and a 
separate performance for KS2 this aided the development and the cultural capital of our disadvantaged pupils and improved the wellbeing for all pupils.  Ukulele 
lessons commenced in the Spring term for Year 3 and have been very successful. They will continue in the Summer Term for Year 4 (21 Disadvantaged Pupils) to 
enrich their musical experiences.   
 
A range of trips, including residential trips for UKS2, to support the curriculum and children’s learning are usually offered to all pupils.  In addition, Benhurst hosts in 
school special days, provided by staff and external providers, to support learning and deepen their cultural experiences.  (E.G Pirate day Y1, Greek day Y6, Roman 
day Y4, Wonderdome in Year 5).  The Year 6 residential to Danbury (Essex Outdoors) took place in July 2021 and was a huge success.  
 
There have been a number of enriching learning experiences during Spring Term: 
 

 YR went for a Spring Walk in Harrow lodge Parks, they also had a Dinosaur workshop in school as part of their Footsteps in time topic. 
 Year 1 went on a train trip so as pupils could experience riding on a train before completing their writing.  
 Year 2 had owls visit and they celebrated Magnificent Monarchs with a dress up and activity day in school. 
  Year 3 went on virtual trip to the Natural History Museum.  
 Year 4 visited St. Nicholas Church.  
 Year 5 had a Greek day in school as part of their Ground-breaking Greeks topic.  
 Year 6 had a picnic in Harrow Lodge park.  

 
Cultural week took place during the week commencing the 28th March, with each year group covering a different continent. The week culminated in an assembly 
where each year group shared some elements of their learning. 
 
 
Pre – Covid 
The school offers a range of predominantly free clubs for children before, during and after the school day.  The majority of the clubs are sports related and, of those 
that are free to parents, the clubs are funded by P.E premium funding.  Although the majority of the clubs are sports related, there are a range of other clubs 
available including Choir and Coding Club.  Lunch time sports clubs provided by sports coaches are offered in both KS1 and Year 6.  These are available to all 
pupils within those areas of the school and does not have a fixed weekly register. In addition, there is a lunchtime club available to support behaviour and for those 
who find the lunch hour a challenge.  The lunchtime club has a different daily focus (lego, colouring, puzzles, card games and board games).  
Spaces in clubs are available based on a first come, first served basis. Pupils in most need of requiring enrichment opportunities are invited to clubs and their 
attendance monitored. There have been incidents of additional spaces provided for children from identified groups attending clubs and this has had a positive 
impact for those children in terms of self esteem, anxiety and attendance. 
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No clubs took place during the Autumn term 2020/21 due to COVID restrictions.  
 
Clubs have continued to be offered during Autumn and Spring  2021/22 these have been very well attended and more Disadvantaged Pupils have taken up the 
offer. See 2.6 
 
 
1.6  
A new PSHE scheme was rolled out in September 2020 in line with the PSHE statutory framework. (see 1.1) In addition to this provision, outside agencies work 
closely with our pupils to deliver age – appropriate assemblies to ensure our children are aware of dangers within society. These include NSPCC assemblies, fire 
safety, knife crime, road safety productions etc.  
Each term, children from year 2 to Year 6 participate in The Benhurst Big Debate which poses a challenge moral question e.g ‘Junk food should be banned’ for 
them to debate.  
This year has seen the introduction of a weekly mental well – being slot in our timetables. This year has seen the introduction of a weekly mental well – being slot 
in our timetables.*We have incorporated this into our school closure home learning timetable within the fun activity to do on Fridays. During this time, children are 
encouraged to think positively about themselves and their peers, they may also partake in mindfulness activities. There is also well – being committee within Pupil 
Parliament which is run by our Mental Health Champion, Sarah Hillyer. Sarah has attended training for this in the Autumn Term and shared this with staff on 2nd 
December 2019. There is also a mental well – being staff focus group where the current focus is to discuss the possible introduction of The Daily Mile.   
A Relationships and Sex Education Consultation was carried out in March as a result of updated Statutory guidance in conjunction with LIFE. The responses to this 
were positive and feedback has been provided including planned actions. (https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/rse-consultation-2021/).  
Sarah Hillyer has been provided with extra release time during Spring Term to enable her to provide regular wellbeing support to identified pupils (63 Pupils who 
are worked with in rotation).We now have one fully trained ELSA and another teaching assistant who is in the process of ELSA training. 
 
1.7   
 
We are currently reviewing the Benhurst Curriculum and mapping out the knowledge and skills covered in each curriculum subject to show clear progression from 
Reception to Year 6; this will be aligned with the eight key principles of the LIFE Education Trust Curriculum Framework.  Alice Larkman and Stella McCarthy are 
part of the Cross Trust Curriculum Team who are working to align Curriculum intent and to show the progression of key skills and knowledge. This was discussed 
at the Healthcheck meeting and a more detailed update will be provided in the Spring Healthcheck. 
  
The Pupil Parliament Curriculum Committee are a group of pupils whose role it is to review the curriculum and suggest possible changes. The children meet once 
per term and a particular aspect of the curriculum is reviewed. 
 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because our curriculum has been designed in response to pupil outcomes and is regularly reviewed 
and updated in light of National changes. The curriculum is broad, balanced and challenging for all.  
 

The main actions required to maintain this rating are to continue reviewing and refining the curriculum (particularly in light of the interruptions to the 
delivery of the curriculum during the school closures) as well as providing staff with good quality training to ensure the curriculum continues to be 
delivered to a high standard.  
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Additional evidence seen at the Healthcheck meeting: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
● Maths No Problem! overview and online platform 
● Cornerstones Hub 
● Planning examples 
● Key skill progression 
● Key knowledge progression 
● After school club timetables 
● Parent questionnaires 
● Curriculum Policy 
● PSHE Curriculum 

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
(a) QE1 Mrs Mills commented on the impressive progress made across the school with the Maths No Problem programme, the results of which were now 

being translated into Maths attainment.  The Write Stuff programme was also now being delivered across all year groups and it was anticipated that writing 
results would become more consistent as the programme became embedded fully.  A review of the whole curriculum would be taking place on the INSET 
day to establish a roadmap of where the school was in this respect.  The findings would be reported at the next Healthcheck LGB meeting,,but the overall 
message was positive and she was very happy with the efforts of school staff in moving this forward. 

 
 

 
 

QoE2  Implementation of the 
 Curriculum 

RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
2.1  What systems does the school have in place to evaluate the quality of teaching and learning? What is the current evaluation? Are there any subjects or 
 areas of the school which are particular strengths or areas for development? How are these being addressed?  
2.2  How well do teachers use assessment, both in and out of lessons, to inform teaching, check understanding and provide feedback? Does the school have a 
 marking, feedback and assessment policy? Is the school assessment system efficient in terms of teacher workload? 
2.3  How does the school ensure that lessons are challenging in terms of matching the aims of the curriculum and stretching all pupils, including the more able?  
2.4 How is the development of pupils’ fluency, confidence and enjoyment of reading addressed in lessons? 
2.5  What training has been provided to teachers to support their teaching, especially in those areas in need of improvement?     
2.6 Do children attend a broad and rich ranges of extra-curricular activities? How is its coverage and impact for all pupils monitored and evaluated? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
2.1 The monitoring and assessment programme outlines how the quality of teaching and learning is evaluated. This consists of an annual formal lesson visit 
focusing on a different subject area each year. Learning conversations linked to subject leadership (where applicable) and SLT snapshot monitoring of children’s 
books. Following the lesson visit, any teachers judged to be not yet effective are visited again within two academic weeks of the initial visit.  ECT’s are visited 
following the same lesson visit format however, these are conducted half-termly. (We currently have 2 ECT’s) Book monitoring takes place every 3 weeks with a 
different focus each time. Subject leaders are invited to join the monitoring when their subject is the focus. Improvement targets are provided where required and 
reviewed during the following monitoring session. The outcomes from the monitoring of teaching and learning are recorded in the quality of teaching overview. 
They also form part of teacher’s performance management targets. The current evaluation of teaching and learning is good. 100% of teaching is currently effective 
or better. 
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Lesson visits took place during autumn term and all teachers were found to be either effective or highly effective (only one teacher needed to be revisited and the 
second visit was considered to be effective).  A further round of lesson visits took place during Spring Term, this time focussing in writing, again all lesson visits 
were deemed to be either effective or highly effective. 
Book look monitoring for Maths and Writing took place during the during the autumn term and the contents were of a good or better standard across the school. 
 
 
2.2 Assessment is an integral part of the learning and teaching process at Benhurst. Assessments are used effectively both in and out of lessons to inform 
teaching, check understanding and provide feedback. An online system is used for assessments called Pupil Asset, which is matched to the National Curriculum 
objectives. Teachers use the statements to plan their learning and revise the next steps in the unit of learning based on the outcomes of prior lessons. In class, 
teachers use a range of strategies to make assessments clear, AFL Strategies which can include peer and self – assessment, traffic – lighting, thumbs up and 
white board responses, Pupil written reflections and high quality questioning. Regular verbal and written feedback is provided by all adults within the classroom and 
peers. Effective use of AFL strategies are evident through book monitoring.  
Teachers provide termly ARE judgements which are recorded within Pupil Asset. These are then discussed in detail at termly Pupil Progress meetings. During the 
summer term Pupil Progress Meetings, 2 target children are identified for Reading, Writing and Maths for the following year. The aim is for teachers to maintain the 
previous year’s attainment percentages and increase the attainment of the chosen children. These attainment targets form part of teacher performance 
management.  
In Key Stage 2, end of year formal tests take place which validate the teacher assessments made throughout the year. Formal testing has been introduced termly 
throughout Year 5 to support the transition to Year 6. The children sit the Year 6 baseline assessments at the end of Year 5 to ensure a true reflection of their 
current knowledge is reported.   
The assessment and feedback policies are regularly reviewed, updated and shared with staff, governors and parents. Teachers are asked to complete their online 
assessments at the point of teaching to ensure accuracy of the assessments made and to ensure their workload is manageable. Our feedback approach was 
revised in 2018 and has had a very positive impact on the quality of feedback provided as well as teacher workload.  
 
When the children returned to school in March 2021, we undertook a set of assessments in Years 2 – 6 to support with gaps analysis and to enable staff to plan 
appropriate provision during the summer term. Pupil Progress meetings followed this set of assessments. A final set of assessments took place at the end of the 
summer term to enable progress since our return to be measured and to identify gaps in learning for next academic year. See data in section 3.  
Written reports were provided for parents at the end of the academic year and these contained internal data. Autumn term data 2021/2022  is based upon teacher 
assessment apart from Y6 whose data is based upon the children’s scores from taking previous SAT’s papers. The autumn data pack will be shared with staff and 
Pupil Progress meetings will take place in January 2022.  At the meetings Disadvantaged Pupils, SEND and any other pupil’s who are not making good progress 
will be discussed in detail and actions put in place to support them.  Pupils exceeding expectations will also be discussed. 
 
Spring Data for all year groups other than Year 6 and Year 2 is based solely upon teacher judgment.  Assessments will take place in each year group other than 
Year R during the Summer Term these will be used to support teacher judgment and to identify any gaps in pupils learning to enable these to be addressed. 
 
 
2.3 
All lessons are planned and delivered following the mastery approach to learning which ensures challenge for all. Differentiation takes the form of a series of tasks, 
which are available to all children. These consist of a core task which matches the planned curriculum outcome for the lesson, a support for core task which 
provides a simplified version of the core task and a mastery challenge which is designed to stretch the knowledge of pupils or enable them to apply their skills. 
Whilst pupils may be guided to a starting point, all tasks are available to all pupils. This ensures that all pupils’ feels stretched and challenged, including the more 
able.  
Learners are challenged in English through the use The Write Stuff approach. For independent writing, success criteria grids contain a set of challenging non-
negotiables for learning which are set by the class teacher or as a class. These are then used to guide the children’s completion of tasks.  
More able pupils are identified at the end of each key stage and tracked during pupil progress meetings to ensure they continue to make expected progress. More 
able booster classes are provided in year 6 to provide them with the specific skills required to achieve the higher standard at the end of Key Stage 2. This year 
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more able disadvantaged pupils took part      in The Brilliant Club (postponed from the summer term) which encourages children from disadvantaged backgrounds 
to aspire to attend university. All graduated with a first class or second class grade in April 2021. 
  
2.4  
Children are taught reading skills from entry into the Early Years Foundation Stage and continue to build on these skills throughout their school life. The children 
quickly become skilled confident readers and show enjoyment in developing independent, successful reading skills. We use phonics as a prime early reading skill 
following a Systematic Synthetic Phonics approach. As a school we realise that, while phonic knowledge is an excellent tool for reading, other skills support 
reading development too. Alongside decoding skills, children are taught sight recognition words (words that you are unable to use decoding rules to read). This 
facilitates the development of fluency as the reader gains confidence to recognise words on sight rather than applying phonic skills. Children are also taught to use 
contextual and visual clues to work out unfamiliar words within the text. Comprehension and vocabulary are taught throughout topics, shared stories and 
discussion during both class and guided reading time. Our School Home Reading Scheme is based on Oxford Reading Tree (ORT). This scheme has a range of 
phonic based texts, both fiction and non-fiction, plus books that enable children to apply their sight recognition and context skills in addition to decoding. In addition, 
we have a range of different texts types from different publishers that children have access to. These have been colour coded to reflect the progression of sounds 
and words taught. During the school day, teachers use a range of texts within their daily Guided Reading sessions. Choice of books can be pivotal in the 
development of cultural capital, as well as reading skills. These books are also organised into coloured bands. The books are new to the children and set at a 
slightly harder reading level than their home reading book to ensure that children are supported and challenged in equal measure. We ensure that these books are 
from a variety of schemes to allow our children access to as many types of texts as possible. Children enjoy selecting their own books and using the school library. 
English lessons are book based. The focus books for each unit of learning are selected to ensure engagement for all and reviewed regular in line with new cohorts. 
Reading is celebrated throughout the school and parents are given support and guidance as their child progress through the stages of reading development. We 
are taking part in a Havering trial of ‘Pickatale’ which is an online reading scheme for pupils where books at appropriate levels can be set for pupils to read and 
complete activities.  There have been some issues with the Pickatale app; Pickatale have announced a new app that will be launched mid-April and so upon return 
from Easter we will arrange for the app to be updated on all school devices. Feedback to was that the app wasn’t working well on different devices at home; the 
new app looks to rectify this. Hopefully during the summer term we will start to see more of the impact which we are sure it can have. We have also introduced 
reading train maps in years 2, 4 and 6 the pupils are really enjoying this and are discussing genres in much more detail as a result. 
 
2.5   
Regular staff training is provided through staff meetings and INSET days to support teaching. During the academic year (20/21) staff meetings have been used to 
address the following:  
Remote learning expectations 
SMART/Computing training 
Internal moderation 
Performance Management 
Maths No problem training sessions 
The Write Stuff Training 
SMART training 
Mental Well-being training 
 
This academic year 2021/2022 the following training has taken place: 
Safeguarding Training 
Maths No Problem 
Write Stuff 
GDPR 
Cyber Security 
Anti-Bullying 
Mental Health and well-being 
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Feedback: Foundations for Effective Feedback (Kate G)  
Effective deployment of TAs/LSAs (Jan Fisher) 
SMART/computing training  
Feedback: Moving Learning Forward  
Effective Homework & Parent Conversations (Jan) 
Feedback: Verbal and Written Feedback  
Havering Festival of Education  
Reading 
 
 
In addition, teachers are invited to speak with colleagues for further support. Teachers complete Learning Conversations related to their subject areas (where 
applicable).  These allow subject leads to gain a better understanding of their subject, ways of developing practice and offer support and guidance to others.  Focus 
Team Meetings take place across each term.  There are two groups that meet, led by senior staff members, to discuss areas of improvement across the school 
linked to the School development Plan  
 

● To enhance learning opportunities and pupil wellbeing through better use of outdoor spaces within the local community  
● To develop a culture of reading for pleasure within the school community 

 

Staff CPD 
 
As a school we have adopted Blue Sky which is an online Performance Management tool. All staff have uploaded their targets and have met with their line 
manager. The system allows CPD activities to be added as a running record. Staff have continued to undertake CPD through virtual platforms. Some examples 
include NQT course across a range of areas, EYFS EAL Course, Mental Health and well – being training.  
 
End of year performance management reviews were completed for all staff at the beginning of the Summer term where training undertaken was discussed.  
 
Mid-year performance management reviews were completed during the Spring Term using Blue Sky. 
 
 
2.6   (This data also features in the Personal Development Health Check) 
 
Before school and lunchtime clubs began when the children returned to school on 8th March. Pupil Premium children have been prioritised for lunch time clubs as 
we identified their attendance was lower at clubs out of hours as they were not able to come in earlier/go home later.   
 
Current attendance at before school and after school clubs and are shown below. Attendance at lunchtime clubs is on an ad- hoc basis.  
 
Table below shows the uptake of the clubs offered during Spring Term 2022.  This does not include private lettings. 
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Name of Club Day/Time Capacity/Total 
Pupils 

Waiting List Boys 
(53% of pupils 

are boys) 

Girls 
(47% of pupils 

are girls ) 

Disadvantage
d 

(17.5% of 
pupils are 

disadvantage
d)  

Y3/4 Tarken’s Club Mon/ Tues am 20/30 N/A 70% 30% 20% 
Y5/6 Tarken’s Club Wed/Thurs am 21/30 N/A 52% 48% 10% 
Y1/2 Tarken’s Club Fri am 14/30 N/A 36% 64% 7% 
Netball Y5/6 Tues pm 24/30 N/A 38% 62% 17% 
Y3 Dance Mon pm 11/25 N/A 9% 91% 9% 
Y3 Tennis Tues pm 12/12 N/A 42% 58% 9% 
Y5 Winter Sports Wed pm 11/20 N/A 45% 55% 9% 
Y2 Gymnastics Wed pm 27/30 N/A 19% 81% 11% 
Y6 Tennis Thurs pm 12/12 N/A 92% 8% 8% 
Y1/2 Multi Sports Thurs pm 11/20 N/A 45% 55% 0% 

 
 
Uptake of clubs remains lower than pre – Covid. This could be as a result of parental anxiety of pupils attending other activities although the clubs are delivered in 
Year Group bubbles as in school. We have noted that a number of our parents no longer require wrap – around care as they are working from home and this is 
mirrored in our before and after school club provision (ABACUS).  However, the uptake of clubs by disadvantaged pupils has increased for many of the clubs. 
 
We currently pay for one disadvantaged child to attend Karate (Pay club) at the request of her family. We have previously paid for disadvantaged children to attend 
breakfast as the need arose.  
 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because the above evidence demonstrates we have clear systems in place to monitor the 
effectiveness of teaching and learning which encompasses assessment and challenge for all pupils.  Staff training is well used to address identified 
areas of improvement.  
 

The main actions required to maintain this rating are to continue to review our systems and to respond to identified areas of need and to analyse termly 
club attendance registers.  

 

Additional evidence seen at the Healthcheck meeting: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
● Monitoring and assessment programme 
● Lesson visit template 
● Performance management documentation 
● Quality of teaching overview 
● Feedback Policy 
● Assessment Policy 
● Pupil Asset 
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● Brilliant Club Paperwork 
● Evidence of planning. 
● Maths No Problem! scheme 
● Reading statement 
● Staff meeting timetable 
● CPD Document  

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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QoE3 Impact of the Curriculum RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
3.1  How have standards in national tests/exams (both progress and attainment) compared to national standards and what has been the trend in recent years? 
3.2  How are standards in the school currently compared to past outcomes? How do you know? How are these assessed/moderated? 
3.3 Are there any groups of pupils (eg. boys, girls, PPG, HPA, SEND) who are achieving less well? If so, what actions are being taken?  
3.4 Is there significant variation in standards of pupils’ work across the different subjects of the curriculum? If so, what actions are being taken? 
3.5 How is pupils’ fluency in reading being improved and their cultural capital developed? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
 
The data within section 3.1 is for illustrative purposes only and relates to historic 2019 data. National tests during the year 2020 – 2021 did not go ahead 
and no national data was published. Teacher assessments were not required to be submitted externally.  
 
3.1    
 

YR Good Level of Development (GLD)   
 2017 2018 2019  2019 Nat Ave 
Overall 77% 70% 73%  72% 

 
 

Y1 Phonics Screening   
 2017 2018 2019  2019 Nat Ave 
Overall 88% 93% 93%  82% 

 
 

End of KS1 (Y2)   
 2017 2018 2019  2019 KS1 Nat Ave 
Reading 75% 80% 88%  76% 
Writing 74% 78% 79%  70% 
Maths 74% 82% 88%  77% 
Comb 63% 75% 79%  66% 

 
 
 

End of KS2 (Y6)   
 2017 2018 2019  2019 KS2 Nat Ave 
Reading 87% 77% 83%  73% 
Writing 97% 88% 85%  79% 
Maths 88% 75% 88%  79% 
SPaG 93% N/A 83%  78% 
Comb 
(RWM) 

83% 63% 79% 
 

65% 
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End of KS2 GBD (Y6)   
 2017 2018 2019  2019 KS2 Nat Ave 
Reading 30% 22% 29%  27% 
Writing 22% 20% 22%  20% 
Maths 33% 22% 28%  27% 
SPaG 43% N/A 35%  36% 
Comb 
(RWM) 

12% 10% 10% 
 

10% 

 
 

End of KS2 Disadvantaged (Y6)   
 2017 2018 2019  2018 KS2 Nat Ave 

Reading 63% 60% 67%  % 
Writing 88% 67% 56%  % 
Maths 50% 47% 78%  % 
SPaG 75% 53% 56%  % 
Comb 
(RWM) 

38% 40% 56% 
 % 

 
 

Y6 Progress  
 2017 

Expected 
2017 

Accelerated 
2018 

Expected 
2018 

Accelerated 
2019 

Expected 
2019 

Accelerated 
Value 
Added 

Reading 96% 38% 84% 13% 88% 19% +1.2 
Writing 100% 32% 95% 23% 98% 21% +1.1 
Maths 98% 38% 79% 13% 94% 23% +1.6 

 
Y6 Disadvantaged Progress  
 2017 

Expected 
2017 

Accelerated 
2018 

Expected 
2018 

Accelerated 
2019 

Expected 
2019 

Accelerated 
Value 
Added 

Reading 100% 43% 80% 7% 100% 13% +0.5 
Writing 100% 57% 93% 13% 100% 38% +1.5 
Maths 100% 29% 73% 13% 100% 25% +0.2 
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3.2  
 
Current internal attainment is shown below in yellow 
The Autumn 2020 percentages are from teacher assessments made in November. Where year groups were significantly affected by periods of isolation in Autumn 
2, teachers made their assessments based on Autumn 1 attainment. The March 2021 data below are from test data in Reading and Maths and Teacher 
assessment in writing (an independent standard writing task given to all year groups). The main purpose of the assessments were to provide gaps analysis to allow 
for suitable provision to be made in the Summer Term. End of year assessments took place in all year groups and these included 2019 SATs papers for Year 2 
and 6. The 2019 National Averages are here for illustrative purpose but cannot be used to compare the current data.  
 

2019 KS1 Nat Ave 2019 KS2 Nat Ave 
76% 73% 
70% 79% 
77% 79% 
66% 65% 

  
Y1 (Internal Data)   

 2017 2018 2019 2020 
(March) 

Autumn 
2020 

March 
2021 

Summer 
2021 

Autumn 
2021 

Spring 
2022 

  

Reading 88% 85% 83% 62% 25% 35% 70% 55%      55%   
Writing 88% 81% 78% 58% 15% 48% 40% 35% 58%   
Maths 88% 88% 86% 68% 12% 55% 85% 43% 63%   
Comb 88% 79% 75% 45% 8% 27% 62% 35% 55%   

Spring 2022: The attainment and progress achieved by Year 1 is pleasing as their starting points were low this year particularly in respect of writing. Attainment is 
steadily rising and we are confident that the Summer Term will see further increases in attainment across all subjects. 

  
  

Y2 (Internal Data)   
 2017 2018 2019 2020 

(March) 
Autumn 

2020 
March 
2021 

Summer 
2021 

Autumn 
2021 

Spri
ng 

2022 

  

Reading 75% 80% 88% 81% 62% 65% 65% 69% 64%     
Writing 74% 78% 79% 78% 57% 42% 58% 69% 61%   
Maths 74% 82% 88% 85% 70% 45% 70% 84% 75%   
Comb 63% 75% 79% 76% 45% 30% 52% 61% 59%   

Spring 2022: Year 2’s data appears to have dropped slightly, this is mainly due to a detailed analysis of where the children are at and across school moderation 
with regards to writing.  Gaps are being addressed through interventions and in class support.  The Year 2 team are working hard to move the children’s attainment 
levels forward. 
 
 

Y3 (Internal Data)   
 2017 2018 2019 2020 

(March) 
Autumn 

2020 
March 
2021 

Summer 
2021 

Autumn 
2021 

Spring 2022   

Reading 90% 95% 82% 86% 76% 81% 79% 64% 61%   
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Writing 81% 84% 83% 76% 73% 56% 59% 61% 58%   
Maths 83% 86% 82% 78% 80% 79% 78% 71% 63%   
Comb 79% 79% 78% 70% 71% 56% 59% 52% 50%   

Spring 2022: Year 3’s data has not moved much in regards to attainment, there are several children in Year 3 with specific need and the SENDCo has been 
working to support the year group.  The year 3 team are confident that attainment levels will increase during the summer term.  It seems clear that the younger 
year groups were more impacted by the lockdown periods than the children higher up in the school. 
 

Y4 (Internal Data)   
 2017 2018 2019 2020 

(March) 
Autumn 

2020 
Spring 
2021 

Summer 
2021 

Autumn 
2021 

Spring 
2022 

  
 

Reading 93% 81% 82% 80% 85% 83% 76% 76% 78%   
Writing 90% 76% 82%  80% 75% 45% 56% 68% 73%   
Maths 87% 86% 82% 78% 73% 52% 85% 78% 81%   
Comb 87% 75% 75% 75% 65% 33% 54% 66% 71%   

Spring 2022: The levels of attainment in Year 4 are steadily increasing and combined ARE has now increased by 11%.  The Maths data remains particularly strong 
and both reading and writing are showing improvements. 

  
Y5 (Internal Data)   

 2017 2018 2019 2020 
(March) 

Autumn 
2020 

Spring 
2021 

Summer 
2021 

Autumn 
2021 

Spring 2022   

Reading 97% 88% 82% 75% 73% 80% 81% 73% 77%   
Writing 86% 85% 73% 76% 73% 70% 73% 70% 63%   
Maths 93% 83% 80% 86% 77% 67% 80% 71% 67%   
Comb 85% 81% 72% 73% 63% 65% 68% 64% 57%   

Spring 2022: The attainment for Year 5 has decreased slightly across Writing and Maths.  Whilst Year 5 data is fluctuating slightly there has been a positive 
increase in the number of pupils achieving GDS. 
 

Y6 (Internal Data)  
 2017 2018 2019 2020 Autumn 

19  
(For 

Compari
son) 

Autumn 
2020 

Spring 
2021 

July 2021 
(TA/Test) 

Autumn 
2021 

Spring 
2022 

 

Reading 87% 77% 83% 81% 68% 51% 86% 81%/88% 75% 79%  
Writing 97% 88% 85% 83% 68% 75% 53% 79% 75% 81%  
Maths 88% 75% 88% 78% 65% 61% 76% 90%/81% 65% 74%  
Comb 83% 63% 79% 75% 62% 46% 51% 76%/72% 60% 71%  

Spring 2022:  
 Year 6 progress and attainment is extremely promising with the combined ARE at 71%, combined GDS 15% and combined disadvantaged 52%. 
 81% of pupils are at ARE or above in Writing with 28% showing GDS 
 Combined ARE has increased by 11% since Autumn Term 
 79% of pupils are at ARE or above in Reading and SPaG, with 44% showing GDS in Reading and 37% showing GDS in SPaG 
 74% of pupils are at ARE or above in Maths with 23% showing GDS 
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Whole school analysis Summer Term 
The above data provides our current position as a school as close to the previous set of assessments (2019) as possible. The same papers were used across the 
school.  
2019 Reading attainment across the school was between 82% and 88%. This set of data shows that there has been an across school dip in attainment but not to a 
significant level. Year 5 and 6 benefited from additional intervention (funded by both the school and the catch-up funding which has had a positive impact on their 
attainment)  
2019 Writing attainment was between 73% and 85%. Writing has been more significantly impacted than Reading and Maths as a result of the school closures. 
Writing was more challenging to teach remotely to pupils particularly when providing feedback and next steps. It is also important to note that a new writing scheme 
(The Write Stuff) was implemented in September 2020 and rolled out across the school. The scheme has been well – received and the initial feedback is extremely 
positive however, with such limited face to face teaching time this academic year, the impact cannot yet ben seen in the data. The embedding of this scheme is 
included in this year’s SDP.  
Maths attainment in 2019 was between 80% and 90%, it was a strength of the school at that time and remains to be now. This is testament to the depth of 
knowledge pupils acquire through the delivery of this approach.  
 
Whole school analysis Autumn term 2021 
The above data has remained steady since the end of Summer Term.  Pupils are making steady progress across all subjects and individuals will be discussed at 
Pupil Progress meetings and interventions and support put in place.  Those children who are already working at greater depth and those at ARE Secure will be 
provided with appropriate challenge.  
 
The data across the school supports the effectiveness of live lessons and learning opportunities provided during school closures and the dedication of all staff to try 
to fill the gaps as expeditiously as possible whilst supporting pupils well being. 
 
Whole school analysis Spring term 2022 
The Spring Term data is quite mixed, YR are making excellent progress as are Year 6 and Year 4.  Year 1 are making steady progress across each of the 
areas.  Progress in Year 3 is slow and in Years 2 and Year 5 the data appears to be fluctuating; these variations will be discussed in detail at the next 
Pupil Progress meeting at the beginning of the Summer Term.  
 
Year 6 data is very pleasing and if with greater analysis these are confirmed with SAT’s scores this will be a very strong set of data. 
 
3.3  
The disadvantaged gap across the school is an area of concern as forms one of this year’s SDP targets.  
 
Internal Combined Disadvantaged gap (Benhurst Disadvantaged vs Non Disadvantaged) 
 

Combined Current  
Pupil 

Numbers 

End of 
previous year 

Autumn 2020 Spring 2021 Summer 2021 

Year 1 6 - -9 -30 -50 
Year 2 11 -13 -24 -26 -19 
Year 3 10 -21 -38 -56 -47 
Year 4 9 -8 -2 0 +2 
Year 5 19 -31 -51 -57 -46 
Year 6 8 -34 -19 -2 -14 
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Combined Current  

Pupil 
Numbers 

End of 
previous year 

Autumn 2021 Spring 2022 

Year 1 5 -38 -16 -47 
Year 2 7 -50 -53 -40 
Year 3 11 -19 -20 -24 
Year 4 10 -47 -31 -9 
Year 5 9 +2 +1 -30 
Year 6 19 -46 -57 -33 

 
Summer 2021 
The disadvantaged gap at the end of the summer term remains inconsistent with gaps widening and closing across the school linked to the changes in overall 
attainment data.  
The focus of the SDP for next academic year is key groups of which Pupil Premium is included. We will be looking to closely identify the gaps of existing and new 
Pupil Premium children and make suitable provision for them from the PP grant and additional PP catch u funding. The strategy for this will be published by 
December 2021.  
 
Autumn 2021 
The focus of the SDP for this academic year is key groups of which Pupil Premium is included. At Pupil Progress Meetings in January we will be discussing all 
disadvantaged pupils with class teachers and looking closely to identify the gaps of existing and new Pupil Premium children. The Pupil Premium Strategy for 
2021-2022 was published on the school website in December 2021.   
 
Spring 2022 
 
Year 6 have worked really hard on closing the disadvantaged gap and this has been supported by booster classes run by a variety of teachers and 
support staff across the school. The combined ARE of disadvantaged pupils in Y6 is 52%. The gap is also closing in Year 2 and Year 4 whereas in other 
areas of the school it appears to be widening. The Year 5 gap has been discussed and the reason the gap is widening is the majority of disadvantaged 
in this year group are also SEND; the non=disadvantaged are making accelerated progress which makes the gap wider. 
 
The trust Pupil Premium Review took place in January 2020 and found: 

● SLT are aware of and committed to improving outcomes for disadvantaged pupils 
● Attendance of PP pupils has improved but this has not yet positively impacted on attainment 
● The school’s policies and other related paperwork are all compliant 

The recommendations were:  

1. Provide training to staff to make them more aware of the nature of the issue with regard to PP performance.  
2. Develop a range of pedagogical approaches to support the learning of PP pupils.  
3. Develop existing systems of provision mapping and identification of barriers to learning. 
4. Ensure that PP spending plans, and the evaluation of their impact, are specific to these barriers for learning.  
5. Further improve existing paperwork related to PP by including a clearer rationale for how the school spends the grant.   

Since the review, work on recommendations 1, 2 and 3 has started through an INSET day training session and a further staff meeting. The PP lead is currently 
looking at across school provision and PP spending plans for 20/21.  
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PP children were identified as part of teachers Performance Management targets and the impact of this was reviewed in the October cycle.  

The disadvantaged gap remains part of the School Development Plan and there is a strong focus of providing effective support to close the disadvantaged gap. 

 
3.4 
As a result of our clear systems and effective monitoring of standards, there is no significant variation in standards of pupils’ work across different subjects to the 
curriculum.   
 
 
3.5  
Children are taught reading skills from entry into the Early Years Foundation Stage and continue to build on these skills throughout their school life. The children 
quickly become skilled confident readers and show enjoyment in developing independent, successful reading skills. We use phonics as a prime early reading skill 
following a Systematic Synthetic Phonics approach. As a school we realise that, while phonic knowledge is an excellent tool for reading, other skills support 
reading development too. Alongside decoding skills, children are taught sight recognition words (words that you are unable to use decoding rules to read). This 
facilitates the development of fluency as the reader gains confidence to recognise words on sight rather than applying phonic skills. Children are also taught to use 
contextual and visual clues to work out unfamiliar words within the text. Comprehension and vocabulary are taught throughout topics, shared stories and 
discussion during both class and guided reading time. Our School Home Reading Scheme is based on Oxford Reading Tree (ORT). This scheme has a range of 
phonic based texts, both fiction and non-fiction, plus books that enable children to apply their sight recognition and context skills in addition to decoding. In addition, 
we have a range of different texts types from different publishers that children have access to. These have been colour coded to reflect the progression of sounds 
and words taught. During the school day, teachers use a range of texts within their daily Guided Reading sessions. These books are also organised into coloured 
bands. The books are new to the children and set at a slightly harder reading level than their home reading book to ensure that children are supported and 
challenged in equal measure. We ensure that these books are from a variety of schemes to allow our children access to as many types of texts as possible. 
Children enjoy selecting their own books and using the school library. English lessons are book based. The focus books for each unit of learning are selected to 
ensure engagement for all and reviewed regular in line with new cohorts. Reading is celebrated throughout the school and parents are given support and guidance 
as their child progress through the stages of reading development. See 3.1 and 3.2 for reading attainment. We are taking part in a Havering trial of ‘Pickatale’ 
which is an online reading scheme for pupils where books at appropriate levels can be set for pupils to read and complete activities.  We have also introduced 
reading train maps in years 2, 4 and 6 the pupils are really enjoying this and are discussing genres in much more detail as a result. 
 
 
 
Cultural capital is developed across all key stages through whole class teaching, modelling and culture rich experiences. These include: library visits, cultural week, 
museum visits, music lessons, whole school artist of the half term and the big debate. There are also experiences specifically for disadvantaged pupils which 
include the brilliant club which aims to raise disadvantaged pupils aspirations to attend university.  In December we had a separate KS1 and KS2 Pantomime in the 
hall for the children.  We have developed our catch-up strategy to allow for whole school and targeted interventions.  We have commenced music lessons with 
Havering Music Service to teach our Year 3 & 4 pupils to play Ukulele with a plan to create a lunch time Ukulele club across Key Stage 2.  We hosted the 
Conductive Music Workshop to create online music for our Key Stage 2 children. Claire Gregory has commenced the training to become a Level 3 trained Forest 
School Lead to offer enhanced outdoor learning experiences and improve children’s creativity and wellbeing. Work has been completed in the EYFS outdoor area 
over the Easter Holidays which make this area much more engaging and accessible. 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING, PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be greenfor this section because whilst pupil outcomes have been affected, this is for reasons outside our control and all 
schools nationally will have been affected. The response to the school closures has been timely and a targeted response planned.  
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The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating is to use gaps analysis data to ensure provision is closely targeted for the remainder of this 
academic year and next academic year in order to see accelerated progress being made across the school.  

Additional evidence seen at the Healthcheck meeting: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
● Data Pack 
● Year 6 Tracker 
● Pupil Premium Review Report 

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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Personal Development Healthcheck report for Standards Committee   
 
School Name:   Benhurst Primary School                   Term to which this Healthcheck applies:     Autumn   Spring   Summer   
                     2021         2022     2022 
Completing the Healthcheck: 

1. For each of the 3 sections that follow, the school should complete a draft response, to include brief detail, data and explanation and a proposed 
rating. This should be sent to the link Governor and the Director of Standards a week in advance of the meeting. Additional data and examples may 
be made available for scrutiny at the meeting. Relevant information from the previous Healthcheck should be retained; out-of-date- information 
should be delete; changes or new information should be highlighted in YELLOW.  

2. The link governor and/or Director of Standards will meet with the school representative to interrogate the document, scrutinise evidence, agree 
the proposed rating and agree how much and which evidence should be presented to the LGB (Local Governing Body).  These meetings may be 
held in person or virtually and may be preceded by email exchanges regarding the draft content 

3. Where any category is not rated Green, a brief outline of actions being taken should be included; if any category is rated Red, a separate 
exception report should be provided. 

4. The final Healthcheck draft as agreed with the link governor must be completed in time to be sent out to governors with other paperwork one 
week in advance of the LGB meeting. Having read this, governors should try to send any questions arising to the clerk for circulation in advance of 
the meeting. When possible, it is the link governor who should raise the Healthcheck at the LGB meeting, with the member of school supporting.  
This should not involve reading or summarising the whole document; only significant issues, or questions to be answered, should be raised.     

5. At the LGB meeting, governors should scrutinise the Healthcheck and any evidence presented to satisfy themselves that they can confidently 
agree the proposed rating (or, when appropriate, to amend it). A brief summary of any discussion or questions asked at the LGB will be added to the 
Healthcheck commentary by the clerk, from the minutes of the meeting, and returned to the school ready for the next update. 

6. Once agreed, the final Healthcheck should be sent to the Clerk of the Trust Board; ready to be forwarded to the next relevant Committee. 

Rating: 
Green suggests the school is highly effective in this measure (A strength of the school; Ofsted Good or better) 
Red suggests the school is not yet effective in this measure (An area for development for the school; Ofsted RI or worse) 
White suggests the school is effective in this measure but is working to improve it (Broadly average; not yet confidently Ofsted Good) 
 
Draft Healthcheck completed by: Kate Garratty (School Representative)  
Meeting to confirm the Healthcheck with: Mr Sultan (Link Gov) 
Healthcheck presented to and agreed by the LGB on:  

 
Completion Date: Sept 

2020
Jan 
2021

May 
2021

Sept 
2021

Jan 
2022

May 
2022 

Sept 
2022 

PD1 SMSC    G G G  
PD2 Preparation for Adult Life     G G G  
PD3 Physical and Mental Health     G G G  
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PD1  Spiritual, Moral, Social & 
 Cultural Development 

RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
1.1  How does the school provide for pupils’ spiritual development? What opportunities exist for pupils to reflect upon their own beliefs & perspectives on life 
 (religious or otherwise)? How is a sense of creativity and fascination fostered? How successful is this currently and what future actions are being taken? 
1.2  How does the school provide for pupils’ moral development? How do you know if pupils understand the difference between right and wrong? How is this 
 developed? And how are pupils encouraged to see the consequences of their actions and behaviours? Where are moral and ethical issues explored in the 
 curriculum? How successful is this currently and what future actions are being taken? 
1.3 How does the school provide for pupils’ social development? How are pupils encouraged to work/socialise with others from different backgrounds (ethnic,
 religious, economic)? How does the school teach cooperation & conflict resolution? How successful is this currently & what future actions are being taken? 
1.4 How does the school provide for pupils’ cultural development? How are pupils helped to understand & appreciate the cultural influences that shape one’s 
 own heritage and exist in modern Britain? How is participation encouraged and monitored in artistic, musical, sporting and cultural activities? (see QoE 2.6)   
             How successful is this currently for all groups of pupils) and what future actions are being taken?   
1.5        (for Church schools only): How well prepared is the school for SIAMS and what evidence exists to support this judgement? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
Our Ofsted report following our inspection in March 2019 states: ‘Your work to ensure that pupils are tolerant of the views and beliefs of others is highly effective. 
Pupils openly celebrate their own beliefs while demonstrating respect for the views, beliefs and religions of others. The behaviour I saw in lessons was 
exceptionally calm and purposeful. Pupils demonstrated excellent attitudes to learning and an eagerness for acquiring knowledge and deepening their 
understanding. Their conduct was exemplary.’ 
 
1.1 Pupils’ spiritual development is supported in a range of ways.  Pupils are encouraged to be reflective through assemblies, PSHE lessons, the role of the 
Resolution Role Models and initiative such as the Random Acts of Kindness board.  Pupils learn about different religions and beliefs to support their understanding 
of different views on life.  This includes learning about scripture, places of worship, fundamental beliefs and customs. From the academical year 2021-22, this has 
been delivered through the use of the Cornerstones’ Curriculum R.E Units. Our R.E Curriculum gives pupils the opportunity to learn about other religions and 
customs and make comparisons between faiths.    Pupils have the opportunity to be creative learners through various areas of the school curriculum such as Art, 
Geography and English.  Our School curriculum, with it’s 4 step approach, allows children to share their creative side through leading their own learning through 
independent activities.  It fosters opportunities for creative learning, a use of a range of teaching styles including memorable experience days.  Every year group 
has a weekly timetabled session linked to children’s mental health and wellbeing.  These sessions provide children with a range of opportunities including 
mindfulness, meditation and yoga.  These sessions help to provide children with opportunities for reflection which in turn supports their spiritual development. is a 
planned review of the School’s curriculum (Spring Term 2022) to ensure the intention, implementation and impact of the curriculum meets the needs of the pupils. 
As of April 2022, the review of the curriculum is still ongoing.  There has been a lot of work on ensure that our curriculum covers the knowledge and skills set out in 
the National Curriculum and to ensure that our pupils receive a broad and balanced curriculum.  Once the curriculum review is complete, there will be the 
opportunity to look at our coverage of religions across the school and for us to consider ways of improving the curriculum for our pupils.  In addition, the assemblies 
overview was updated in January 2022 to ensure that a range of faiths and their important festivals such as Ramadan, Holi and Eid-al Fitr are included.  One of our 
teachers has been trained in Forest Schools which will support pupils and works to foster resilient, confident, independent and creative learners. Forest School 
offers learners the opportunity to take supported risks appropriate to the environment and to themselves. 
 
1.2 Our school core values underpin everything we do as a school community and support the development of a moral compass for the pupils.  The core values 
give the pupils values to hold dear and strive towards to be the best they can be. The school’s behaviour policy is very clear on behaviour expectations and how to 
treat people in school. The behaviour policy was updated in September 2021 to ensure that the expectations, rewards and sanctions meets the needs of our pupils. 
During the Autumn term 2021 we have introduced a system of analysing behaviour.  Positive and negative behaviour incidents are monitored and tracked.  If a 
pupil makes a poor choice, their behaviour is discussed with the adult who is dealing with the pupil to ensure they have an understanding of why their choice was 
poor.  If there is a disagreement in the playground, our Resolution Role Models (who are pupils from Year 3-6) support the pupils who have fallen out to identify the 
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issues and work together to find a successful resolution.  This helps children to see and understand the impact of their actions on others. When an incident is dealt 
with by an adult, the children are encouraged to see the consequence of their actions and to reflect on what they could have done differently.  As of April 2022, our 
new Resolution Role Models are being trained for this and the next academic year.  This will enable more pupils to be available to support their peers in resolving 
difficulties in their play.  The pupils who are undergoing the training have been chosen for a number of reasons including those with low self esteem, those who can 
find it challenging to resolve their own friendship difficulties and those who need support in social situations. Moral and ethical issues are explored, addressed and 
discussed through PSHE lessons where pupils have the opportunity to share their thoughts and views in a safe, supportive environment.  There is also the 
opportunity for these areas to be explored in lessons such as Geography, Science and R.E and through activities such as ‘VoteforSchools’ where children can 
discuss and share their ideas.  The pupils at Benhurst have a strong moral compass and do strive to ‘do the right thing’ in their words and actions.   The PSHE 
scheme (3D PSHE) has been purchased and was rolled out to all year groups in September 2020. Staff and pupils have reacted positively to this change to the 
curriculum, particularly in light of the range of coverage provided.  
 
1.3 Our School’s Curriculum gives children the opportunity to work collaboratively with a range of class members.  The Curriculum feedback from staff and pupils 
has always been very positive.  Adaptations have been made to the curriculum, through suggestions from pupils and staff.  Pupils have had the opportunity to take 
part in trips around the local area including trips to Harrow Lodge Park and the Hornchurch Heritage Centre.  Staff are currently developing a whole school 
document detailing proposed trips, both locally and further afield.  In addition, teachers have used external providers who have come into school to provide learning 
opportunities for the children.  Due to increased Covid concerns in Spring 2022, some plan school trips were postponed. In Spring term 2022, trips included a local 
area trip to St Nicholas Church, Harrow Lodge Park and an underground tube trip. In addition, Y5 invited a company into school to support with the Greek Day.  
The Pupil Learner Behaviours, suggested and organised by the Pupil Voice committee cites collaboration as a learner behaviour.  Children are encouraged to 
develop these behaviours through their work.  Children who show these learner behaviours are recognised through class displays and a child from each class 
receives a certificate, presented in Celebration Assembly, to celebrate their achievements.  A photograph of the learner behaviour winners for that week is then 
shared on Twitter to share the successes with the school community. Pupils across the school have undertaken the role of Resolution Role Models, supporting 
their peers to deal with difficulties and reflect on ways problems can be addressed leading to greater resilience. PSHE lessons give pupils the opportunity to be 
reflective, empathetic and self-aware, learning strategies to deal with conflict if is arises.  The Random Acts of Kindness board gives pupils the opportunity to look 
for and celebrate the kindness of others, strengthening and developing relationships across the school. The Year 6 leadership team includes play leaders which 
attended playtimes in the KS1 playground, modelled how to play games and support our younger pupils.  When playing in the playground, pupils from a range of 
ethnicities play together with no ethnic groups excluded.  Entries in the school’s Racist incidents log are few but always fully investigated and actions taken where 
necessary (See Behaviours & Attitudes Healthcheck).  
Any written statements from pupils involved in any incidents are added to the Behaviour log book. In the academic year 2020-21, there were two racial incidents 
recorded on Pupil Asset (our school online assessment tool). During the Autumn term 2021 we have introduced a system of analysing behaviour.  Positive and 
negative behaviour incidents are monitored and tracked.  We have started to track internal exclusions.  During Autumn term 2021-22, there have been 4 internal 
exclusions due to unkindness in the playground and 1 Fixed Term exclusion of a Year 2 child, who was transferred to Benhurst recently, for violence pupil to adult.  
No child received more than one exclusion be it internal or external.  During Spring Term 2021-22, there were 13 SLT involvement incidents recorded on Pupil 
Asset.  5 of these incidents involved the Year 2 chid who joined Benhurst in December 2021.  There have been two fixed term exclusions in Spring Term, both 
relating to the Y2 child.  Pupil Asset (our school online assessment tool) also details the positive behaviour choices made by pupils across the school.  As of March 
31st, there were 134 recorded ‘Gold traffic light’ incidents. Our PSHE lead has met with local schools to discuss ways of strengthening the work completed by our 
Resolution Role Models.  In addition, all staff have been provided with a lanyard card of questions and classroom poster to display. All staff have been encouraged 
to use Restorative questioning when resolving conflicts. New Resolution Role Models are currently being trained.  This will be ongoing in the academic year 
2021/22 with the new PSHE lead, Miss Gregory.   
 
1.4  Every academic year, each year group takes part in Cultural Week where each year groups learns about a different continent and pupils take part in different 
activities linked to a country within that continent.  These activities range from food, dance, geographical knowledge, animals, clothing and life experiences.  These 
give pupils an understanding of life in different cultures around the world.  In addition, pupils take part in ‘Being British Week’ where they have the opportunity to 
find out more about British culture and what being British means to them.  This week gives pupils the opportunity to explore Britain’s food heritage, arts, music, 
dance, historical events and, most recently, the impact of British authors.  Examples include Year 3 learning about Banksy and Year 1 learning about the countries 
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of the United Kingdom and their associated emblems, music, flowers and flags.  As of March 2022, plans are in place for Being British Week to take place 
alongside preparations for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.  Pupil Voice have already met with SLT to discuss their ideas and plans for this week.  More information 
to follow in the next healthcheck.  At the beginning and end of each assembly, music from a range of artists and decades is played.  In addition, there is a display 
of information related to the decade and artist, giving children to experience music from the past, significant historical events and understand its place within 
society.   
Benhurst offers a range of clubs to pupils across KS1 and KS2 with the majority of these clubs involving sport or being active.  Spaces in clubs are available based 
on a first come, first served basis.  There have been incidents of additional spaces provided for children from identified groups attending clubs and this has had a 
positive impact for those children in terms of self-esteem, anxiety and attendance. Almost all clubs are full and some have a waiting list. A range of children across 
all groups attend a range of clubs.  There is not a particular group that attends more clubs.  There is a mix of boys and girls attending the clubs funded by P.E 
premium.  In addition, there are lunch time sports clubs provided by sports coaches and members of staff in both KS1 and KS2.  This is available to all pupils within 
those areas of the school and does not have a fixed weekly register.   
Pupils are provided with the opportunity to represent the school at a range of sporting competitions including a specific competition for pupils with additional needs 
and a pupil premium sport competition.  Pupils from years 1 to 6 have represented the school in borough and inter school tag rugby, football, New Age Kurling and 
athletics.  The pupils have been very successful in these sporting activities including winning a sitting volleyball competition where the participants were selected 
from the SEND register.  Due to the COVID 19 restrictions of 2020 and 2021, we participated in the Havering Sports Collective and London Youth Games ‘virtual’ 
challenges.  We continued with the Havering Sports Collective and London Youth Games ‘virtual’ challenges.  In Spring Term 2022, a range of pupils across the 
school have taken part in many sporting activities, including sitting volleyball, football tournaments for both KS1 and KS2 and tag rugby.  A particular highlight for 
the Spring Term was the involvement of a range of pupils from KS1 and KS2 in the Havering Sports Collective School Games. 
  
Clubs are attended by pupils from both key stages and key groups of pupils are represented. There are additional clubs such as Competition Squad Training and 
KS2 Lunchtime clubs (Puzzles, board games, construction, colouring and card games) however there is no fixed register for these clubs. The school is also a 
venue for other providers including Karate, Music Theory, Abacus Breakfast and Afterschool club. These clubs are exclusive to Benhurst Pupils.  However; we do 
not keep registers for these as we are a venue only. We currently pay for two disadvantaged children to attend Karate at the request of their family. We have 
previously paid for disadvantaged children to attend breakfast as the need arose. 
 
Table below shows the uptake of the clubs offered during Spring Term 2022.  There are some changes to the clubs provision.  There will be changes for Summer 
Term 2022 to ensure that a range of pupils have the opportunity to attend a club. 
 

Name of Club Day/Time Capacity/Total 
Pupils 

Waiting List Boys 
(53% of pupils are 

boys) 

Girls 
(47% of pupils are 

girls ) 

Disadvantaged
(17.5% of pupils 

are 
disadvantaged) 

Y3/4 Tarken’s Club Mon/ Tues am 20/30 N/A 70% 30% 20% 
Y5/6 Tarken’s Club Wed/Thurs am 21/30 N/A 52% 48% 10% 
Y1/2 Tarken’s Club Fri am 14/30 N/A 36% 64% 7% 
Netball Y5/6 Tues pm 24/30 N/A 38% 62% 17% 
Y3 Dance Mon pm 11/25 N/A 9% 91% 9% 
Y3 Tennis Tues pm 12/12 N/A 42% 58% 9% 
Y5 Winter Sports Wed pm 11/20 N/A 45% 55% 9% 
Y2 Gymnastics Wed pm 27/30 N/A 19% 81% 11% 
Y6 Tennis Thurs pm 12/12 N/A 92% 8% 8% 
Y1/2 Multi Sports Thurs pm 11/20 N/A 45% 55% 0% 
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Pupils are encouraged to take part in music lessons.  Pupils are invited to learn a musical instrument with lessons with peripatetic teachers hosted on site.  Support 
for lessons and the renting of instruments is offered to Pupil Premium pupils.  Pre Covid restrictions, the school hosted a music performance as part of our annual 
open evening.  Previously, children in Y3 have learnt to play the recorder.  Pupils in Y3 have started and are enjoying ukulele lessons. Previously, there was a 
choir offered for pupils from Y1-Y6. The school choir has taken part in many singing activities including carol singing to raise money for charity, attending the local 
event Elm Park Christmas lights switch on and the Havering School Festival.   
 
Pupils have the opportunity to attend school trips linked to different areas of the school curriculum, including local area trips and trips into London up to March 
2020.  In addition, in recent years, pupils in Year 5 and Year 6 have had the opportunity to attend a residential trip. Benhurst was one of only two schools within 
Havering who were able to organise a residential trip for their pupils in the academic year 2020-21.  With a lot of hard work from the Benhurst Staff and support 
from the Trust, Year 6 pupils attended their residential trip to Danbury.  Whilst there were a number of COVID restrictions in place, the pupils and staff who 
attended had a fantastic time and were able to take part in a range of activities including canoeing, zip wires and high ropes.  As stated above, staff are developing 
a document of proposed trips both locally and further a field. As of April 2022, this document is ongoing.  Due to increased Covid concerns in Spring 2022, some 
plan school trips were postponed. In Spring term 2022, trips included a local area trip to St Nicholas Church, Harrow Lodge Park and an underground tube trip. In 
addition, Y5 invited a company into school to support with the Greek Day.   
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because we believe that we provide children with a range of experiences and opportunities outside 
of the main academic subjects.  The opportunities children receive through sport, music and learning linked to other cultures and belief systems 
supports pupils to grow as people and develop skills to support their relationships with others. In addition, the Pupil Parliament have introduced a set 
of learner behaviours.  Feedback from pupils and staff has been positive with children trying to display the learner behaviours through their learning 
and actions.  These learner behaviours are celebrated in Celebration Assembly and displayed on our tree in the KS2 corridor. 
The main actions required to build on this area and maintain this rating continues to be to continue develop the club provision to ensure that a wider 
range of interests are catered for and to ensure that Pupil Premium pupils have the opportunity to access and take advantage of the additional 
provision provided as a school.   In addition, providing our pupils with the opportunity for more school trips, the use of more walking trips and using 
our proximity to London and free travel will help to build on pupils’ cultural capital. The focus on outdoor learning as part of the School Development 
Plan will also support pupils’ SMSC development. 
 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
 Behaviour log 
 Updated Behaviour Policy 
 Visitors book 
 Twitter (Learner Behaviour display and Sunshine Badge winners) 
 PE and Clubs Healthcheck meeting with George Light 
 Clubs https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/clubs-sports/ 
 RE Policy https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/school-policies/ 

 PSHE Policy  https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/school-policies/ 
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Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
(a) PD1.1 Mr Sultan acknowledged the discussions and learning in class in respect of all major religions with pupils being given the opportunity 

the share their own religions.  He queried whether times could be identified to specifically celebrate other religions in a similar way to 
Christianity being celebrated in December due to the more diverse faiths within the school community, to reflect a more inclusive approach. 

(b) PD1.4 There had been limited trips for pupils outside of the school, but Mr Sultan understood that there would be more strategic information 
about how pupils could participate in more trips, for example to libraries and parks, with parental assistance.  He felt that this was very 
important. 
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PD2  Preparation for Adult Life in 
 Modern Britain 

RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
2.1  In what ways, and how successfully, has the school established an inclusive environment and promoted equality of opportunity? 
2.2  How well do pupils understand the fundamental British Values? How do you know? How is this being developed and deepened? 
2.3 How do pupils learn about such issues as protected characteristics, FGM, Prevent, gangs, criminal and sexual exploitation?  
2.4 How well prepared are pupils for their next steps (education or employment)? What information, advice and guidance is provided?

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
 
2.1 The school strives to provide an inclusive environment for all pupils.  Our one level school building provides the opportunity for ease of access for all pupils and 
family members.  Our admissions policy ensures that an inclusive environment is provided for all prospective pupils.  Teachers’ planning and lesson delivery is 
tailored to support all children and support all children to achieve to the best of their ability.  For children who are unable to access the curriculum set for their age, 
adaptations to provision have been made including a designated learning area with specific lessons planned to their developmental needs.  All pupils in each year 
group attend school trips.  Children in KS2 have the opportunity to take part in Bikeability.  The school is able to provide children with a bike and helmet if pupils do 
not have access to these items. The use of the Pupil Premium Grant has focussed on ensuring that pupil premium children have access to opportunities that they 
may not have received without this funding such as the Brilliant Club, counselling, sports clubs and music lessons.  There has been greater opportunity for a range 
of children to represent the school in internal and external sporting activities, promoting an increased equality of opportunity (See Sports Events List). In light of the 
ongoing partial school closure in light of the Covid 19 situation, a range of measures were put in place to support pupils including Google Classroom learning, 
online lessons, loaned IT equipment, an internet dongle and calls to identified families to offer support and guidance.  Our work with The London Youth Games and 
the Havering Collective promotes an inclusive environment for all our pupils. This year their focus is on disadvantaged children and have given 3 different 
categories for our events to help with the inclusion of all pupils: Inspire - least active/engaged young people, Aspire - relatively new to the sport and Higher - 
Engaged and competitive.  The collective will outline which events are meant for which group and will have an equal amount over the year.  There are also virtual 
events where every child will participate (eg virtual cross country). 
So far, as a school, we have competed in: 
Virtual Cross Country for KS1 and KS2 
Panathlon (SEND/Pupil Premium for KS2) 
Bocchia (open to all but focus on SEND) 
Football Festivals (girls/boys in every year group) 
Netball (open to boys/girls for 5/6) 
Scavenger Hunt at Stubbers (Pupil Premium and SEND) 
Sitting volleyball 
New Age Kurling Team (SEND/ Pupil Premium for KS2) 
Football competitions (across both KS1 and KS2) 
Athletics competition (KS2) 
Athletics competition (KS1) 
Tag Rugby (Y5/6) 
A school dog has been introduced in the Spring term, with all pupils across the school receiving ‘Safe Behaviour Around Dogs’ training. This included assemblies 
for the whole school and workshops for KS2 pupils. All workshops and assemblies received very positive feedback from the pupils and staff with Russett, the 
school dog, settling in to his role at Benhurst very well.   
 
2.2  To ensure that pupils have a strong understanding of the fundamental British Values, the pupils take part in a range of activities including work and 
experiences through Being British Week.  Every year, the children have the opportunity to find out more about what makes Britain a great country to live in and 
learn more about British Values.  The children learn this through written work, investigations, discussions and learning opportunities away from the classroom.  
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Whilst our younger children may not be able to explain the 5 British Values, they are able to talk with pride about Great Britain and explain some of the customs 
they are delighted to be a part of. The children are invited to sing the National Anthem at the end of each Celebration Assembly and recite the Benhurst pledge. All 
year groups are taught about British Values through PSHE lessons.  There is a whole school half termly focus on one of the British Values and a specific PSHE 
lesson, linked to the 3D curriculum, focuses on this value as appropriate in the different key stages. The school website contains information about each of the 
British Values and examples of how these could be demonstrated. Our Pupil Parliament representatives discuss British Values during their meeting and feed this 
back to their classes.   The success of this approach is seen through the pupils’ behaviour and attitude towards each other.  As of March 2022, plans are in place 
for Being British Week to take place alongside preparations for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.  Pupil Voice have already met with SLT to discuss their ideas and 
plans for this week.  More information to follow in the next healthcheck 
 
2.3 Children have an age appropriate understanding of a range of issues that affect our local community and beyond.  Whilst, as a school, we believe in being 
proactive in ensuring children have an understanding of issues within and outside of the local community, there are times when we need to be reactive too.  
Members of the police force are invited into school to discuss pertinent issues for the community and school. Pupils have the opportunity to take part in road safety 
activities such as workshops and Bikeability.  All staff received Prevent agenda training in September 2021 and this is renewed annually and emailed to all staff.  
New staff receive training through their induction process.  This ensures that staff are well prepared to address any concerns that arise within school.  The school 
has a wide range of policies and procedures in place to ensure that all stakeholders are aware of their roles and responsibilities to keep everyone safe.  We have 
implemented our PSHE programme (3D PSHE) and it encompasses the core theme of 'Living in the Wider World'. This core theme is taught in every year group 
and addresses topics such as diversity and communities. Staff and pupils have spoken positively of the new PSHE scheme and found it supportive during the 
challenges 2020-2021. No relevant updates for spring term. 
 
 
2.4 The children are well prepared for their next step in education, both within Benhurst and once the children move on to secondary school.   
The transition from YR to Y1 begins before the end of YR.  In line with school policy, the children in YR meet their new teacher before the six weeks holidays so 
that they are familiar with their teacher before Y1 starts.  In addition, the children have the opportunity to visit their new classroom, listen to a story, complete some 
learning and become familiar with their new surroundings.  To help prepare the children for the new school year, the YR teachers meet with the Y1 teachers to 
provide the children’s new teachers with a thorough understanding of the children’s strengths and areas for improvement.  The children in Y2 have the opportunity 
to visit their new KS2 playground to have a better understanding of their new surroundings.  All children have a meet the teacher session which is led in their new 
classroom to ensure children are familiar with their new teacher and new classroom.   
The children in Y6 are well prepared for their journey into secondary school.   Children in UKS2 take part in a range of activities (sporting and academic) with local 
secondary schools to ensure that children are familiar with their possible secondary school.  The school holds whole year group meetings, led by representatives 
from local schools, to introduce possible local school and answer any parental questions.  Teachers from the main feeder schools visit the children who have 
received allocated places to discuss the new secondary school and answer any questions.  These secondary teachers also meet with Benhurst class teachers to 
discuss any issues or concerns to help ease the transition into secondary school.  The children are encouraged to attend any visits provided by the school that 
child has chosen.  For children on the SEN register or who are identified by staff as benefitting from additional support, the SENDCo meets with a representative 
from the child’s new secondary school, the child, parents and class teacher to take part in a PCR (a pupil centred review) which details the children’s view on 
themselves as learners.  The adults within the PCR session share their views on the child too.  This provides the secondary school with range of ways of 
supporting a child new to their school as well as a well-rounded view of a child who may find the transition to secondary school a challenge.  Transition paperwork 
and PCR meetings are being arranged for the summer term currently. 
We have introduced ‘VoteforSchools’ online curriculum, which involves weekly session in class and in assemblies. It addresses a range of pertinent, topical 
questions which pupils discuss and explore before casting a democratic vote.  Also our PSHE programme (3D PSHE) encompasses the core theme of 'Living in 
the Wider World'. This core theme is taught in every year group and addresses topics such as economic awareness. Staff have reported seeing an improvement in 
pupil’s speaking and listening skills through the work completed on ‘VotesforSchools’.  In addition, pupils’ knowledge of topical information has increased too.  For 
example, one Year 6 staff member referred to pupils linking subject matter in ‘VotesforSchools’ to things they have seen on the news. 
The Life Passport is to be relaunched in the Summer term  
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Our Ofsted report following our inspection in March 2019 states that our pupils ‘value highly the support provided to them by every member of the school staff, and 
the range of opportunities open to them.’ 
 

 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because pupils are prepared for the next part of their learning journey, within the school or beyond.  
Pupils have a secure understanding of the fundamental British Values through on going learning and ‘Being British Week’ and are able to articulate 
their understanding.  Pupils learn about important, pertinent issues and are willing to turn to adults within the class as they need support and guidance. 
 

The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating are to continue to develop an inclusive environment where pupils and other stake holders 
flourish.  This includes future plans for enrichment weeks such as Sports Week and Families Week where children will learn more about themselves 
and the make up of families, helping to build an understanding that people are different. 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested) 
 Website https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/school-policies/ 
 Ofsted report : https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Benhurst_Ofsted_report_-_March_2019-1.pdf 
 Meeting notes – PCR 
 Training/ Staff meeting agenda 
 Sport Events list (Word document) 
 Secondary School list https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/secondary-schools/ 

 Pupil Premium Strategy (see Benhurst website) 

 

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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PD3  Physical & Mental Health RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions (see also PD1 above): 
3.1  In what ways, and how successfully, does the school develop pupils’ character? 
3.2 In what ways, and how successfully, does the school develop pupils’ confidence and resilience thereby strengthening their mental health? 
3.3  What support and training has been provided for pupils for issues of health, online safety, risks to their wellbeing, bullying and social media?  
3.4  How does the school develop the pupils’ age-appropriate understanding of sex and healthy relationships? 
3.5 How does the school develop pupils’ understanding of and participation in healthy lifestyles, including through extra-curricular activities? 

School’s information and narrative: (to include actions and impact since last Healthcheck)  
As a school, we recognise that pupil’s mental health and well-being is paramount to their growth and development into adulthood.  We strive to support our pupils 
to develop a strong sense of self and have positive mental attitudes.   
 
3.1 Our school core values underpins everything we do as a school community and these have a very positive impact on our pupils.  The core values give the 
pupils values to hold dear and strive towards to be the best they can be. Pupils use the core values in their conversations with their peers and adults.  Sunshine 
badges, for both staff and pupils, are a way of celebrating when the core values.  Pupil Parliament, with its extensive sub committees, give pupils an opportunity to 
represent their peers and discuss ideas with a range of children across the school.  Pupils, from the Year 6 leadership team to pupils within each class, are given 
roles and responsibilities to undertake.  Our pupils’ character is developed and displayed through the way they approach learning, treat others and conduct 
themselves.  During the challenges of lockdown due to COVID 19, our daily ‘wellbeing’ activities online and approach to ‘live’ lessons have helped to develop 
‘pupils’ character’ and resilience to the ongoing global pandemic, national restrictions and our responsibility towards others. No relevant updates for spring term. 
 
3.2 Pupils are encouraged to be resilient and have confidence in themselves through a range of opportunities.  Pupils are encouraged to take part in a range of 
sporting activities, representing the school at a number of borough and national events.  The pupils have been very successful include Quad Kids champions and 
Havering borough Badminton champions.  Pupils from Year 5 and 6 are encouraged to become digital leaders to represent the school through both in school and 
out of school activities.  Our digital leaders have represented the school on a number of occasions including at the BETT show and in SMART activities with great 
success.  Pupils are invited to represent the school through public speaking competitions and writing competitions.  The school has developed ‘3 before me’ as a 
way of encouraging pupils to be independent learners which, in turn, supports pupils to be responsible and resilient in their learning.  Pupils across the school have 
undertaken the role of Resolution Role Models, supporting their peers to deal with difficulties and reflect on ways problems can be addressed leading to greater 
resilience. PSHE lessons give pupils the opportunity to be reflective, empathetic and self-aware.   
Across the school, pupils in every class are given a range of monitor jobs to foster responsibility and confidence. In Year 6, every child is part of the Leadership 
Team and has a duty to undertake (e.g. Fruit Monitors, Tech team, Stationary Monitors). In addition, pupils are invited to nominate themselves for roles within Pupil 
Parliament and their sub committees where they present their ideas and reasons why they should be selected to their class who then elect their representative.  
The pupil led Well Being Champions Team introduced worry monsters in KS1 and worry boxes in KS2.  The Well Being Team continues to support mental health 
cross the school, leading assemblies, creating posters, leading well being sessions and leading ideas to promote strong mental health.  During the challenges of 
COVID 19, parents were provided with support to help children who have struggled throughout the lockdown.  Some children were invited back into school due to 
staff and parental mental health concerns.   In September 2020 the Pupil Mental Health and Well-being Champion supported children in the transition back into 
school life. Each class has an allocated slot on their timetable for a class mental wellbeing session. Each class can decide on their own activities for this time and 
these activities can be led by any concerns or issues that have arisen throughout that week.  Activities completed include mediation, mindfulness colouring and 
simple breathing and yoga techniques. Pupils have commented that they enjoy these sessions.  One pupil stated ‘It is a good time to think before the learning 
start.’ Pupil committee and teacher focus groups will continue to implement strategies and ways the school can offer support to children and their families.  In 
February 2022, the school took part in Children’s Mental Health Week which had the focus of ‘Growing Together’.  Our Well Being Team created posters, led 
lessons and supported with the whole school assembly to help raise the profile of this event and the importance of working and growing together. 
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Pupils showing concern are tracked throughout the school and support plans given where necessary.  We have updated our Wellbeing Tracker with strategies 
adopted previously and the impact that they have had, although again the recent lockdown delayed some planned interventions which will now resume.  As of 
Spring 2021, we currently have 15% pupils listed on our Wellbeing Tracker which is an increase of 5%, strategies and interventions are now in place and children 
will be continually monitored as before. The % of pupils on our Wellbeing Tracker has remained the same for the Autumn Term.  In Spring Term, 15 pupils were 
removed from the Wellbeing Tracker and 11 new pupils were added.  In addition, 8 pupils were added from the Reception cohort.  The % of pupils on our 
Wellbeing Tracker remains at 15% of the school. Our wellbeing lead teacher is released to work with the children one afternoon a fortnight.  The lead teacher is 
currently working with 8 children regularly and has other children on her waiting list too. 
We have 2 members of our support staff trained as Emotional Literacy Support Assistants (ELSA) with a number of interventions taking place across the school to 
further support with pupils wellbeing.  
In the Spring term, there has been an introduction of a school dog, which has been well received by the school community. A number of pupils from across the 
school have had the chance to meet Russett with some having specific interventions up and running to support with emotional regulation and wellbeing.  
 
3.3  Support for keeping healthy comes through the Science, DT, PSHE and PE curriculum, supporting and encouraging pupils to make healthy choices.  Years 1- 
6 take part in half termly online safety lessons addressing ways of keeping safe online and strategies to deal with any concerns. PSHE lessons linked to bullying 
provide pupils with support and strategies to deal with any bullying concerns.  Pupils are reminded about the age expectations of social media and the 
consequence of their actions should they choose to make poor choices. If any issues in the stated areas arise, these are dealt with by the class teacher, SLT or 
Safeguarding lead as appropriate.  Ofsted stated that ‘Pupils say that they feel safe and know who to speak to if they have any worries.’    
In light of the COVID-19 situation and the increased reliance on online learning and communication, staff ensured that they continued to educate pupils (during 
Computing, PSHE and Wellbeing sessions) about how to stay safe online. In light of a move to online learning and possible video lessons we have continued to 
focus on online safety by agreeing a code of conduct with the children https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Video-Meeting-Protocols-for-
Children-2.pdf.  We have made wellbeing a priority by continuing the weekly wellbeing sessions in school and have provided wellbeing guidance and activities for 
pupils who are self-isolating at home.  During the Covid pandemic, we continued to focus on online safety, particular during our ‘live’ lessons. Reminders were 
continually given and pupils use carefully monitored.  Supporting children’s mental health remained a priority with focussed classroom session, additional PSHE 
lessons and emotional support offered to pupils and families. We have 2 staff qualified as ELSAs who provide personalised interventions to identified pupils for a 
range of reasons ranging from parental bereavement to heightened anxiety. Providing a space for the pupil to discuss concerns freely whilst providing strategies to 
support with developing resilience.   
 
3.4   The Sex and Relationship Education elements of the National Curriculum requirements are addressed using the 3D PSHE Sex and Relationship unit 
supported by Amaze videos.  Staff feel that the curriculum coverage is appropriate for pupils and more in line with the society we live in, as opposed to before the 
RSE consultation in 2020-21. The unit now includes gender identity and mental wellbeing coverage too.  Letters are sent to parents to obtain their agreement to 
their child receiving this education and to invite them to a meeting.  At the meeting, parents have the opportunity to view footage, resources that will be shared with 
their child, be informed of what will be taught and an opportunity to ask questions. Please see the Sex and Relationships policy for more information.  Children in 
Y2, Y5 and Y6 received lessons tailored to their age and ability to support their understanding of Sex and Relationships.  Pupils know that they can speak with any 
adult regarding questions or concerns related to relationships.  To support children’s understanding that family structures can be different for different people, a 
range of non-fiction and story books linked were purchased to support this curriculum.  Parents are provided with the opportunity to remove their child from SRE 
lessons should they wish too. The PSHE scheme (3D PSHE) was purchased and rolled out to all year groups in September 2020.  This encompasses all areas of 
the PSHE curriculum including the core theme of 'Health and Wellbeing'. This theme is taught in every year group and addresses topics such as healthy lifestyles, 
changing and growing and emotions. No relevant updates from spring term. 
 
3.5 Support for keeping fit and healthy comes through the Science and PE curriculum.  Pupils learn about diet choices, hygiene, exercising and the impact of these 
on our bodies.  We have the Healthy Schools Gold Mark with a number of events organised across the school year to encourage children to walk or bike to school.  
Across the year, there have been sustainable travel incentives which have included: The Golden Lock, Walking Bear, Borrow a Bike, Road Safety Performances, 
Junior Travel Ambassadors and Walk to School Charts.  This continued where possible under Covid – 19 initiatives. The P.E Premium is used to give more 
opportunity for more children to attend fitness and sports clubs before, during and after the school day. Police and other agencies are invited in to give talks on a 
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range of subjects to support making healthy lifestyle choices.  The Daily Mile has become embedded in the Spring term with all classes taking part at least once a 
week. The updated Packed Lunch policy with a focus on highlighting to parents when a food choice is not appropriate supports the school’s drive to ensure pupils 
make healthy food choices, has been embedded during the spring term. 
 
Benhurst offers a range of clubs to pupils across KS1 and KS2 with the majority of these clubs involving sport or being active.  Spaces in clubs are available based 
on a first come, first served basis.  There have been incidents of additional spaces provided for children from identified groups attending clubs and this has had a 
positive impact for those children in terms of self-esteem, anxiety and attendance. A range of children across all groups attend a range of clubs.  There is not a 
particular group that attends more clubs.  There is a mix of boys and girls attending the clubs funded by P.E premium.  In addition, there are lunch time sports clubs 
provided by sports coaches in both KS1 and Year 6.  This is available to all pupils within those areas of the school and does not have a fixed weekly register.  
Please see section 1.4 for additional information relating to clubs at Benhurst Primary School.  Please see section 2.1 for addition information relating to inclusion 
at Benhurst Primary School. 
 
Plans for a Sporting Week for Summer 2, which will include mental and physical health workshops and will include Sports Day, are underway.   
 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because pupils are confident, successful learners who display our core values in their thoughts and 
actions towards others.  We support children’s physical and mental well-being using a range of effective strategies.  The Well Being Team have worked 
hard to raise the profile of taking care of your Mental Health and continue to ensure the profile is high.  It is important to highlight that this work 
continued during the challenges of COVID 19 lockdowns and partial school reopening. 
 

The main actions required to improve/maintain this rating are continuing to work on children’s independence through the development of learner 
behaviours leading to self-confidence and belief, continued development of the use of PE Premium and clubs to support healthy bodies and mind and 
continue to give pupils opportunities such as competition, games and activities to build their confidence and resilience.   This includes future plans for 
enrichment weeks such as Sports Week and Families Week where children will learn more about themselves and the make up of families, helping to 
build an understanding that people are different. 
 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)   
 Website: https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Sex__Relationship_Education_Ratified_May_2017_LIFE.pdf 
 Website: https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/clubs-sports/ 
 Website : https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/ofsted/ 
 Website : https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/school-development-plan/ 
 Website: https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Wellbeing-Minutes-4th-February-2020.pdf 
 Website: https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/p-e-premium/ 

 Website: https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Video-Meeting-Protocols-for-Children-2.pdf. 
 Website: https://benhurst.havering.sch.uk/rse-consultation-2021/ 
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Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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Behaviour and Attitudes Healthcheck report for Standards Committee   
 
School Name: Benhurst   Term to which this Healthcheck applies:  Autumn   Spring   Summer 
              2021     2022      2022 
Completing the Healthcheck: 

1. For each of the 3 sections that follow, the school should complete a draft response, to include brief detail, data and explanation and a proposed 
rating. This should be sent to the link Governor and the Director of Standards a week in advance of the meeting. Additional data and examples may 
be made available for scrutiny at the meeting. Relevant information from the previous Healthcheck should be retained; out-of-date- information 
should be delete; changes or new information should be highlighted in YELLOW.  

2. The link governor and/or Director of Standards will meet with the school representative to interrogate the document, scrutinise evidence, agree 
the proposed rating and agree how much and which evidence should be presented to the LGB (Local Governing Body).  These meetings may be 
held in person or virtually and may be preceded by email exchanges regarding the draft content 

3. Where any category is not rated Green, a brief outline of actions being taken should be included; if any category is rated Red, a separate 
exception report should be provided. 

4. The final Healthcheck draft as agreed with the link governor must be completed in time to be sent out to governors with other paperwork one 
week in advance of the LGB meeting. Having read this, governors should try to send any questions arising to the clerk for circulation in advance of 
the meeting. When possible, it is the link governor who should raise the Healthcheck at the LGB meeting, with the member of school supporting.  
This should not involve reading or summarising the whole document; only significant issues, or questions to be answered, should be raised.     

5. At the LGB meeting, governors should scrutinise the Healthcheck and any evidence presented to satisfy themselves that they can confidently 
agree the proposed rating (or, when appropriate, to amend it). A brief summary of any discussion or questions asked at the LGB will be added to the 
Healthcheck commentary by the clerk, from the minutes of the meeting, and returned to the school ready for the next update. 

6. Once agreed, the final Healthcheck should be sent to the Clerk of the Trust Board; ready to be forwarded to the next relevant Committee. 

Rating: 
Green suggests the school is highly effective in this measure (A strength of the school; Ofsted Good or better) 
Red suggests the school is not yet effective in this measure (An area for development for the school; Ofsted RI or worse) 
White suggests the school is effective in this measure but is working to improve it (Broadly average; not yet confidently Ofsted Good) 
 
Healthcheck completed by: Jan Fisher(School Representative)  

Meeting to confirm the Healthcheck with:  

Healthcheck presented to and agreed by the LGB on:  

 
Completion Date: Sept 

2020
Jan 
2021

May
2021

Sept
2021

Jan 
2022 

May 
2022 

B1 Behaviour Systems G G G G G G 
B2 Behaviour and Attitudes G G G G G G 
B3 Attendance and Punctuality G G G G G G 
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B1 – Behaviour Systems RAG Rating: RED 

 
WHITE 

 
GREEN 

 

Guiding questions: 
1.1  How is behaviour tracked and monitored in the school (including incidents of racism or bullying)? What does the monitoring show? Is any group (eg PP or 
 SEND) disproportionately represented? And what actions are being taken to improve the situation? 
1.2  What are the exclusion rates (internal, fixed term, permanent) and how do they compare to last year? Is any group disproportionately represented? 
1.3  What other data exists to help evaluate behaviour (eg rewards, sanctions, pupil voice, parental views) and what do they show? 
1.4  Is the behaviour tracking system robust and fit for purpose? Has it been reviewed? 
1.5  How effective and widely understood is the school’s behaviour policy? How do you know? 
 
 

School’s information and narrative:  
1.1 The school tracks positive behaviour and poor choices through Pupil Asset. Teachers update the system to log positive behaviour or incidents. There is little 
change in behaviour and attitude towards learning across the school and with no definitive trends. Since Autumn 2021 we have started to track half termly tracking 
of both positive and negative behaviours and have updated Pupil Asset to identify Where there are pockets of difference, this is identified quickly and strategies put 
in place e.g. ELSA sessions for developing friendships, team building and developing strategies to resolve conflicts. This resulted in fewer lunchtime disputes and 
children returning from lunchtime ready to learn. Feedback from the children and parents has been positive and they acknowledge the school’s efforts to resolve 
their initial concerns. We have continued to offer this adhering to COVID restrictions. 
 
Incidents of racism are logged in the Racist Incidents Folder. In 2017-18, there were five reported racist incidents and in 2018-19, there was one reported incident. 
In 2019-2020 there was one racist incident involving two Year 3 children. In 2020-2021 there were two racist incidents with one taking place outside of school via 
social media with the other taking place in class with a supply teacher leading the class. Incidents are fully investigated and notes made for each investigation. 
Parents are informed and sanctions applied where necessary. There have been 0 cases of racism in 2021-22. 
 
Benhurst, does not tolerate or accept that bullying has a place in our school. We do not have any children who repeatedly, intentionally hurt another child or a 
group of children where there involves and imbalance of power, which is the definition of bullying. In the Autumn term we have introduced bullying investigations 
whereby all allegations of bullying are thoroughly investigated.  In the Autumn term we carried out 5 bullying investigations with none carried out in the Spring term.  
All of these found no evidence of bullying.  Results of the investigations were fed back to parents all of whom were happy with the investigation and outcome with 
intervention being put in place to support with resolving conflict amongst children.  
 
When children do make poor choices, they are swiftly and fairly dealt with and recorded on Pupil Asset if necessary. Where necessary, statements are taken and 
discussions/meetings take place with parents. Yearly questionnaire feedback is hugely positive towards the children’s behaviour and the way the school deals with 
any potential concerns 96% of parents feel that their child is happy at school, 96% that their child makes good progress and 93% would recommend Benhurst to 
another parent. (July 2021) 
 
1.2. In March 2021 the school excluded a Year 6 girl for 2 days. All paper work was completed and due processes followed. This was our first fixed term exclusion 
since July 2018. The number of fixed term exclusions have consistently fallen since 2014 when we made 11 exclusions. The school has not permanently excluded 
a child since September 2013. During the Autumn term 2021 we have introduced a system of analysing behaviour.  Positive and negative behaviour incidents are 
monitored and tracked.  We have started to track internal exclusions.  This term there have been 0 pupil internal exclusions and 2 Fixed Term, which were issued 
for  exclusion for a Year 2 child, who transferred to Benhurst in the autumn term, for violence pupil to adult. We have made it clear to the local authority that we feel 
unable to meet the needs of the student, an emergency EHCP review was held on 23/2/2022 a further meeting to discuss this will be taking place on 31/3/2022 
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1.3 The school has a well-established rewards system which all children understand (Sticker books, Team points, Core Values stickers, Sunshine Badge etc). In 
the Spring term, we have introduced a Golden Ticket Reward system to encourage good behaviour during lunchtimes. Rewards are celebrated through weekly 
KS1 and KS2 Celebration Assemblies. Yearly stakeholder surveys say the children feel safe in school and they feel respected and valued. Following the Ofsted 
inspection in 2019, Parent View showed 100% of parents feel their child is happy, 99% feel their child is safe and 97% say their child is well looked after at 
Benhurst. The Pupil Parliament also requested photographs on Twitter of weekly Sunshine Badge and Learner Behaviour winners which was introduced from 
September. The above systems continue to be embedded within daily school routines. They are well received by pupils, parents and staff in school and via social 
media.  
 
1.4 Pupil Asset is a cloud-based platform which is easy to use and an effective way of recording children’s behaviours. Staff like this system both in terms of its 
ease of use and the way behaviour can be tracked. Pupil Asset is also our school assessment platform. During the Autumn term 2021 Benhurst introduced a 
system of analysing behaviour, this has continued in the Spring term 2022. Positive and negative behaviour incidents are monitored and tracked and have enabled 
the school to put in place interventions to support with improving any identified negative behaviour e.g. Reflective time following conflicts for all parties involved and 
ELSA lunchtime interventions developing friendships, team building and developing strategies to resolve conflicts.  
 
1.5 The school’s Behaviour Policy was reviewed in September 2021 to make expected behaviour and sanctions clearer for all stakeholders.  All staff and children 
follow the Behaviour Policy. The policy is on the school website and rewards and sanctions are consistently applied. Our Core Values underpin the behaviour and 
attitudes of staff and children and are a consistent strength of the school. Since the implementation of the Behaviour Policy in September 2021 there have been 
fewer queries from parents and staff regarding the sanction or reward when both positive and negative behaviour is observed.  
 
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because we have a consistent and fair approach to our rewards and sanctions which are known and 
applied by all staff. Internal and external evidence, monitoring and yearly questionnaires show that children are happy, safe and enjoy school. 
The main action required to maintain this rating is to continue with our current approaches and be open to new ideas that may further develop and 
enhance the work of the school. 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)  
 Behaviour Book  
 Pupil Asset tracking  
 Updated Behaviour Policy 
 Rewards systems   
 Historical exclusion letters  
 Questionnaires 
 School website re Behaviour, Online Worry Box, Online Safety etc 

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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B2 – Behaviour and Attitudes RAG Rating: RED 

 
WHITE 

 
GREEN 

 

Guiding questions: 
2.1  What does the evidence of lesson visits show about behaviour in lessons, including pupils’ behaviour for learning?  
2.2  What is behaviour like around the school out of lessons? Is there a calm, orderly and positive environment?  
2.3 Is there variability in behaviour in the school? By time? Area? Year group? Pupil groups? With particular staff (eg cover, MDAs)? 
2.4 Do pupils feel safe in school? How do you know? What do pupils, parents and teachers say about behaviour?  
2.5 What methods does the school use to promote high expectations of pupils’ behaviour and attitudes?

School’s information and narrative: 

2.1 Lesson Visits, discussions with children, Learning Conversations, Learning Walks, informal monitoring and external reports (e.g. Ofsted) show that the children 
have positive attitudes towards their learning. Formal lesson visits have taken place in Spring Term with all class teachers, excluding those not yet completed their 
ECT/NQT year, being either effective or highly effective with pupils learning behaviour being a consistent strength across the school. Support was put in place for 
newer teachers including observing highly effective teaching with follow up observations (carried out within 2 weeks) demonstrating progress based on feedback. 
SLT have consistently seen positive behaviours demonstrated across the whole school; this has been seen through informal monitoring of pupils’ behaviour. All 
NQT’s passed their induction year in 2020-2021 
2.2 Behaviour at breaks, lunch and the transition to the start of sessions are generally well ordered and well managed. We act swiftly to support any minor and 
occasional difficulties that may occur. Following the COVID bubbles lifting in September 2021, pupils were able to use the whole of the Key Stage playground at 
breaktimes and lunchtimes, which initially resulted in some behaviour incidences. This resulted in some pupils missing their lunch time to attend ‘Resolution Zone’ 
where the pupil completes a reflection sheet with a member of the SLT or attending a lunch time club with a focus on preparing the pupil to successfully return to 
the playground. During the INSET day in January all MDAs received training delivered by Jenny Mosely, a highly regarded pastoral trainer, called Calm Dining 
Halls and Positive Playtimes with a number of actions coming out of the training to further improve pupil experiences during lunch time. MDA’s have had a termly 
meeting to discuss the negative/positive in regard to lunchtime. Training via the OPAL Primary Programme - Outdoor Play and Learning, has been booked for the 
summer term. MDA’s have introduced a ‘Golden Ticket’ reward system to encourage ‘good’ behaviour at lunchtime. 
2.3 There is no significant variance in behaviour throughout the school. SLT are on duty and available at lunchtimes to support MDAs and ensure playground 
disputes are fairly and speedily addressed. Resolution Role Models also help the children overcome minor disagreements. Pupil Asset behaviour tracking has 
been updated since September 2021 to support with identifying locations, times and incidents to support with tracking trends better across the school with staff 
being trained in how to complete the updated tracking during a staff meeting. We have an OPAL audit booked in for 8th June to support us with further improving 
out lunchtime provision for all pupils.  
2.4 Yearly questionnaires reflect the view that the children are safe in school. 96% of parents feel that their child is happy at school, 96% that their child makes 
good progress and 93% would recommend Benhurst to another parent. (July 2021). Parents and pupils met with Ms Larkman to discuss the vision and ethos of the 
school and shared that they are happy with the school and that they know who to speak with if they have any concerns. 
2.5 In class, we use PSHE lessons, Class assemblies, Core Values displays, Sunshine Badges, Learner Behaviours and our Golden Rules signs to reinforce our 
expectations. As a whole school, we use Whole School assemblies, Key Stage assemblies, Class assemblies, Twitter and corridor displays. Benhurst have a 
consistent approach to rewards and sanctions which are evident in each class (e.g. traffic light system).  
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHNAGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
 
We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because behaviour and attitudes at Benhurst are consistently good and feedback from monitoring 
and external reports support this. Questionnaires from children, parents and staff are very positive and share the school’s view that behaviour and 
attitudes are strong. This was specifically noted within the 2019 OfSTED which noted “the behaviour I saw in lessons was exceptionally calm and 
purposeful. Pupils demonstrated excellent attitudes to learning and an eagerness for acquiring knowledge and deepening their understanding. Their 
conduct was exemplary” 
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The main actions required to maintain this rating is to continue with our current approaches and be open to new ideas that may further develop and 
enhance the work of the school. 
 
 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested) 
 Behaviour Book  
 Pupil Asset 
 Individual Behaviour Charts   
 Exclusion letters  
 Head teacher letters to parents re social media (general and individual) 
 Questionnaires 
 Key policies 
 School website re Behaviour, Online Worry Box, Online Safety etc

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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B3 – Attendance and Punctuality 
 

RAG Rating: RED 
 

WHITE 
 

GREEN 
 

Guiding questions: 
3.1  What is the current attendance rate for the school? How does this compare to the LA and national averages and to the school’s figures for the last 3 years? 
3.2 What is the current persistent absence rate for the school? How does this compare to the LA, national and the school’s figures for the last 3 years? 
3.3  What are the above rates for disadvantaged pupils? Are there any other groups which are disproportionately represented? 
3.4  What actions are being taken to improve the above rates? And what is the impact? How do these figures compare to the school-set targets? 
3.5 What is punctuality like? To school and to lessons? How is this monitored to evaluate any disproportional representation of pupil groups? 

School’s information and narrative:   
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 
3.4 
 
 
 *defined as those 
pupils known to be 
eligible for FSM in the 
last 6 years 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Spring Term 2022 
 
We have continued to meet regularly with the borough’s Attendance and Behaviour Officer (ABO).  Number of persistent absences (90% or under) for Spring term 
15/3/2022 is 55.  8 pupils had persistent absence above 20%, 4 were above 30%.  These pupils are the subject of further procedures by the ABO.  13 of these 
pupils had persistent absence last academic year.  At the last monitoring session with the ABO on 15/03/2022, 55 pupils in total had attendance at 93% or lower, 
which is the level at which Benhurst would usually issue reminders to all parents.  Due to the number of pupils within this category the following actions have been 
take: monitoring, communication with social workers, meetings with parents, legal letters, school letter, school nurse involvement. The borough ABO reports that 
there is currently a downward trend in attendance figures, approximately in line with that experienced by Benhurst, and the local cluster schools have also 
experienced this trend.   DfE pupil absence statistic releases for 2019-2021 have been cancelled as the demand increases for statistics and data to measure the 
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and the DfE has had to change its data gathering and release practices, focussing efforts on priority analysis and statistics  
 

 

Benhurst 
2021‐2022 
To25/03/2022 

Benhurst
2020‐2021 (To 

23/07/21) 

Benhurst
2019‐20 (To 20/03/20) 

Benhurst 
2018‐19 (To 

12/7/19)

Benhurst 
 2017/18

Havering
   

2017/18
National 
2017/18

Whole School 94.6  96.3 96.6 96.1 95.4 95.8 95.8
Boys  94.4  96 96.6 96.2 95.69 95.8 95.8
Girls  94.9  96.6 96.6 96.1 95.11 95.9 95.9
Pupil Premium * 92.5  93.9 95.9 95.7 92.3 94.3
PP Girls  92.8  95.8 96.3 96 92.21   not reported
PP Boys  91.7  92 95.3 95.4 92.38   not reported
PA Whole School 12.9(55)  7.4 (32) 6.2 5 9.62 9.0 8.7
PA PP  38.1(21)  21.9 (7) 1.7 1.5 3.4    
FSM  92  93.8 95.5 95.6 91.81 93.7
Non FSM  95  96.7 96.8 96.2 95.76 96.2
EAL  94.3  96.4 96.5 96 96.2 95.8
Non EAL  94.6  95.6 96.6 96.6 94.3 95.8
EHCP  97.3  89.1 90.1 94.3 93.44 93.2
SEN Support 94.4  94.4 94.4 96.2 94.4 94.5
Non SEN  94.6  94.7 96.8 96.6 96.2 96.1
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Covid - There have been no class closures this term.  There have however been 81 pupils absent due to a positive PCR test in Autumn term with 19 pupils absent 
due to a positive test in the Spring term.  As, in most cases, Government guidelines no longer require household isolation if one member of the family has tested 
positive, some of the X sub codes (not required in school) were removed from SIMS.  There have been cases where parents have had to isolate due to their own 
positive PCR test results and they have been unable to bring the children to school.   In these circumstances the ‘C’ code (other authorised circumstances) has 
been used in the absence of the X sub-code used previously.  Consequently, these absences are now included in the above percentages.  Additionally, with the 
opening of foreign travel, 9 pupils have taken unauthorised holiday absence during this period, amounting to 92 sessions in Spring Term. 
 
Six of the parents of the disadvantaged children who were persistently absent are required by the ABO to produce medical evidence for any sickness absence, 
because their attendance is historically poor.  
 
 
3.5  
 

  Benhurst
2021‐2022  
(To 28.03.2022)

Benhurst
2021‐2022  

(To 01/21)

Benhurst
2020‐21 (To 23/07/21) 

Benhurst
2019‐20 (To 20/03/20) 

Benhurst
2019‐20 (Autumn Term)  Benhurst 

2018‐19 (To 12/7/19) 
Whole School  0.29 0.55        0.37 0.71 0.64 0.45
Boys 0.49 0.59       0.36 0.54 0.52 0.3
Girls 0.51 0.51        0.39 0.91 0.77 0.6
Pupil Premium *  0.28 1.07         0.66 2.1 1.81 1.02
PL Whole School   0.29 (32) 1.7 (7)       2.9 (12) 5.8 8.4 4.34
PL girls** 0.43 (14) (3)   1  7.1 (14) 6.5 (13) 6.5 (13)
PL boys** 0.56 (18) 1.8 (4)     0.92 (2) 4.6 (10) 10.09 (22) 2.33 (5)
FSM 0.43 1.17     0.74 2.37 1.74 0.97
Non FSM 0.65 0.44 )  0.31 0.5 0.50 0.39
EAL 0.18 0.38    0.20 0.51 0.42 0.39
Non EAL 0.81 0.6   0.42 0.76 0.69 0.47
SEN Support  0.12 1 0.65 1.1 1.18 0.47
Non SEN 0.87 0.51   0.34 0.67 0.59 0.45

 
* defined as those pupils known to be eligible for FSM in the last 6 years 
**PL is Persistent Lateness which we defined as pupils with 10 or more sessions of lateness (at the end of academic year) This is considered 3 sessions during the Autumn Ter 

 
 
Spring 2022 
The new Inventory System continues to be effective in identifying children who arrive later than 9am in the morning, as they need to enter the school via the main 
office and sign in. Again, in the Spring term, most of the lateness is under 5 minutes. Lateness continues to be monitored and discussed with our ABO. 
 
PL refers to Persistent Lateness.  The ABO considers 10 or more sessions of lateness throughout the year to be persistent.  Lateness is also monitored at each 
ABO monitoring session and we will monitor this again in the new term and write to parents where a pattern has emerged. 
  
WHERE THIS INVOLVES A CHANGE OF RAG RATING PLEASE BE EXPLICIT ON WHAT HAS CHANGED TO BRING THE NEW RATING 
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We consider ourselves to be Green for this section because although the data demonstrates a downward trend this is down to the changes in COVID 
attendance codes, which have had a detrimental impact on data. Persistent lateness figures have decreased substantially this term. 
The main actions required to maintain this rating is to continue to maintain the school’s expectations and monitor, challenge and support key children 
and families who do not have strong attendance. 

Additional evidence: (This should be made available for the link governor to scrutinise and to the LGB if requested)   
 Website information  
 Attendance/punctuality data 
 EWO notes 
 Attendance tracking programme  
 Presentations (e.g. Parent Partnership, LGB) 
 Feedback from EWO 
 Letters to parents 
 Incentive scheme (letter, stickers) 
 Assemblies 

Summary of key points of the previous LGB discussion:  
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Board and Committee Meetings Summary 
Spring 2022 

 
March Board Meeting 
 The Board noted the approval of the new LIFE Behaviours; discussed the External 

Review of Governance; agreed the extension of tenure of Trustees Mr Jeffery and Mr 
Tinsley  

 The Risk Register was reviewed 
 The Board received an update on Covid 19 
 The Board received minutes from Standards, Pay & Personnel and Finance & Facilities 

Committees  
 The Board received a presentation from the Confederation of School Trusts on Strong 

Trusts and discussed the implications of education for public good and civic benefit on 
our Trust.  A letter from the DfE to Accounting Officers was shared and changes at the 
DfE following the review of the ESFA were discussed 

 The Board received a review of the 2019-22 Strategic Plan and received a draft of the 
next 3 year Strategic Plan.  The Board had previously seen a draft at their Strategic 
Away Day in January however following further work and discussions, the Board 
requested the CEO review priority 3, added a growth bullet point and recirculated a draft 
plan.  

 The Board received an update on the growth strategy and approved the new format 
which would be reviewed at each Board meeting.  

 The Board discussed one of the 5 areas of growth (mergers and acquisitions) in depth  
 The Board received a finance update and agreed a way forward for a school with a 

deficit that was not the school’s making.  
 The Board reviewed the Policy Schedule and approved the Complaints Policy for 

consultation.  
 The Board discussed the size of Agenda Packs and agreed that Board meetings were 

appropriate in terms of length and the types of discussions.  
 The Board discussed a system of annual reviews for Trustees which would be 

implemented this year.  
 
March Finance & Facilities Committee Meeting 
 The Committee: 

o noted that the finance team had undertaken a lot of catch up work and fact 
checking following the resignation of the Head of Finance and following 
discussion agreed that the Committee would receive an accurate position with 
narrative relating to variances following the meeting.  

o Approved the SRMSAT checklist (compliance tool from ESFA) for submission by 
15th March  

o Reviewed the Healthchecks  
 The Committee received a Covid 19 update and requested that as the guidance has 

relaxed, future updates be subsumed into the Health & Safety report.  
 The Committee: 

o received an update on CIF Funding 
o received the Health & Safety Audit reports and summary 
o reviewed the Healthchecks 

 The Committee: 
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o received a Digital Strategy Update  
o received the Data Protection Officer (DPO) Report and Action Plan and agreed 

that Data Protection would be a standing item on future F&F agendas 
 The Committee approved the Data Protection Policy, Health & Safety Policy and 

Governor Allowances Policy for consultation 
 The Committee reviewed the Risk Register 
 The Committee noted that the Support Staff pay award had been approved and noted 

that that the figure had already been anticipated in the budget.  
 
March Pay & Personnel Committee Meeting 
 The Committee: 

o Noted approvals made with regards pay awards, two reorganisations and an 
appointment of a part time member of staff.  

o Approved the appointment of a new senior leader at FBA 
 The Committee: 

o received an update on the support staff pay award which had been approved and 
would be backdated to 1st April 2021 

o received an update on confidential staff issues  
o received an updated on the outcome of a pay award appeal  
o received a report on the Gender Pay Gap which showed that the gap was 

decreasing.  
 The Committee: 

o received an update on personnel issues related to Covid 
o received an update on Training & Development  
o received an HR operational update by school which would be a standing item on 

future agendas 
o discussed the vacancy on the Committee 

 The Committee received and discussed the staff survey reports from Dame Tipping and 
Ford End.  

 The Committee reviewed the Healthchecks 
 The Committee received a presentation on succession planning and requested the 

document include a greater level of standing operating procedures with an update at the 
next meeting 

 The Committee reviewed the Risk Register  
 The Committee approved the Probation Policy for consultation  
 The Committee approved a recommendation to ensure that teaching staff in final salary 

pension schemes would not be impacted by the Teacher Pay Freeze.  
 The Committee approved an appointment in the Executive for September 2022 
 
February Standards Committee Meeting 
 The Committee received and discussed the draft priorities, part of the LIFE Script that 

was discussed at the Strategic Day in January, which would feed into the new Trust 3 
year Strategic Plan.  

 The Committee:  
o received the Growth Strategy for information 
o received the agreed Curriculum Framework  
o received and discussed the draft Teaching & Learning Framework  
o received an update on the Assessment Framework  

 The Committee received an update from meetings that had been held with working 
parties related to the Frameworks, the SEN, EYFS and IT groups.  

 The Committee reviewed the Healthchecks 
 The Committee reviewed the Risk Register  
 The Committee approved the ECT policy for consultation  
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